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THE PURE SEED DOCTRINES
- PART 8
Amos Olusegun Omoboriowo

This message was originally
preached by Brother Amos,
between 2010 – 2012, at Bible
Faith Tabernacle, Lagos,
Nigeria, but was later written in
January 2020, to be put into the
Scribe. This is the Last Part in
the series of The Pure Seed
Doctrines, and contains the
Last Three Fundamental
Doctrines: The White Throne
Judgment; No Eternal Hell;
and The Eternal Age,
presented in this series of
Fifteen Fundamental Doctrines.
The series, which seems so
effortless in its intelligible, yet
very plain presentation, is a
perfect eye opener, giving the
Bride much clarity and
understanding. All praise goes
to God.

ended our message titled, The
Pure Seed Doctrines, with the
consideration of the Doctrine of
the Millennium. By the grace of
God, today, we want to consider
another Major Doctrine of the
Early Church, a Fundamental
truth that forms one of the
Foundation Stones that carries
the Universal Bride of Jesus
Christ, and that is the Doctrine of
The White Throne Judgment.
We have also laid out this
Doctrine on our chart, right here,
(Brother Amos points to the
chart), on the right side of the
Wheat Sheaf. May God help us
to do justice to this truth, for the
edification of the Universal Body
of Christ.

Greetings to each and every
one of you in the Name of the
Lord, and may God bless you
all. In the last segment, we

13]. THE DOCTRINE OF THE
WHITE THRONE JUDGMENT:
The Doctrine of The White
Throne Judgment, also called
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The Great White Throne
Judgment, brothers and
sisters, is also a Major
Doctrine of the Early
Church, the Church of God
that was born on the Day of
Pentecost. Further, it is a
truth that goes into the
Original Pure Seed of the
Word of God, and a
Fundamental Foundation
Stone which the Original
Apostle established. In
setting forth this Doctrine, I
will first say this: At the time
of presenting this message
in the Scribe Magazine, we
already have a message in
the Scribe, titled, The White
Throne Judgment, which
deals specifically with this
subject in-depth, therefore,
we will only lay out this
message in a measure
sufficient enough to
scripturally and solidly
establish this Doctrine. We
pray that the Spirit of God,
who is the Spirit of Truth,
will help us to make the
difference, for God alone
can make the difference.
First, we want to read the
Scripture that sets forth this
Doctrine. Please turn with
me to the Book of
Revelation Chapter 20, and
for a material background,
we will take it from verse 7,
which records: “And when
the thousand years” (of
the Millennium) “are
expired, Satan shall be
loosed out of his prison”
(in the bottomless pit of
hell), “And shall go out to
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deceive the nations
which are in the four
quarters of the earth”, (in
a move of global
deception), “GOG and
MAGOG”, (speaking
prophetically of that
Communist, Anti-God
spirit, an Atheist spirit that
rules Russia today, an evil,
highly repressive, and
totalitarian spirit, which has
now taken over the world,
and an evil spirit that will
once again be raised by
Satan in that day, around
the entire world), “to
gather them” (who are the
Millennial mortal subjects)
“together to battle”
(against the King of kings,
and Lord of lords): “the
number of whom is as the
sand of the sea”,
(evidence that the earth will
be greatly repopulated in
the Millennium, because of
its enabling condition of
global peace, prosperity,
and security). “And they
went up on the breadth
of the earth, and
compassed the CAMP OF
THE SAINTS about”, (in
their national government
bases, in the various
nations of the earth), “and
the BELOVED CITY”
(Jerusalem, the global
government base of the
King of kings): “and fire
came down from GOD
out of heaven”, (out of His
Heavenly Throne, because
God, though incarnate in
Jesus Christ, is still An

Omnipresent God), “and
devoured them”, (without
any bullet being fired, and
hence, it is NO WAR).
“And the devil that
deceived them was cast
into the Lake of Fire and
Brimstone, where the
Beast and the False
Prophet are, and shall be
tormented day and night
for ever and ever.” (Now
watch, for this is precisely
where we are going, as it is
the particular passage that
we need. Verse 11): “And I
saw A GREAT WHITE
THRONE, and him”
(Jesus Christ, who is God
incarnate), “that sat on it,
from whose face the
earth and the heaven fled
away; and there was
found no place for them.
And I saw the dead, small
and great, stand before
God; and the books were
opened: and another
Book was opened, which
is the Book of Life: and
the dead were judged out
of those things which
were written in the books,
according to their works.
And the sea gave up the
dead which were in it;
and death and hell
delivered up the dead
which were in them: and
they were judged every
man according to their
works. And death and
hell were cast into the
Lake of Fire. This is the
Second Death. And
whosoever was not
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found written in the Book
of Life was cast into the
Lake of Fire.” This
passage of the Holy Bible,
brothers and sisters,
beautifully lays out the
White Throne Judgment for
us. However, in presenting
this Doctrine in this Scribe
series, The Pure Seed
Doctrines, we will do it a
little differently, giving it a
question and answer
format, and I pray that the
Lord will help us to do
justice to it.
W H AT I S T H I S
JUDGMENT?
Brothers and sisters, the
White Throne Judgment, or
the Great White Throne
Judgment, is the Supreme
Court of Heaven, set up
after the Millennium, and it
must be clearly and totally
distinguished from ALL
other Judgments, which
Jesus Christ also
adjudicates (administers).
We say this, because the
Holy Scriptures talks about
“Judgment” in various
passages, and is used
differently in its application,
such as in 2 Peter 3:7, and
Jude 1:14-15, both which
are tied to the Day of the
Lord; 2 Peter 2:4, which is
tied to the White Throne
Judgment; and 1 John
4:17, which brings us to the
Judgment Seat of Christ.
Consequently, it is very
important that we
distinguish the various
The Pure Seed Doctrines - Part 8
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uses of the word
“Judgment”, knowing
precisely what it means,
where it fits, and what it
serves, giving the
Scriptures their right
application; because a lot
of times, the word judgment
is used in a general way to
mean discipline, and or
destruction, as on the Day
of the Lord. However, in
Bible prophecy, we have
Three Main Stands of
Judgment, where people
come to be judged. The
Book of Hebrews Chapter
9, verse 27, provides: “And
as it is appointed unto
men once to die, BUT
AFTER THIS THE
JUDGMENT.” Brothers
and sisters, we will ALL
appear before One
Judgment Stand or the
Other, and One such
Judgment, is THE WHITE
THRONE JUDGMENT,
which we are setting forth in
this message. We also
have THE JUDGMENT
S E AT O F C H R I S T ,
recorded in 2 Corinthians
Chapter 5, verses 9-10,
where the Bride saints get
the verdict of their reward in
heaven, when we go for the
marriage supper, even as it
is written: “Wherefore we
labour, that, whether
present or absent, we
may be accepted of him”,
(Jesus Christ). “For we
must ALL appear before
THE JUDGMENT SEAT
OF CHRIST; that every

one may receive the
things done in his body,
according to that he hath
done, whether it be good
or bad.” Furthermore, we
a l s o h a v e T H E
J U D G M E N T O F
NATIONS, recorded in
Matthew Chapter 25,
verses 31-46, which we
shall consider shortly, a
Judgment that will be set up
right after the Day of the
Lord has been executed, to
judge the “Sheep” and
“Goat” people of the
Nations, in order to
determine the Millennial
subjects, over whom Christ
and his Bride will rule, and
who will be used to
repopulate the human race
in the Millennium. Saints of
God, we must note that
both Judgments, The
Judgment Seat of Christ,
AND The Judgment of
Nations, are executed long
before The Great White
Throne Judgment is
constituted, or set up. For
although these Judgments
are ALL Judgments of God,
and although they are ALL
administered by Jesus
Christ the Son of God, as
God has committed ALL
Judgment to him,
nevertheless, these
Judgments are not the
same, and as such, we
cannot lump them together,
and neither can we
substitute or mistake one
for the other, as they do out
there in the religious world.
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Therefore, it is very
important that we ALL
understand, that The White
Throne Judgment stands
ALL on its own, and is in
fact, the very Last
Judgment, one that ushers
in Eternity, the Eternal
Age, which is the Eighth
Day, figuratively speaking,
for it is A New Beginning,
One that is Ageless
a n d T i m e l e s s , Ti m e
w i t h o u t E n d . To
scripturally prove that ALL
Judgments of God have
been invested in Jesus
Christ, we will go into the
Word of God. It is written in
the Gospel of Saint John
Chapter 5, verse 22: “For
the Father” (God)
“judgeth no man, BUT
HATH COMMITTED ALL
JUDGMENT UNTO THE
SON.” Period! In verses
26-27, this truth is
reaffirmed, for Jesus
similarly declared: “For as
the Father hath life in
Himself; so hath He given
to the Son to have life in
himself; And hath given
him AUTHORITY TO
EXECUTE JUDGMENT
A L S O ” ,
( A L L
JUDGMENT), “because
he is the Son of man.”
This settles the fact, that
ALL of God's Judgments,
are invested IN Jesus
Christ, and carried out IN
and THROUGH Jesus
Christ, who is God
incarnate. God Almighty
incarnated His Son at the
The Pure Seed Doctrines - Part 8
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River Jordan, making
J e s u s b e c o m e
“Emmanuel, which being
interpreted is, GOD WITH
US”, IN and THROUGH
His Son, Jesus the Christ.
(Matt. 1:23; 2 Cor. 5:19).
That is precisely why Jesus
Christ is the only person we
see, in ALL the Judgments
of God, for it is the invisible
Spirit God IN Christ,
carrying out His
Judgments. Therefore,
when we consider The
White Throne Judgment, it
is still Jesus Christ that we
see executing this
Judgment, and it is actually
the last act of redemption
that Jesus will perform.
WHO STANDS BEFORE
IT?
In order to determine
precisely who stands
before this Judgment
Throne, we will lay out ALL
who are to be judged right
here. In this regard, the
Great White Throne
Judgment, FIRSTLY, gives
us the Eternal Judgment of
ALL the Wicked Dead.
SECONDLY, it gives us the
Eternal Judgment of ALL
the people who were born
in the Millennium; not those
who passed from the Last
Week, through the Day of
the Lord, into the
Millennium, as the Sheep
Nations of Matthew
Chapter 25, but their
children; people who were
born during the Millennium.

THIRDLY, it also gives us
the Eternal Judgment of
ALL the Fallen Angels.
These are ALL the
categories of beings who
will ALL appear before the
Great White Throne
Judgment, to be judged
for their eternal destiny.
Do not forget, on the full
and unquestionable
authority of 1 Corinthians
Chapter 15, verse 23, and
Revelation Chapter 20,
verses 4-5, that ALL the
saints of God, beginning
with ALL the Old Testament
saints, from Abel, who was
the first person to die, to
ALL the New Testament
Bride saints, together with
ALL the White Robed
saints, who are the
Tribulation saints, would
h a v e A L L b e e n
resurrected, in the three
phases or orders of the
First Resurrection, as
Immortals. Therefore, by
the time we come to the
Great White Throne
Judgment, ALL we have,
and ALL we see, standing
before this Great White
Throne Judgment, are only
these three classes of
beings: The Wicked Dead,
who are the Unjust Dead
of ALL time; The People
born in the Millennium,
including those unruly
subjects who were slain
by the Word of the Lord
during the Millennium; and
The Fallen Angels.
Period! May I remind you,
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just in case someone goes
there, that the Sheep
Nation Millennial Mortal
Subjects, pass into the
Eternal Age, and will not
stand before the White
Throne Judgment,
because they cannot be
judged twice! Saint
Matthew Chapter 25,
verses 31-46, records:
“When the Son of man
shall come in his glory”
(to establish the
Millennium), “and ALL the
holy angels with him,
then shall he sit upon the
throne of his glory” (on
earth, after the Day of the
Lord): “And before him
shall be gathered ALL
Nations”: (the remnant of
humanity from the various
nations, whom God
supernaturally preserved
through the awful Day of
the Lord; the “few men” that
were left in the earth,
out of whom the Lord
will choose his
Millennial mortal subjects,
over whom Christ and the
saints will reign, and who
will be used to repopulate
the human race in the
Millennium). “… and he
shall separate them one
from another, as a
shepherd divideth HIS
SHEEP from THE
GOATS: And he shall set
the SHEEP on his right
hand, but the GOATS on
the left. Then shall the
King say unto them on
his right hand”, (who are
The Pure Seed Doctrines - Part 8

the sheep people of the
various nations), “Come,
ye blessed of my Father,
INHERIT the kingdom”,
(THE MILLENNIAL
KINGDOM), “prepared for
you from the foundation
of the world”; (for they are
also the elects of God, but
elects into this very class of
people who will be
CHRIST'S MILLENNIAL
S U B J E C T S , M O R TA L
SUBJECTS, MORALLY
CLEAN SUBJECTS. Now
listen closely to what now
follows, because it reveals
their true spiritual state, as
Jesus stated): “For I was
an hungred, and ye gave
me meat: I was thirsty,
and ye gave me drink: I
was a stranger, and ye
took me in: Naked, and ye
clothed me: I was sick,
and ye visited me: I was
in prison, and ye came
unto me. Then shall THE
RIGHTEOUS” (SHEEP
PEOPLE) “answer him,
saying, Lord, WHEN SAW
WE THEE AN HUNGRED,
AND FED THEE? OR
THIRSTY, AND GAVE
THEE DRINK? WHEN
saw we thee a stranger,
and took thee in? OR
naked, and clothed thee?
OR WHEN saw we thee
sick, OR in prison, and
came unto thee?” They
are shocked to hear
the blessed reward they
are then given, after the
woeful Day of the Lord, for
the kindness they had

shown to the Tribulation
saints of God, in the Last
Week of Daniel, not ever
knowing that it was to
Jesus Christ that they had
done all those things! This
confirms that they are not
believers; they are not
Christians, because every
believer knows scripturally,
that there is a reward for
whatever kindness we
show, or for any good deed
that we perform, and that it
is unto the Lord Jesus that
such is done, and
consequently, we are ALL
in great expectation of
being rewarded for ALL our
good works, our good
deeds, by the Lord! Yes, we
are! Hence the reason we
do not get weary in well
doing, because we know
that the reward is coming
from the Lord! But these
ones were completely
shocked, for they were not
expecting it, and it is simply
because they are not
followers of Jesus Christ!
Full stop! Furthermore, the
Lord also declared them
“righteous”, and as we all
know as believers,
whosoever the Lord
declares righteous is
righteous; because
righteousness is an
imputation, the imputation
of the Lord, conferred upon
whosoever God wills, for
true righteousness is
strictly of the Lord, who is
our righteousness! Period!
I repeat: It is not that they
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are believers, for they are
most definitely not, and
hence, the reason for their
utter pleasant surprise!
THEY ARE NOTHING BUT
A M O R A L LY C L E A N
CLASS OF HUMANITY,
W H O M
G O D
P R E S E R V E D
SPECIFICALLY FOR THE
PURPOSE OF HIS
MILLENNIAL KINGDOM,
OF REPOPULATING THE
HUMAN RACE IN THE
MILLENNIUM, OVER
WHOM CHRIST AND HIS
BRIDE WILL ALSO
REIGN! Saints of God, it is
unto this divine purpose,
that they were elected
before the foundation of the
world! They certainly did
not know the Lord Jesus
Christ, and hence, their
sheer words of surprise!
Verse 40 records: “And
the King shall answer
and say unto them, Verily
I say unto you, Inasmuch
as ye have done it unto
one of the least of these
MY BRETHREN”, (the
class of Christ's “Brethren”,
these Sheep” people of the
Nations, certainly did not
belong, “Brethren” which
gives us the Elect Jews, as
well as the Gentile Foolish
Virgins), “ye have done it
unto me.” (King Jesus now
turns to the “Goat” people
of the Nations, and the Holy
Bible records): “Then shall
he say also unto them on
the left hand, Depart from
me, ye cursed, INTO
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EVERLASTING FIRE,
prepared for the devil and
his angels: For I was an
hungred, and ye gave me
no meat: I was thirsty,
and ye gave me no drink:
I was a stranger, and ye
took me not in: naked,
and ye clothed me not:
sick, and in prison, and
ye visited me not. Then
shall they also answer
him, saying, Lord, WHEN
saw we thee an hungred,
OR athirst, OR a stranger,
OR naked, OR sick, OR in
prison, and did not
minister unto thee?”
(Questions that show that
they are also not
Christians, but stark
unbelievers, a mean and
wicked class of humanity.
And the reply of Jesus
Christ, proves that they are
a very mean, very selfish,
very uncaring, wicked, evil
bunch of humanity, mean
minded creatures who are
not wanted in the
Millennium, and whose
kind will most definitely not
pass into the Millennium)!
“Then shall he answer
them, saying, Verily I say
unto you, Inasmuch as ye
did it not to one of the
least of these” (“MY
BRETHREN”, during the
Last Week of Daniel), “ye
did it not to me.” (Now
watch verse 46, for that is
the particular verse we
need, and it records): “And
these” (Goat People of the
Nations, people standing

on Christ's left hand in
verse 33, Cursed People),
“SHALL GO away into
E V E R L A S T I N G
PUNISHMENT”, (which is
the Lake of Fire, for their
eternal fate has been
sealed by this very
judgment): “but the
Righteous” (Sheep
People of the Nations,
people standing on Christ's
right hand in verse 33,
Blessed people, SHALL
GO) “INTO LIFE
ETERNAL.” Did you hear
that? In this last verse,
verse 46, the Lord Jesus
declared about them in
plain and categorical
terms, saying: “And
these” (goat people,
cursed people), “shall go
away into everlasting
punishment: but the
Righteous INTO LIFE
ETERNAL”, (speaking of
the sheep people, the
blessed). Saints, this
shows that the eternal fate
of the “sheep” people of
the Nations, has been
positively sealed by the
same judgment!
Consequently, they will not
stand to be judged again
before the White Throne
Judgment, for the Lord will
not judge them twice, and
no one will be judged twice,
for there is no double
judgment for any class of
people! As a matter of fact,
IF the Law of man, being
evil, does not allow a
person to be judged twice
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on a matter, neither can
Almighty God, the
Righteous Judge! It is the
children of the sheep nation
people, the people who
were born during the
Millennium, and who did
not experience the
awesome power and
majesty of Jesus Christ the
King, displayed on the Day
of the Lord, that will come
before this Great White
Throne Judgment of God,
to be judged. The Sheep
Nation people saw the raw
power, the awesome
supernatural power, the
great majesty and glory of
Jesus Christ, expressed on
the Day of the Lord, and as
such, they will live humbly
and reverently before the
Lord, throughout the
Millennium, clocking over a
thousand years of age! We
must not even forget, that
the Lord has already
declared them “blessed”
and “righteous”, in verses
34, 37, and 46, and
c o n s e q u e n t l y, t h e
righteousness of God that
has been conferred on
them, carries them through
the Millennium, and into the
Eternal Age! Right after the
Millennium, and on account
of ALL the people that were
born in the Millennium, as
the means of the testing of
these mortal people for
eternity, Satan will be
loosed from prison for just a
short while, as we saw in
Revelation Chapter 20,
The Pure Seed Doctrines - Part 8

verses 7-10, which we read
earlier. This is in order to
lead the mortal people of
the world in rebellion
against the King of kings,
reigning in Jerusalem, and
against the saints, in their
national government
bases, in the various
nations of the world,
seeking to overthrow, in a
battle we call “Gog and
Magog”, which is really No
War. I say that, because as
they are fully positioned in
readiness for their useless
onslaught, God, the
Omnipresent, the
Omnipotent, and the
Omniscient, simply sends
fire down from heaven,
ever before one bullet is
fired, and burns them all
out, leading straight to the
White Throne Judgment.
This will be the test for ALL
those who were born in the
Millennium. Consequently,
whoever fails this test,
among the mortal subjects
who were born in the
Millennium, by aligning with
the rebellion of Satan, will
end up in the Lake of Fire,
but only after the White
Throne Judgment. And
whoever also gains victory
over this test, by refusing to
join in Satan's rebellion, will
end up in the Eternal Age,
but also only after coming
before The White Throne
Judgment. This is simply
because, No one will
pass into the Eternal Age,
without facing A TEST,

a n d A D I V I N E
JUDGMENT. And the
White Throne Judgment, is
the judgment allotted for
ALL the people born in the
Millennium.
Therefore, we can all
clearly see by the Holy
Scriptures, the various
classes of beings, who will
face the Great White
Throne Judgment.
Nevertheless, it is very
important at this point, to
make a necessary
distinction, with regards to
the appearance of the
Fallen Angels before the
Great White Throne
Judgment, because there
is a balance to truth. In
Matthew Chapter 25,
verse 41, it is written:
“Then shall he” (Jesus)
“say also unto them on
the left hand”, (the
goat people of the
various nations), “Depart
from me, ye cursed,
into EVERLASTING FIRE,
PREPARED FOR THE
DEVIL AND HIS
ANGELS.” From this
Scripture, it is evident
that the Lake of Fire has
been designed by God,
as the final destination of
ALL Fallen Angels, right
after the White Throne
Judgment. This fact is
both undeniable and
incontestable. However,
the material question
now, is this: Is it really
ALL the Fallen Angels that
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will appear before the
Great White Throne
Judgment? That is the
issue! And we must deal
with this issue, if we are to
complete the scriptural
picture of ALL the beings
who will stand before this
White Throne Judgment.
May I add, that it is an
issue that I have not been
moved to deal with before
now, and hence, it is
something that we have not
projected in any Scribe
before now, even though
we have dealt with
Revelation Chapter 19,
verse 20, many times in the
Scribe, and it states: “And
the beast was taken, and
with him the false
prophet that wrought
miracles before him, with
which he deceived them
that had received the
mark of the beast, and
them that worshipped his
image. These BOTH were
CAST ALIVE into a Lake
of Fire burning with
brimstone.” The fact is
this: When we consider a
similar judgment
expressed in Matthew
Chapter 13, verses 41-42,
it gives us nothing but a
suspended sentence, and
it records: “The Son of
man” (Jesus Christ) “shall
send forth his angels”, (at
this end-time of harvest, in
this Laodicean Church
Age), “and they shall
gather out of his
kingdom”, (out of his
The Pure Seed Doctrines - Part 8
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Church), “ALL things that
offend, and them which
do iniquity”, (giving us the
Great Separation of seeds,
right here at this end-time);
“And shall cast them into
a Furnace of Fire”, (which
is the Lake of Fire): “there
shall be wailing and
gnashing of teeth.” This
verse of Scripture, brothers
and sisters, which gives
us the casting into the
Lake of Fire, of ALL the
tare element of people
in Christendom, is a
suspended sentence,
because they are not
actually cast into the Lake
of Fire, UNTIL AFTER the
White Throne Judgment.
They must ALL come
before that Great White
Throne Judgment, to be
judged, before they can be
thrown into the Lake of Fire.
Secondly, we, the Bride
saints, must also be seated
on that White Throne
Judgment Stand, to preside
over their judgment, ALL
under Christ, before they
face the Lake of Fire, just
as 1 Corinthians Chapter 6,
verses 1-3, provides:
“Dare any of you, having
a matter against another,
go to law before the
unjust, and not before the
saints? DO YE NOT
K N O W T H AT T H E
SAINTS SHALL JUDGE
THE WORLD? (When? At
the White Throne
Judgment! Hence, Apostle
Paul asks): “and if the

world shall be judged by
you, are ye unworthy to
judge the smallest
matters? Know ye not
that we shall judge
angels? how much more
things that pertain to this
life?” Consequently, we
must harmonise the
casting of the tare elements
within Christendom into the
Lake of Fire, with the
promise we also have of
the Lord in 1 Corinthians
Chapter 6, verses 2-3,
that we will be there,
presiding over this
Judgment, which
confirms therefore, that
their casting into the
Lake of Fire in Matthew
Chapter 13, verse 42, is a
suspended sentence, for it
will be applied, only after
the White Throne
Judgment, where the Royal
Bride of Christ will also sit,
alongside our Royal
Bridegroom, the Lord
Jesus Christ, as the
world is then judged!
Consequently, having the
scriptural understanding of
this suspended sentence,
and not wanting to carry the
mere letter of the Word of
God, the mere letter of the
Prophetic Word, with
regards to the casting of
“the beast” and “the false
prophet” into the Lake of
Fire, as recorded in
Revelation Chapter 19,
verse 20; that is, not being
sure whether this sentence
is also suspended until
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after the White Throne
Judgment, I had to leave
this issue out, until the Lord
gave me the true
application of this prophetic
issue! For as we must
know, until we can
reconcile and harmonise
ALL Scriptures relating to
an issue, we do not yet
have the revelation of it,
however correct our
thoughts on the issue might
be. We have not been sent
to preach our thoughts,
but to preach and teach
the revelation of Jesus
Christ of the Holy Bible.
Period! Let me give you a
pertinent example, just to
buttress the crucial point
that I am making, because
God loves and rewards
humility, sincerity, and
faithfulness. In his Book
titled, The Mark Of Cain,
Richard Gan of Singapore
made a correct statement,
for his thought projection
on the issue was absolutely
correct, that the “mark
upon Cain” in Genesis
4:15, was his increased
size, for God turned him
into a giant. And although
he was correct in this
thought projection, he had
no true divine revelation of
the subject, because he
tore down the only
scriptural backing which
the revelation of the mark
hangs upon, in the Entire
Holy Bible! In addition, he
flatly denied the instant
transformation of Cain into
The Pure Seed Doctrines - Part 8
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a giant, which defeats the
very essence of the mark!
Furthermore, he also
erroneously claimed that
Cain went into hiding, when
the man built the first city
ever, a city he even named
after his first son, Enoch, in
verse 17, ALL proving
undoubtedly, that Richard
Gan had no revelation of
God on the subject, as
correct as his thought
projection concerning the
mark of Cain, was!
We dealt with all these
issues in our book, titled,
Religo, which is available
on our website for free
downloading. Therefore,
the question remains:
Are ALL Fallen Angels
coming before the Great
White Throne Judgment?
That is the issue we
still need to consider,
as we delve into the Holy
Scriptures. The Book of 2
Peter Chapter 2, verse 4,
records: “For if God
spared not the angels
that sinned” (during the
Prehistoric Era, at the time
of the testing and fall of
Satan, a truth we have laid
out in our Scribe message,
titled, Genesis: The Eden
Of Angels), “but cast them
DOWN TO HELL, and
delivered them into
chains of darkness”,
(confined to the bottomless
pit of hell, for the most
horrible things they did
during that Prehistoric
world), “to be reserved

unto JUDGMENT”, (at the
Great White Throne
Judgment). Church, this
passage of Scripture, lets
us know that this particular
class of demons, most
horrible demons, fallen
angels, are coming before
the White Throne
Judgment. The Book of
Jude Chapter 1, gives us
the very same projection,
thus confirming this
truth in verse 6, plainly
declaring: “And the
angels which kept not
their first estate”, (their
primary divine command
and position of
responsibility), “but left
their own habitation”, (for
they abused their position
of great responsibility),
“He” (God) “hath
R E S E R V E D i n
everlasting chains under
darkness” (in hell), “unto
the JUDGMENT OF THE
GREAT DAY”, (the Great
White Throne Judgment).
In the Book of 1 Corinthians
Chapter 6, Apostle Paul
declared in verse 3, saying:
“Know ye not that we”
(saints) “shall judge
ANGELS?” When is this?
At the White Throne
Judgment! Saint Paul
made this declaration, only
because we will be with
Christ in this Judgment,
although it is Christ that will
actually execute the
Judgment of these fallen
angels, whose era
preceded man's era.
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Therefore, the question still
remains: Are ALL the Fallen
Angels going to appear
before the White Throne
Judgment?
Church, in order to
determine this question,
please come with me to
Revelation Chapter 19,
verses 19-20, and it
records: “And I saw the
B e a s t ” , ( T H E
ANTICHRIST), “and the
kings of the earth, and
their armies, gathered
together to make war
against him”, (Jesus
Christ the coming King),
“that sat on the horse,
and against his army.
And THE BEAST”, (which
reference at this particular
instance, is not to the
Antichrist, but is to THE
EVIL SPIRIT BEHIND THE
EUROPEAN UNION, the
spirit behind the restored
end-time geographical
entity of the Roman Beast
Empire), “WAS TAKEN,
and with him THE FALSE
PROPHET”, (THE
ANTICHRIST), “that
wrought miracles
BEFORE HIM”, (THE
SPIRIT OF THE
EUROPEAN UNION),
“with which he”, (the
Antichrist, who is the False
Prophet), “deceived them
that had received the
mark of the beast, and
them that worshipped his
image.” (Now watch what
happens to these two evil
The Pure Seed Doctrines - Part 8
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spirits, the spirit of the
Roman Beast, AND the
spirit of the Antichrist, for
the Holy Bible now
declares): “These BOTH
WERE CAST ALIVE INTO
A LAKE OF FIRE burning
with brimstone.” This
confirms that these two evil
beings, evil spirits, will not
appear before the Great
White Throne Judgment,
for they will be thrown
straight into the Lake of Fire
on the Day of the Lord, and
we will explain shortly, why
this has to be so. Again, in
Revelation Chapter 20,
from verse 7, the Holy Bible
provides: “And when the
thousand years” (of the
Millennium) “are expired,
Satan shall be loosed out
of his prison, And shall
go out to deceive the
nations which are in the
four quarters of the earth,
Gog and Magog, to
gather them together to
battle: the number of
whom is as the sand of
the sea. And they went up
on the breadth of the
earth, and compassed
the camp of the saints
about, and the beloved
city: and fire came down
from God out of heaven,
and devoured them.”
(Watch what the Lord now
does): “And the devil”,
(Satan, the Fallen Angel
called Lucifer), “that
deceived them WAS
C A S T ” ( D I R E C T LY )
“INTO THE LAKE OF

FIRE and Brimstone,
WHERE THE BEAST AND
THE FALSE PROPHET
ARE”, (ALREADY ARE),
“and shall be tormented
day and night for ever
and ever.” Amen!
Therefore, we must note,
that Satan, the Fallen
Angel known as Lucifer,
“the prince of this evil
world”, will not come before
the White Throne
Judgment, just as the Evil
spirit of the Roman Beast
Empire, which gives us the
Fallen Angel controlling the
European Union, together
with the Antichrist, “the
man of sin, the son of
perdition”, will also not
come before the White
Throne Judgment. Why is
this so? It is for the very
same reason that God did
not allow the Serpent
creature, whom we had in
the garden of Eden, to have
any say in his judgment, for
we must look at the casting
of these three evil beings in
the same way, because the
justice of God is one, and
His ways are also one!
Come with me to the Seed
Chapter of the Holy Bible,
which is the Book of
Genesis, to consider the
Judgment that God set up
in the garden of Eden, right
after the fall of Adam and
Eve, for our God is indeed
“Alpha and Omega, the
Beginning and the End.”
In Genesis Chapter 3, it is
written from verse 9: “And
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the Lord God called unto
Adam, and said unto him,
Where art thou? And he
said, I heard thy voice in
the garden, and I was
afraid, because I was
naked; and I hid myself.
And He” (God) “said”
(unto Adam), “Who told
thee that thou wast
naked? Hast thou eaten
of the tree, whereof I
commanded thee that
thou shouldest not eat?
And THE MAN SAID, The
woman whom thou
gavest to be with me, she
gave me of the tree, and I
did eat.” (Adam passed
the buck to his wife,
blaming her for their
disobedience). “And the
Lord God said unto the
woman”, (Eve), “What is
this that thou hast done?
And THE WOMAN SAID,
The serpent beguiled me,
and I did eat” (of the
forbidden fruit. Eve also
passed the buck to the
Serpent, blaming the
Serpent for her
transgression. Now watch
verse 14): “And the Lord
God said unto THE
SERPENT, BECAUSE
THOU HAST DONE THIS,
THOU ART CURSED
ABOVE ALL CATTLE,
AND ABOVE EVERY
BEAST OF THE FIELD;
UPON THY BELLY SHALT
THOU GO, AND DUST
SHALT THOU EAT ALL
THE DAYS OF THY LIFE:
And I will put enmity
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between thee and the
woman, and between thy
seed and her seed; it
shall bruise thy head, and
thou shalt bruise his
heel.” Please note, that
whereas God allowed
Adam to speak in his own
defence, and He also
allowed Eve to speak in her
own defence, in total
contrast, God did not allow
the Serpent creature to
speak at ALL in his own
defence, not even a word!
The Lord simply handed
over his judgment, instantly
transforming him
supernaturally, deforming
him into a snake, putting
him and his wife into the
reptile family, making them
another species of snake,
which is the Boa
constrictor, the prince of
which is the Anaconda! We
have a Scribe message,
titled, The Present Day
Identity Of the Serpent,
setting forth this truth, and it
is freely available Online for
downloading. And in the
Millennium, when ALL the
animals, and ALL the birds,
are regenerated to the very
peaceful and harmless
nature that they had at the
beginning, in Genesis, the
Serpent creature will not be
transformed back, and it is
on account of the great evil
he did to man, occasioning
the fall of Adam's Entire
Race, with ALL the evil, the
sorrow, and the utter
misery, that the fall has

brought upon humanity!
We also have a Scribe
message, setting forth this
truth, titled, The
Restoration Of The
Serpent? Speaking
specifically about the
Millennium, the Book of
Isaiah Chapter 65, verse
25, clearly records: “The
Wolf and the Lamb shall
feed together, and the
Lion shall eat straw like
the bullock”, (both lion
and wolf having been
transformed into harmless
herbivores): “AND DUST
SHALL BE THE
SERPENT'S MEAT. They
shall not HURT nor
DESTROY in ALL my holy
mountain, saith the
Lord.” The Serpent will
continue to bear his
judgment, even in the Age
of the Regeneration of
Planet Earth! Because the
Serpent, who was the
servant of Adam, was the
singular culprit, who
brought about the great
and colossal fall of Adam's
Entire Race, was precisely
the reason that the Perfect,
Infallible, and Omniscient
God, did not bother to ask
for the Serpent's defence,
or listen to the Serpent on
any ground, for the sheer
wickedness and great evil
he did to God's human
family! Brothers and
sisters, it is not as if the
Justice and the Fairness of
God allows for stupidity, for
God Almighty is not stupid,
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and neither is He shortsighted: He knows
Everything that happened,
and He knows precisely
ALL that the Serpent did!
God, who is the fountain of
ALL wisdom, ALL
knowledge, and ALL
Understanding, the ALL
Knowing God, did not need
to listen to “the Serpent”,
to know that he had no
defence whatsoever, and
no excuse of any sort, for
the incredible evil that he
did to God's children, an
evil we are ALL still facing
today, which has led to ALL
untold suffering and misery
befalling the whole of
mankind! It is in the same
vein, that “Lucifer”, who
led one third of the angels
of heaven in rebellion
against God, their Maker;
“Satan”, the singular
culprit who derailed God's
plan of salvation, just as he
derailed the human race in
the garden of Eden,
working through the
Serpent, bringing about the
Fall of the Early Church of
God, leading her down into
Babylon, in the Dark Ages,
bringing ALL the evil, the
chaos, the colossal death,
the misery, the incredible
suffering and pain, of God's
saints, ALL through time,
plunging the whole world
into total spiritual darkness
in the Last Week of Daniel,
need not be given any
defence or hearing! And
what purpose would that
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serve?! For as I said
before, and as I must
continue to emphasise,
and as we must ALL know,
THE JUSTICE OF GOD,
AND HIS FAIRNESS,
DOES NOT ALLOW FOR
STUPIDITY, FOR GOD IS
NOT STUPID, AND
NEITHER IS HIS JUSTICE
AND FAIRNESS, A
MEANS FOR MERE
SHOW! The Almighty
God does not need to
prove any point, by
listening to the author of
ALL Evil, an evil spirit
who has no defence
w h a t s o e v e r, f o r t h e
colossal evil and untold
misery that he has
brought to creation! Does
Satan not know ALL the
utter wickedness and gross
evil that he has been
perpetrating ALL through
time, for him to even think
that he deserves a
hearing?! Come on! And
exactly what would be his
defence, for being a wilful
and active opposer of His
Maker, God?! As I asked
before, what purpose
would his hearing even
serve, when Satan knows
exactly what he is doing,
and what he has done?!
That is precisely why the
Book of Revelation
Chapter 12, speaking
about the evil prophetic
development that will be
set in motion, from around
the Middle of the Last Week
of Daniel, a voice from

heaven loudly proclaims in
verse 12: “...Woe to the
inhabiters of the earth
and of the sea! for the
devil” (Satan) “is come
down unto you” (the
inhabitants of the earth),
“ H AV I N G G R E AT
WRATH, because he
knoweth that he hath but
A SHORT TIME.” So,
Satan is coming with an evil
mindset, a wilful and
deliberate objective, of
unleashing hell on
humanity, in his final push
to lead as many souls as he
can with him, to the Lake of
Fire! He will be bound in
hell for a thousand years,
and when he is released,
he will still turn the masses
of humanity that will be
born in the Millennium,
against their Maker, right
after the Millennium! Now, I
ask: On what basis is he to
appear before the White
Throne Judgment?! And
with what defence?! Come
on! Is it on the basis of a
Fair Hearing? A Fair
hearing is about exactly
what?! That is why I say
again: The Justice and
the Fairness of God is not
stupidity, and neither is it
for show! God is not like
fallen man that does things
for show, to be seen of
men! It is on this very basis,
that the spirit of “Lucifer”,
Satan, called the devil, is
simply taken, at the
proposed battle of “Gog
and Magog”, and cast
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straight into the Lake of
Fire! It is equally on the
same basis, that the spirit
of “the Beast”, the evil
spirit of the Roman Beast
Empire, an evil Empire,
which gives us the
European Union at this
end-time, in its restored
geographical entity, is
taken and cast directly into
the Lake of Fire! And it is
also on the same basis, that
the “False Prophet”, the
heir apparent of Satan,
Lucifer's super-prince, the
coming Antichrist, is also
taken, spirit and body, and
“CAST ALIVE into a Lake
of Fire burning with
Brimstone”, according to
Revelation 19:20, and
Revelation 20:10! These
three evil and wicked spirits,
the leading troublers of
humanity, will not stand at
the Great White Throne
Judgment, but in the day
when the Supreme Court of
Heaven will be constituted,
they would have already
been enjoying the Lake of
Fire, which is the end of ALL
wicked spirits, and of ALL
souls that forget God, or
hate God! Period! For in
handing out divine
judgment, what God did
with “the Serpent” in
Genesis, in the Beginning,
is exactly what He does
with “Satan”, with “the
Beast”, and with “the
False Prophet”, in
Revelation, in the End, for
God is not a fool, and
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neither is He a jelly fish! The
Almighty God does not
change, and His judgments
are Righteous, and Perfect,
and Inerrable (Infallible)!
And as is written of God
Almighty, who is Incarnate
in Jesus Christ, the Book of
Revelation Chapter 22,
verse 13, declares: “I am
ALPHA and OMEGA, the
BEGINNING and the END,
the FIRST and the LAST”,
THE UNCHANGING GOD,
THE GREAT “I AM THAT I
AM”! Amen!
HOW IS THIS JUDGMENT
EXECUTED?
Coming now to consider
the execution of the White
Throne Judgment itself, we
first want to see the Book of
Daniel, because Prophet
Daniel was given a great
prophetic insight into this
great event, hundreds of
years before the First
Advent of Christ. It is in his
inspired account, that we
see other beings
functioning in different
capacities at the White
Throne Judgment, different
and distinct from those who
stood before the White
Throne, to be judged.
Daniel Chapter 7, verses 910, records: “I beheld till
the thrones were cast
down, and the Ancient of
days did sit”, (God
Almighty, still incarnate in
Christ), “whose garment
was white as snow, and
the hair of his head like

the pure wool: His
Throne was like the fiery
flame, and His wheels as
burning fire. A fiery
stream issued and came
forth from before Him.”
(Now listen to this):
“thousand thousands
ministered unto Him...”,
(giving us the Royal Bride
of Jesus Christ, now the
Lamb's wife, who are the
preeminent class of saints,
with the saints of ALL time,
along with ALL the angels,
the host of heaven). May I
remind you that as the
Bride of Jesus Christ, we
share his Throne with him,
for ALL that Christ has and
is, he shares with his Bride
Body. In the Book of 1
Corinthians Chapter 6,
Apostle Paul declared in
verses 1-3: “Dare any of
you, having a matter
against another, go to law
before the unjust, and not
before the saints? Do ye
not know that THE
SAINTS SHALL JUDGE
THE WORLD?” (Not just at
the Judgment of Nations,
but more particularly at the
Great White Throne
Judgment, because Saint
Paul was looking
principally or primarily at
the White Throne
Judgment. Hence, he
queried): “and if the world
shall be judged by you,
are ye unworthy to judge
the smallest matters?
Know ye not that WE
S H A L L J U D G E
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ANGELS?” (And when
exactly are we going to
judge angels? It is precisely
at the White Throne
Judgment! However, and
just as Brother Raymond
Jackson pointed out, it is
not that we will actually do
the judging of the angels
who preceded our creation,
it is that we will be sitting
with Christ in this great
judgment setting, as ALL
the fallen angels will be
standing before us for their
judgment! That is why
Apostle Paul declared):
“Know ye not that we
shall judge angels? how
much more things that
pertain to this life?” What
a privilege! What an honour
and glory we have of the
Lord God, in Jesus Christ!
May I warn, that the angels
have not yet been judged,
and will not be judged until
the White Throne
Judgment. When Satan led
one third of the angels of
God in rebellion against
God, during the Prehistoric
World, and God asked
Lucifer about it, he lied
outrightly, thus becoming
the first liar, and hence, the
father of lies, according to
the inspired and infallible
testimony of Jesus Christ
recorded in John 8:44. In
that day, God simply
stripped ALL the fallen
angels of their glory and
power, and they became
demons, evil spirits,
tormentors, reserved for
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the Era of the creation of
God's human family, to be
used as the means of our
testing for Eternity, as the
adversaries of men.
Therefore, their Judgment
is still in the future, and that
is precisely why in the Book
of 2 Peter Chapter 2,
Apostle Peter warned in
verse 4: “For if God
spared not the ANGELS
THAT SINNED, but cast
them down to hell, and
delivered them into
chains of darkness, to be
RESERVED UNTO
JUDGMENT”, (AT THE
GREAT WHITE THRONE
JUDGMENT). This is in
agreement with the
revelation of Apostle Jude,
who, in the Book of Jude
Chapter 1, verse 6, clearly
records: “And the angels
which kept not their first
estate, but left their own
habitation, He” (God)
“HATH RESERVED in
everlasting chains under
darkness UNTO THE
JUDGMENT OF THE
GREAT DAY”, (WHICH IS
T H E G R E AT W H I T E
THRONE JUDGMENT).
So, we see that the angels
have not yet been judged,
and we will also be there in
this judgment, for we are
instituting this judgment
with Jesus Christ, for as it is
written, “we shall judge
angels.” Returning to
consider the Book of
Revelation Chapter 20,
beginning from verse 11,

the Holy Bible records:
“And I saw A Great White
Throne, and Him” (God
incarnate in Christ), “that
sat on it, from whose face
the earth and the heaven
fled away”, (for we are
looking at deep space);
“and there was found no
place for them. And I saw
the dead” (apportioned for
the Second Resurrection,
who are ALL the
Unrighteous dead, the
Wicked dead, or the Unjust
dead of ALL human time,
including those unruly
children who died in the
Millennium), “SMALL and
GREAT, stand before
GOD”, (the GOD of ALL
Creation). Brothers and
sisters, this is the day when
ALL the great men who
have passed on, the
despots, the horrible and
wicked leaders, the
monsters, such as
Emperor Gaius Caligula of
the Roman Empire;
Emperor Nero, also of the
Roman Empire; King
Leopold II of Belgium,
whose full name is Leopold
Lodewijk Filips Maria
Victor, who butchered,
massacred, and physically
maimed millions of
Congolese people, totally
oppressing and exploiting
them, plundering them in
the most dastardly
(inhuman) and barbaric
ways, just for their mere
ivory and rubber, making a
fortune with which he
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developed Belgium,
obviously believing the
Niccolo Machiavellian evil
and satanic principle of
behaviour, that states:
“The end justifies the
means”. Saints of God,
this is the day, when
horrible and wicked
leaders, monsters, such as
Joseph Stalin of Russia,
men who believe that
“might is right”; Mao
Zedong of China, also
known as Chairman Mao;
Adolf Hitler of Germany; Idi
Amin Dada of Uganda, ALL
serpent seeds per
excellence; many of who
died peacefully, and who
were buried with great
pomp and pageantry, will
now stand to give account.
They will ALL be brought to
book, for no one gets away
with evil, however long ago
it was perpetrated! The
White Throne Judgment is
precisely where ALL
unrighteous political
leaders and heads of State,
both past and present, are
going to pay, for the utter
wickedness and misery
they have brought upon the
poor masses of their
Nations, and to humanity in
general! And as I must
continue to emphasise: NO
ONE GETS AWAY WITH
EVIL! They can get away
from man, but certainly not
from God, for He has
ordained a day to judge
iniquity, ALL INIQUITY, the
wicked things that men do,
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and it is right here, at the
Great White Throne
Judgment! That is precisely
why it is written in this
prophetic passage of
Scripture, Revelation
Chapter 20, just as Saint
John proclaimed in verse
12: “And I saw the dead,
S M A L L a n d G R E AT,
stand before GOD; and
the BOOKS” (of the record
of their lives) “were
opened: and another
BOOK was opened,
which is THE BOOK OF
LIFE: and the dead were
judged out of those
things which were
written in the books”,
(containing the detailed
and perfect record of their
lives, that they may see the
absolute justice and
fairness of God, knowing in
themselves, that they truly
deserve the justice of
facing the Lake of Fire),
“according to their
works. And the SEA gave
up the dead which were
in it; and DEATH and
HELL delivered up the
dead which were in
them”, (for no dead body
will be left behind,
anywhere on this planet):
“and they were judged
every man according to
their works.” (Watch this):
“And DEATH and HELL
were cast into the Lake of
Fire”, (thereby ridden
planet earth of every evil
presence in the Eternal
Age). “This is the Second

Death.” (In other words,
the casting into the Lake of
Fire, constitutes the
Second Death. Saints of
God, the bottom-line is this,
for this is what it all boils
down to): “AND
WHOSOEVER WAS NOT
FOUND WRITTEN IN
THE BOOK OF LIFE”
( B E F O R E T H E
FOUNDATION OF THE
WORLD), “WAS CAST
INTO THE LAKE OF
FIRE”, (SET UP ON
A N O T H E R P L A N E T,
THUS COMPLETING THE
REDEMPTION OF MAN
AND PLANET EARTH,
ENABLING ETERNITY TO
NOW UNFOLD, OR TO
NOW BEGIN).
WHERE IS THIS
JUDGMENT LOCATED?
Brothers and sisters, the
last issue we want to
consider concerning the
White Throne Judgment, is
its location, the place
where it will be held.
Without any iota of doubt,
the Great White Throne
Judgement, being the
Supreme Court of Heaven,
will be located somewhere
in space, for it is most
certainly being held in
heaven. May I remind you,
that the spirit world is
incomparably much bigger
than the physical world that
we see. We must not forget,
that EVERY dead person,
w h o
a r e
t h e
UNRIGHTEOUS DEAD,
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right from the very
beginning of man in
Genesis, right up TO the
slain “goat” people of the
nations, at the Judgment of
Nations, TO ALL the
unrighteous who died in the
Millennium, PLUS the living
Millennium mortal subjects
who were born in the
Millennium, and who resist
Satan's rebellion of “Gog
and Magog”, along with
the Fallen Angels, will ALL
stand before that judgment!
When we consider that
today, humanity runs into
several billions, over seven
billion, only God knows
what the population of the
Millennium mortal subjects
will be in that day! Speaking
of the huge number of
people Satan will lead in
rebellion, Revelation
Chapter 20, verses 7-8,
says: “… the number of
whom is as the sand of
the sea”, meaning that
they will be innumerable, a
description which does not
include the number of
those who will not join in
this rebellion! Think about
the colossal population, for
in the Age of Peace and
Prosperity which the
Millennium gives, we are
looking at untold billions of
people! So, you do the
math! It is in deep space,
heaven, that the White
Throne Judgment of God
will hold, being the
Supreme Court of Heaven.
And as we have stated
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much earlier, the White
Throne Judgment, is the
last official function that
Jesus Christ will carry out,
for this is where redemption
comes to its total
completion. For once this
judgment is instituted, and
ALL the evil beings are cast
into the Lake of Fire, the
earth is now in a ready
shape for Eternity to break
forth. Apostle Paul logged
in to this final official
ceremony which Christ will
perform in heaven,
declaring prophetically in 1
Corinthians Chapter 15,
verses 24-28: “Then
cometh THE END” (OF
REDEMPTION), “when
he” (Jesus Christ) “shall
have delivered up the
kingdom to God, even the
Father; when he” (Jesus
Christ) “shall have put
down ALL rule and ALL
authority and power. FOR
HE” (JESUS CHRIST)
“MUST REIGN, TILL HE”
(GOD) “HATH PUT ALL
ENEMIES UNDER HIS
FEET”, (UNDER
CHRIST'S FEET). “THE
L A S T E N E M Y T H AT
SHALL BE DESTROYED
IS DEATH”, (AT THE
WHITE THRONE
JUDGMENT). “For He”
(God) “hath put ALL
things under his feet”,
(under Christ's feet). “But
when He” (God) “saith
ALL things are put under
him” (who is Jesus Christ),
“IT IS MANIFEST”, (it is

obvious; it is clear), “THAT
HE” (GOD) “IS
EXCEPTED, which did
put ALL things under
him”, (who is Jesus Christ.
Do not fail to catch this):
“And when ALL things
shall be subdued unto
him” (who is Jesus Christ,
and the last thing that is to
be subdued to him is death,
at the White Throne
Judgment), “THEN SHALL
THE SON” (OF GOD,
JESUS CHRIST), “ALSO
HIMSELF BE SUBJECT
UNTO HIM” (WHO IS
GOD), “THAT PUT ALL
THINGS UNDER HIM”
(WHO IS CHRIST), “THAT
GOD MAY BE ALL IN
ALL”, (ALL THROUGH
THE ETERNAL AGE)! In
other words, once the
Great White Throne
Judgment has been
executed, the last act of
redemption, for which
purpose God incarnated
Jesus Christ, Jesus Christ
will lay down ALL rule, and
ALL authority and power,
and simply hand over the
beautifully and completely
redeemed earth, along with
its entire inhabitants,
making up God's entire
redeemed human family,
back to God. Eden lost is
Eden regained! In other
words: Paradise lost is
paradise regained! God
now has his human family
in the shape that they
should have been in, and in
the shape that they would
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have been in, in Genesis,
had Adam and Eve only
eaten from the figurative
tree of life. Now in Eternity,
we will have A Three Tier
Family of God: God,
Angels, and Man. And
Jesus Christ having laid
down ALL rule, and ALL
authority and power, will
also worship God ALL
through Eternity, becoming
our Elder Brother, being
“the Firstborn among
many brethren.” (Rom.
8:29). And to seal the truth,
that the White Throne
Judgment truly holds in
heaven, is precisely why,
immediately following the
conclusion of this great
judgment, in Revelation
Chapter 21, verses 1-4,
what do we see? Saint
John records in verses 1-4,
declaring plainly and
categorically: “And I saw a
New Heaven and a New
Earth” (in the Eternal Age):
“for the first heaven and
the first earth were
passed away; and there
was no more sea.” (Now
watch): “And I John saw
the Holy City, New
Jerusalem, COMING
DOWN from God OUT OF
HEAVEN, prepared as a
Bride adorned for her
Husband. And I heard a
great voice out of heaven
saying, Behold, THE
TABERNACLE OF GOD
IS WITH MEN, AND HE
WILL DWELL WITH
THEM” (PERMANENTLY
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ON EARTH), “AND THEY
SHALL BE HIS PEOPLE,
AND GOD HIMSELF
SHALL BE WITH THEM,
AND BE THEIR GOD. And
God shall wipe away ALL
tears from their eyes; and
there shall be no more
death, neither sorrow,
nor crying, neither shall
there be any more pain:
for the former things are
passed away.” This
proves undoubtedly, that
once the White Throne
Judgment is concluded, we
will ALL return back down to
earth with God, where we
will live Eternally, thereby
confirming the absolute
and infallible truth, that the
location of the White
Throne Judgment is not the
earth, but strictly in heaven,
somewhere in deep space,
where the Supreme Court
of Heaven holds! Brothers
and sisters, I lay before you
the infallible and immutable
Doctrine of the White
Throne Judgment, a
Crucial, Fundamental, and
Major Doctrine of Jesus
Christ, one that goes into
the Original Pure Seed of
the Word, which the Early
Church bore. And what a
most precious Foundation
Stone of truth it is, because
with it, God completely
removes from the earth,
anything and everything
that is evil and or negative,
and this accomplishment
stands for ALL Eternity!
With this truth scripturally

laid out, we will now move
on to consider the next
Doctrine of the Early
Church, which is the
Doctrine of No Eternal Hell,
before we consider the
Eternal Age, the Doctrine
with which we will end this
Scribe series, titled, The
Pure Seed Doctrines. The
Doctrine of No Eternal Hell,
has equally been portrayed
on our chart, right here,
(Brother Amos points to the
chart), on the right side of
the Wheat Sheaf.
14]. THE DOCTRINE OF
NO ETERNAL HELL: The
Doctrine of No Eternal Hell,
brothers and sisters, is a
highly controversial
Doctrine, for in
Christendom, it is pulled
here and there, because it
is generally erroneously
believed that Hell Fire
burns for ever, even though
the very thought of Hell
being on fire at all, is a very
false and unscriptural
concept! To begin with, Hell
is not presently on fire, and
as such, the notion or
thought of its fire being
eternal, is completely out of
the question! So, what is
Hell? “Hell”, which is
Sheol, and in Greek is
known as Hades, in many
passages of the Book of
Revelation, it is also called
the “Bottomless pit”.
(Rev. 9:1; Rev. 11:7, etc).
Saints, in short, Hell is the
prison house for ALL
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departed spirits, the spirits
of ALL dead people, and it
is also the prison house for
ALL fallen spirits, the fallen
angels. Before the sacrifice
of Jesus Christ at Calvary,
“Hell” housed the spirits of
ALL dead souls, both the
saved and the unsaved
(the lost). Consequently, it
had two regions for the
souls of men: The Region
of the Saved, Paradise,
AND the Region of the
Lost, the damned, Hell
itself, proper Hell. Before
we consider the parable of
the Rich man and Lazarus,
which Jesus gave in the
Gospels, setting forth this
truth about Hell, may I first
remind you, that when
Jesus died, he also went
down to Hell. And when he
was still hanging on the
cross, the thief on the cross
beside him said to him, in
Luke Chapter 23, verse 42,
even as it is written: “And
he said unto Jesus, Lord,
remember me when thou
comest into thy
kingdom.” (Now listen to
what Jesus said back to
him in verse 43): “And
Jesus said unto him,
Verily I say unto thee,
TODAY shalt thou be with
m e I N PA R A D I S E ” ,
(proving that in that day,
Paradise was still in Hell, as
part of Hell, as a Region in
Hell, distinguishable from
Hell proper. I say this,
because when Jesus gave
up the ghost, he went
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straight down to Hell,
where Paradise was)! Do
not forget that Jesus Christ
died before the two thieves
on the cross died, which
was why his legs were not
broken whilst on the cross,
and as such, his soul went
down to Hell, before the two
thieves on the cross. And
when Christ got down to
Hell, to take possession,
Psalm 24, verses 7-10, was
ignited, and it declares:
“Lift up your heads, O ye
gates; and be ye lift up, ye
everlasting doors; and
the King of glory shall
come in. Who is this
King of glory? The LORD
strong and mighty, the
LORD mighty in battle.
Lift up your heads, O ye
gates; even lift them up,
ye everlasting doors; and
the King of glory shall
come in. Who is this King
of glory? The LORD of
hosts, he is the King of
glory. Selah.” Speaking
concerning these terrible
gates of Hell, the Lord God
asked Job, in the Book of
Job Chapter 38, verse 17,
saying: “Have the gates of
death been opened unto
thee? or hast thou seen
the doors of the shadow
of death?” (the doors of
Hell). Jesus conquered
death and Hell, collected
the keys from Lucifer, and
then on the third day, he
rose from the dead! And
after he had risen from the
dead, the Book of

Ephesians Chapter 4,
verses 8-10, lets us know
that “he led captivity
captive.” Which simply
means that after his
resurrection, he carried
ALL the souls of God's
children who were bound
down there, in the Paradise
Region of Hell, and took
them up to heaven, where
Paradise is now located.
Consequently, from then
on, when the saved people
of God die, their souls no
longer go down to Hell, but
it goes straight up to
heaven. But before Jesus
Christ came, Paradise,
THE REGION OF THE
SAVED, was still part of
Hell, but quite different, and
distinct from THE REGION
OF THE LOST, those who
are Damned, the Region
called Hell, proper Hell.
Now speaking of the
parable of the Rich man
and Lazarus, recorded in
the Gospel of Saint Luke
Chapter 16, Jesus Christ
stated in verses 19-26:
“There was a certain rich
man, which was clothed
in purple and fine linen,
and fared sumptuously
every day: And there was
a certain beggar named
Lazarus, which was laid
at his gate, full of sores,
And desiring to be fed
with the crumbs which
fell from the rich man's
table: moreover the dogs
came and licked his
sores. And it came to
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pass, that the beggar”
(Lazarus) “died, and was
carried by the angels into
ABRAHAM'S BOSOM”,
(PARADISE, the Region of
the Saved, down in Hell,
the infallible evidence that
Lazarus was a believer,
saved, although he was
poor on earth): “the rich
man also died, and was
buried”, (and his spirit also
went down to HELL, but it
was to the Region of the
Damned); “And IN HELL
he LIFT UP HIS EYES,
being in torments, and
seeth Abraham afar off,
and Lazarus in his
bosom”, (in the higher
Region of Hell, which was
Paradise). “And he” (the
rich man) “cried and said,
Father Abraham, have
mercy on me, and send
Lazarus, that he may dip
the tip of his finger in
water, and cool my
tongue; for I am
tormented in this flame.
But Abraham said, Son,
remember that thou in
thy lifetime receivedst
thy good things, and
likewise Lazarus evil
things: but now he is
comforted, and thou art
tormented. And beside
all this, BETWEEN US
AND YOU THERE IS A
GREAT GULF FIXED: SO
T H AT T H E Y W H I C H
WOULD PASS FROM
HENCE TO YOU
CANNOT; NEITHER CAN
THEY PASS TO US, THAT
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WOULD COME FROM
THENCE.” FIRSTLY: From
this parable, we can ALL
clearly see that there are
two different and distinct
regions in Hell, with a great
uncrossable gulf inbetween them, for ALL the
departed souls: The
Region of the Saved, which
was on a higher level, and
the Region of the Lost,
which was on a lower level!
SECONDLY, and most
importantly: Whilst
Abraham's Bosom or
PARADISE, was and is a
place of “comfort”, for the
saved souls who are
housed therein, on the
other hand, and in total
contrast, HELL proper,
meaning the Region of the
Damned, is most certainly a
place of “torment” for
souls that are lost, who are
also housed therein, and
this fact cannot be
scripturally disputed.
Verses 23-25 sets forth this
truth, declaring: “And in
HELL he” (the rich man)
“lift up his eyes, being IN
TORMENTS, and seeth
Abraham afar off, and
Lazarus in his bosom.
And he cried and said,
Father Abraham, have
mercy on me, and send
Lazarus, that he may dip
the tip of his finger in
water, and COOL MY
TONGUE; FOR I AM
TORMENTED IN THIS
FLAME. But Abraham
said, Son, remember that

thou in thy lifetime
receivedst thy good
things, and likewise
Lazarus evil things: but
now he” (Lazarus) “IS
COMFORTED, and thou
ART TORMENTED. This
passage proves beyond
any iota of doubt, that HELL
IS A PLACE OF
TORMENT. Nevertheless,
the material question now
is this: Is Hell currently on
fire? Is Hell burning with
fire? That is the main issue,
and this is precisely where
people stumble! No doubt,
in verse 24, the rich man
clearly admitted, saying:
“… for I am tormented IN
THIS FLAME.” Yet, the
question still remains: Is
Hell currently burning with
fire, having literal flames?!
May I warn, that it is one
thing to read and quote a
Scripture, but it is quite
another thing entirely, to
have the revelation of that
verse of Scripture! Having
the divine revelation of the
Scriptures, is what matters,
otherwise, we will just be
quoting and carrying the
mere letter of the Word,
which letter kills! In the
Book of 2 Corinthians
Chapter 3, Saint Paul
warned, declaring of God in
verse 6: “Who also hath
made us able ministers of
the New Testament; not
of the letter” (of it), “but of
the spirit” (of it. And why
not?) “FOR THE LETTER”
( O F T H E N E W
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TESTAMENT) “KILLETH,
BUT THE SPIRIT GIVETH
LIFE.” (Meaning that, it is
the divine revelation of the
New Testament that gives
Life Eternal). Full stop! This
means in essence, that we
must be very careful not to
carry the mere letter of the
New Testament, because
we can be quoting letters
emphatically and
insistently, just mere
letters, having no ounce of
divine revelation of what
that Scripture truly means!
So yes, it is true that the rich
man in the parable of Jesus
Christ admitted: “… for I
am tormented IN THIS
FLAME”, nevertheless,
the material issue still
remains: What does this
confession mean?! Is this
torment caused by literal
flames?! Does it truly mean
that Hell is presently
burning with flames?! To
this question we say
emphatically, NO! Hell is
not currently on fire, for
there is no fire in Hell as we
speak, even though it is
indeed a place of torment, a
place of anguish, and not a
place of comfort! And it is
rightly a place of torment,
because it is a prison house
for the spirits of the
rebellious, the damned,
including the fallen angels,
pending the day of their
judgment, up there at the
White Throne Judgment!
Consequently, God did not
design Hell to be a
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comfortable place, like the
American prisons
(penitentiaries), where the
inmates eat good food,
engage in sports, and even
watch the television! No, it
is not a comfortable place!
In total contrast, Paradise,
“Abraham's Bosom”,
was comfortable, and still is
comfortable!
In setting forth the truth of
this subject, let me first ask:
Why would Hell be burning
with flames of fire, when the
Lake of Fire is what God
has designed specifically
for the burning of these
spirits, and that is only after
they have first been judged,
at the White Thone
Judgment?! Come on!
Therefore, the absolute
and infallible truth is this:
The “flame” terminology
that the rich man used,
when saying that he was
“tormented in THIS
FLAME”, does not give us
a literal flame of fire, but a
figurative flame! It speaks
of a figurative flame of
torment, which gives us
nothing but an anguish of
the soul! The simplest
example I can think of right
now, is the case of a
woman whose only child
has died, due to the
mother's carelessness. Let
us say that she rushed her
child to the hospital, and
the child was given

medication, with a strong
and clear warning, that to
stop her losing the child,
the medicine must be
administered as
prescribed, if she is not to
lose the child. However, on
getting home, after a day or
two, she decides to ignore
the stern advice of the
doctor, and she wilfully
does not give the child the
medication, and the child
dies. The inner pain, the
serious anguish of the soul
that she will suffer, knowing
that her child need not have
died, will kill her! That very
thought that her only
daughter needed not to
have died, will constantly
and continuously gnaw at
her heart, tormenting her
endlessly, having the same
effect on her soul, as a
burning flame has on the
flesh: It gives a serious
anguish to the soul, being a
tormenting figurative flame!
That is why some women
even lose their minds, for
they simply run mad,
because of such a great
loss; and some on the other
hand, even have their
marriages wrecked
irreparably, all because of
this needless loss! In its
application to Hell,
however, although the
p l a c e i s m o s t
uncomfortable, and no
doubt, it is hot, and not cool,
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the very fact that a man
knows that he could have
been saved, for he had the
opportunity to avoid
coming to Hell, is the flame
that will keep blowing over
his soul, remembering the
day he walked away from
that preacher, who begged
him to turn his life over to
Jesus Christ, but he just
bluntly refused! The very
fact that he had the
opportunity to be saved,
which he wilfully blew, is the
flame! It is a gnawing
thought that never goes
away, quite apart from the
great discomfort of Hell,
being strictly a place of
torment to ALL lost spirits!
Brothers and sisters, it is in
this same regard, that
Jesus used the two terms
of “fire” and “worm”, in
relation to Hell, in the
Gospel of Saint Mark
Chapter 9. In verses 43-48,
Jesus Christ stated: “And
if thy hand offend thee,
cut it off”, (the Lord
speaking strictly
f i g u r a t i v e l y, a n d n o t
literally; meaning, we
should deny ourselves,
making whatever sacrifice
it takes to stand for the
saving truth of Jesus
Christ. Why?) “it is better
for thee to enter into life
maimed”, (meaning,
enduring that sacrifice, that
self-denial), “than having
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two hands”, (meaning,
than satisfying your flesh),
“to go into Hell, into THE
FIRE” (OF THE TORMENT
OF THE SOUL), “that
never shall be
quenched”; (because the
torment just never goes
away! And as we stated
earlier, the knowledge of
the fact that you had the
opportunity to be saved,
and you blew it, will never
leave you! That thought will
haunt you perpetually like
an unquenchable fire! Now,
the Master used another
terminology to portray the
very same thought,
declaring): “Where THEIR
WORM”, (a perpetual
gnawing thought), “dieth
not, and the Fire” (of the
torment of the soul), “is not
quenched.” (Carrying on
the same thought, the very
same admonition, and in
the very same vein, the
Master equally stated
figuratively): “And if thy
foot offend thee, cut it
off”, (meaning, deny
yourself, pay the price, and
make a firm stand for the
truth, in order to obtain
eternal life): “it is better for
thee to enter halt into
Life” (Eternal, meaning, it
is better for you to deny
yourself, and enter into Life
Eternal), “than having two
feet to be cast into HELL,
into the FIRE that never

shall be quenched”, (the
fire of the torment of missed
golden opportunity),
“Where their WORM
dieth not”, (for the
memory of the missed
golden opportunity, never
goes away), “and the FIRE
is not quenched.”
(Brothers and sisters, in all
these verses of Scripture,
the message of Jesus
Christ remains the same,
for it is one, and it simply
means this: The very fact
that you had the
opportunity to receive the
salvation of God, but you
wilfully turned it down,
rather than pay the price,
by denying yourself a few
pleasures of life, is a
thought that will gnaw your
heart perpetually in Hell,
burning you more than it
would ever burn the woman
who could have avoided
the death of her only child!
Hence, Christ added, still
speaking figuratively):
“And if thine eye offend
thee, pluck it out”,
(meaning, do not give in to
your fleshly desires, which
the lust of the eyes give):
“IT IS BETTER FOR THEE
TO ENTER INTO THE
KINGDOM OF GOD
WITH ONE EYE”,
(FIGURATIVELY
SPEAKING, MEANING,
THAT YOU ARE TO DENY
Y O U R S E L F T H AT
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FLESHLY DESIRE), “than
having two eyes to be
cast into HELL FIRE:
Where their WORM dieth
not, and the FIRE IS NOT
QUENCHED.” Saints of
God, this is one of the main
passages of Scripture that
carnal unrevelated souls
use, to preach and teach
that there is Hell Fire, which
is grossly erroneous! To
begin with, let us ask those
who want to literalise this
passage of Scripture: Just
how can a literal “worm”
live forever in Hell Fire, IF
that is really what it
means?! That worm would
need to be invested with
Eternal Life, for it to dwell
forever in Hell Fire! Come
on! Secondly: IF, although
it is firmly denied; but IF,
literally speaking, the Fire
in Hell burns unquenchably
exactly as Jesus Christ just
said, what are we to do with
the Lake of Fire? And why
would there even be a need
for the Lake of Fire?! And to
prove beyond any iota of
doubt, that we cannot take
this statement, where
Jesus said, “the FIRE that
NEVER SHALL BE
QUENCHED”, literally,
please come with me to the
Book of Revelation
Chapter 20, verse 14,
which clearly records:
“And death and HELL
WERE CAST INTO THE
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LAKE OF FIRE. This is
the Second Death.” THIS
INARGUABLY PROVES
THAT HELL HAS AN END,
A DEFINITE END, FOR
HELL ITSELF IS ENDING
UP IN THE LAKE OF FIRE!
CONSEQUENTLY, HELL
CANNOT HAVE “FIRE
THAT SHALL NEVER BE
QUENCHED”! Think about
that, and quit your unbelief,
and stop carrying the mere
letter of the New
Testament, because it kills!
Furthermore, brothers and
sisters, IF we take the
“Fire” in the passage of
Mark 9:43-48, as literal
Fire, then we must also
take every other issue
presented in this same
passage of Scripture,
literally! Because they were
spoken of by the SAME
JESUS, at the SAME TIME,
in the SAME CONTEXT,
and on the SAME ISSUE of
HELL! And IF we do that; IF
we literalise them, I ask,
exactly where will that lead
us?! We are then going to
be in a serious revelational
problem; we will be in a
great revelatory jam! For IF
the “Fire” is literal, then the
“Worm” is also literal! And
if the “Worm” is literal, then
the cutting off of our
“Hand”, our “Foot”, and
the plucking out of our
“Eye”, are ALL also literal!
Come on! And IF we have

to literalise the cutting off of
our “hand”, our “foot”,
and the plucking out of our
“eye”, where will this lead
us?! You have to wake up,
and see the true revelatory
picture! THEREFORE,
IT IS EITHER JESUS
SPOKE FIGURATIVELY,
OR THAT HE SPOKE
LITERALLY: FOR IN ITS
INTERPRETATION AND
A P P L I C AT I O N , I T
CANNOT BE BOTH!
CONSEQUENTLY, WE
CANNOT MIX AND
M A T C H
I T S
INTERPRETATION AND
APPLICATION! BECAUSE
A S I H AV E S TAT E D
EARLIER, THEY WERE
ALL SPOKEN OF IN THE
SAME CONTEXT, AT THE
SAME TIME, BY THE
SAME LORD, ON THE
SAME ISSUE OF HELL,
A N D A S S U C H ,
WHATEVER APPLIES TO
ONE OBJECT, APPLIES
TO ALL THE OTHER
OBJECTS! Brothers and
sisters, I hope you see the
point, because we do not
carry the letter of the Word,
just quoting mere letters;
but we carry only its divine
revelation, which the Spirit
of God alone gives, for that
is precisely what gives Life!
Brothers and sisters,
Nothing else will make
sense, unless you see that
in this passage of
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Scripture, JESUS CHRIST
WAS SPEAKING
S T R I C T L Y
FIGURATIVELY! It is
exactly in the same
figurative way that Jesus
spoke of Hell, in Matthew
Chapter 5, verse 22,
warning: “But I say unto
you, That whosoever is
angry with his brother
without a cause shall be
in danger of the
j u d g m e n t : a n d
whosoever shall say to
his brother, Raca, shall
be in danger of the
council: but whosoever
shall say, Thou fool, shall
be in danger OF HELL
FIRE.” Church, it would
have made no difference,
IF Jesus had simply said:
“… but whosoever shall
say, Thou fool, shall be in
danger OF HELL
TORMENT”! You can quote
the letter of these passages
of Scripture all you want to!
But for its true divine
revelation, you will have to
interpret it figuratively, for
by interpreting it
figuratively, everything
relating to the subject of
Hell, will align perfectly!
This is apart from the solid
and incontrovertible
scriptural fact, that Hell has
an end, a definite end, and
it is in the Lake of Fire, at
the White Throne
Judgment! And as it is
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written: “… THE
SCRIPTURE CANNOT BE
BROKEN”! (John 10:35).
Moreover, and as we must
continue to reiterate, the
souls in Hell are not going
to burn twice! Hell is
nothing but a temporary,
not permanent, but only a
temporary prison house,
for ALL the damned spirits,
both angels and man!
Therefore, both its
application and its effect
cannot be eternal, being a
temporary prison house,
and neither can Hell give
what only the “Lake OF
FIRE” has been reserved
exclusively to give, which is
FIRE, BURNING FIRE,
which is precisely why we
have the Second Death!
And what exactly is the
Second Death? On the full
and unquestionable
authority of Revelation
Chapter 21, verse 8, it is
“… the Lake which
BURNETH with Fire and
Brimstone” (Sulphur):
“WHICH IS THE SECOND
D E AT H ” ! R e v e l a t i o n
Chapter 20, verse 14, says
the same thing, giving us a
second witness of the Word
of God. And please, do not
quote Revelation Chapter
9, verse 2, for me! That
prophetic verse states:
“And he”, (the angel of
God), “opened the
Bottomless Pit”, (which is

Hell); “and there Arose”,
(Not Fire, but there Arose)
“A SMOKE out of the pit,
AS THE SMOKE of a great
f u r n a c e ” , ( I N
COMPARISON); “And the
SUN and the AIR WERE
DARKENED by reason
OF THE SMOKE OF THE
PIT.” This does not give us
a Hell that is literally
burning with a Great
Furnace; for in this
prophetic passage of
Scripture, the smoke of Hell
is only compared to that
which a great furnace
generates! This prophecy
gives us nothing, but a
huge smoke of spiritual
darkness, unleashed upon
the earth, which the
opening up of Hell creates,
right there at the Middle of
the 70th Week of Daniel!
This is precisely why it is
said, that “the SUN and
t h e A I R w e r e
DARKNENED” by this
“smoke”, giving us
nothing but a spiritual
condition, and not a
physical or a literal
condition; conveying the
horrible truth that total
spiritual darkness, satanic
darkness, will cover the
whole earth! Period! It does
not give us A Burning
Flame of Fire! It most
certainly does not! Finally,
saints of God, may I add,
that because Hell was and
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is not burning with literal
Fire, is the very reason the
rich man could even carry
out an intelligible
conversation with
Abraham, in the first place,
and even make the request
that men be sent from the
dead, to warn his family on
earth! Nobody thrown in a
burning flame of fire can
carry out any conversation,
not to speak of carrying out
an intelligible conversation,
except to scream
instinctively and
uncontrollably, on account
of the excruciating pain!
That should tell you
something, because Hell is
not burning with Fire as we
speak, for as we must keep
emphasising, God is not
sending the damned spirits
of these unbelievers to
burn twice! Nevertheless,
the truth also remains, that
Hell is most certainly a
place of torment, pain, and
anguish, with enormous
heat, more-so that fallen
angels, demons, are also
there, to torment damned
souls, just as gangs
torment inmates in human
prisons. That is that!
Saints of God, when we
consider the Lake of Fire
itself, which we will now
zero in on, we must realise
that the term “Hell”, is
even sometimes used in
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the Holy Bible, to denote
or speak of the Lake of
Fire, the final destination of
ALL the wicked spirits. In
other words, the term
“Hell” is also sometimes
used to actually mean the
Lake of Fire, and as such, it
is very important that we
get the context, in which
any particular verse of
Scripture has used this
term, rather than to simply
run with a term, once we
hear it, for revelation
makes the difference!
We find a perfect
example of this use,
in the Gospel of Saint
Matthew Chapter 10,
where Jesus sternly
admonished us who are
true believers, saying in
verse 28: “And fear not
them which kill the body,
but are not able to kill the
soul: but rather fear Him”
(God) “which is able to
DESTROY both SOUL
and BODY in HELL.”
Brothers and sisters, we
all know, or should know,
that the destruction of
both soul and body, can
only happen in the
Lake of Fire! This is
because the souls of
ALL the wicked dead are
still preserved in “Hell” as
we speak, for they are not
yet destroyed, but
preserved, till after the
White Throne Judgment,

when they will then be
thrown into the Lake of Fire,
Soul and Body, to be
destroyed, meaning
annihilated; burnt out of
existence, eventually! That
is why there is a
Resurrection from HELL,
for ALL Unjust spirits, in the
Second Resurrection,
where their SOULS will be
united with their physical
BODIES, to be judged at
the White Throne
Judgment! Consequently,
we can all see, that Jesus
Christ used the term
“Hell”, in this very passage
of Scripture, to mean the
Lake of Fire. For a second
witness of the Word of God,
brothers and sisters,
please come with me to the
Gospel of Saint Luke. The
Lord Jesus, speaking in the
very same context, in the
inspired account of Saint
Luke Chapter 12, verse 5,
but beginning from verse 4,
declares: “And I say unto
you my friends, Be not
afraid of them that kill the
body, and after that have
no more that they can
do”, (for they cannot touch
the soul, as they have no
such power). “But I will
forewarn you whom ye
shall fear: Fear Him”
(God), “which after He
hath killed” (the body in
physical death), “hath
power TO CAST” (the soul
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of that man) “INTO HELL”,
(meaning, into the Lake of
Fire); “yea, I say unto you,
Fear Him.” Brothers and
sisters, you are not going to
debate the use of “Hell” in
this verse of Scripture, and
argue that it does not mean
“the Lake of Fire”,
because it most certainly
does! For in this very
passage of Scripture,
Jesus Christ is saying and
meaning, exactly what
he said and meant in
Matthew 10:28, because
the two passages of
Scripture, are giving us the
same thought projection!
The two inspired accounts,
give us what Jesus said ON
THE SAME SUBJECT, and
as such, our Lord could not
possibly be contradicting
himself on the same issue!
We must see, therefore,
that in Luke 12:5, Jesus is
saying exactly and
precisely what he said in
Matthew 10:28, for both
passages devolve on the
same subject matter: They
speak of not being afraid of
martyrdom, because men
can only kill the body, but
they cannot “destroy”
(KILL) the soul, an event
which only takes place in
the Lake of Fire, and not in
Hell, which is Hades, or
Sheol, the prison house for
damned souls, FOR HELL
IS INDEED, ONLY A
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PRISON HOUSE FOR
THE SOULS OF THE
LOST! Consequently, in
interpreting the meaning or
the application of the term
“Hell”, as recorded in Luke
12:5, we must harmonise it
with the inspired account of
Matthew 10:28, if we are to
speak by the divine
revelation which only the
Spirit of God gives! For
there is perfect harmony
and consistency in the
revelation of the Word of
God! Our God does not
contradict Himself in His
Word, because the
inspiration and the
revelation of God, is One!
The Lord Jesus did not
mean one thing in Matthew
10:28, and then mean
another thing entirely in
Luke 12:5! May I even
remind you, saints of God,
that Apostle Matthew was
an eye witness, being one
of the disciples of Jesus
Christ, in the days of his
earthly ministry, and as
such, he personally heard
and wrote precisely
what Jesus had stated. On
the other hand, Apostle
Luke received his
testimony from eye
witnesses like Apostle
Matthew, and as such, their
testimonies cannot but be
one, relating to the same
thought of Jesus Christ!
Full stop! That is precisely

why, coming back to
Matthew Chapter 5, which
we considered earlier,
where in verse 22, Jesus
warned: “But I say unto
you, That whosoever is
angry with his brother
without a cause shall be
in danger of the
j u d g m e n t : a n d
whosoever shall say to
his brother, Raca, shall
be in danger of the
council: but whosoever
shall say, Thou fool, shall
be in danger OF HELL
FIRE”, for we have to
realise that the “Hell' as
used in this passage, is
indeed figurative of the
torment in Hell! Otherwise,
IF we disagree with this
interpretation, then, we will
have to take this “Hell” to
mean the Lake of Fire, just
in the way Jesus used it in
Matthew 10:28, and in Luke
12:5! THEREFORE,
WHICHEVER WAY WE
WANT TO LOOK AT IT,
H E L L
I S
N O T
CURRENTLY ON FIRE,
FOR THERE IS NO
LITERAL FIRE IN HELL
THAT IS BURNING ANY
OF THE DAMNED
SPIRITS! This will now lead
us to zero in on the Lake of
Fire itself, because even
the Lake of Fire will Not
burn for Eternity. It will not!
Please come with me to the
Word, because there is No
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Eternal Hell, and Neither is setting of the Judgment of
there an Eternal Lake Nations, recorded in the
of Fire!
Gospel of Saint Matthew
Chapter 25, Jesus decreed
To begin with, the Lake of to the “goat” people of the
Fire was created by God at Nations, saying in verse 41:
a set point in time, and for a “… Depart from me, ye
definite divine purpose, cursed, into everlasting
and hence, it has a fire, PREPARED FOR
beginning. And because it THE DEVIL AND HIS
has a beginning, after it has ANGELS.” So, we can all
served the purpose of God, clearly see, that God
it will come to its end, “prepared” the Lake of
however long that period of Fire, specifically for Lucifer
s e r v i c e m a y b e ; f o r and his evil angels, and as
whatever has a beginning, such, there was a time
must certainly have an end! when the Lake of Fire did
As strange as this Doctrine not exist in reality. This
may seem, brothers and proves undoubtedly, that
sisters, it is the absolute the Lake of Fire has a
truth of God, and we are on beginning, a time when
holy ground, for the Holy God actually began to
Bible is the Sole basis of prepare it, to serve this
ALL Truth, Revealed Truth, serious divine purpose!
and it is the Exclusive May I also add, that the
terrain of the Royal Bride of Lake of Fire is still part
Jesus Christ! It is not for o f t h e p r o c e s s o f
nothing, that it is written Redemption, because it is
about the elect seeds of what absorbs ALL the evil
God, in Matthew Chapter spirits, including Death and
13, verse 11, where Jesus H e l l , a n y t h i n g a n d
declared: “… IT IS GIVEN everything that is negative,
UNTO YOU” (ELECTS OF so that in the Eternal Age,
GOD), “TO KNOW THE Planet Earth may be A
MYSTERIES OF THE PERFECT PLANET, FOR
KINGDOM OF HEAVEN, A PERFECT FAMILY,
BUT TO THEM” (WHO God's redeemed Family, in
ARE NON-ELECTS), “IT A PERFECT AGE! That is
IS NOT GIVEN.” As we precisely the very reason,
stated earlier, the Lake of the process of redemption
Fire has a beginning, and does not end, until the
the Holy Bible confirms this White Throne Judgment is
fundamental truth. At the instituted, and ALL the
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wicked spirits are cast into
the Lake of Fire, including
the spirit of Death, AND the
spirit of Hell, thereby
completely cleansing the
Planet of ALL its evil
presence, ALL through
Eternity! This is what
completes redemption, and
this is the precise point
when Jesus Christ will
hand over this Perfect
Earthly Kingdom back to
God, and also submit
himself to God, that God
may be ALL in ALL,
throughout Eternity, IN A
PERFECT UNION OF
GOD, ANGELS, AND
MAN! (1 Cor. 15: 24-28).
Therefore, the Lake of Fire
has a definite beginning,
and hence, it has to have a
definite end, one that we
now want to show, for it is
one that we must all see, as
the children of Light. IF we
can just see the purpose of
the Lake of Fire, why God
“prepared” it, that it has a
beginning, for it is for the
specific purpose of the
redemption of God's
Human Family and Planet
Earth, by eternally taking
out our adversary, the devil,
along with his evil host, as
well as ALL serpent seeds,
who are ALL Non-seeds; IF
we know these facts, then,
we should also be able to
know whether the Lake of
Fire is Eternal or Not! We
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should know with absolute
certainty, strictly by the
same revelation of the Holy
Word of God, because we
are not following hand-medown traditions of men! We
are following Jesus Christ
in a serious continuing
divine revelation of the Holy
Scriptures, which is
extremely rich, deep, and
wide, giving revelational
completeness! I have to
thank God for William
Branham, the Elijah of
Malachi 4:6B, whom God
used to lift up this Doctrine
of No Eternal Hell, and No
Eternal Lake of Fire! As it is
written in Proverbs Chapter
4, verse 18: “But the path
of the just”, (the justified;
the redeemed of the Lord),
“is as the shining light,
THAT SHINETH MORE
AND MORE UNTO THE
PERFECT DAY” (OF
RAPTURE, GIVING US AN
EVER CONTINUOUS,
AND EVER-INCREASING
LIGHT). It is not for nothing,
that God also promised
concerning this end-time,
in the Book of Isaiah
Chapter 12, verse 3,
declaring: “Therefore with
JOY shall YE” (the Elect
Seeds of God, God's True
Eagles), “draw WATER
out of THE WELLS OF
SALVATION”, bringing out
the deep things of the Spirit
of God, for the spiritual
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adornment of the Royal
Bride of Jesus Christ, in full
preparation for the
Rapture, as God wraps up
this most Glorious Plan of
Universal Redemption!
Amen! Church, as we
stated earlier, the Lake of
Fire has a definite
beginning, and hence, it
also has a definite end: It
has to, and it most certainly
does! Because to begin
with, there is only One
Eternal Spirit in the Entire
Universe, and that is the
Spirit of God Almighty, the
Creator and Sustainer of
the Universe! ETERNAL
MEANS NO BEGINNING
AND NO END; AND ONLY
THE ELOHIM, JEHOVAH
GOD ALMIGHTY, HAS NO
BEGINNING AND NO
END! Every other being in
the Universe has a
beginning, whether we
consider angels or man,
including Jesus Christ, the
Son of God, for his
beginning is recorded in the
Gospels! Which is
precisely why he is not the
Eternal Son of God, but he
is only the Immortal Son of
God, for there is No Eternal
Son, A Son being an
Offspring, and hence, he
has a beginning, a definite
beginning! That is why
Jesus Christ is the Immortal
Son of God, one who was
born, and who died, and

who rose again on the third
day, never more to die, now
being Immortal! So, I
repeat: Eternal simply
means No beginning and
No End, and only THE
GREAT “I AM THAT I AM”,
God the Creator of the
Universe, has No
Beginning and No End!
Consequently, the Only
way to have this Eternal
Spirit, or Eternal Life, is to
have the Spirit of God
dwelling in us. Period! And
as fallen creatures, we can
only have Him through
Jesus Christ! Why is this
so? It is just as Jesus Christ
revealed in the Gospel of
Saint John Chapter 17,
verse 3, plainly declaring:
“And this is Life Eternal,
T H AT T H E Y M I G H T
KNOW THEE THE ONLY
TRUE GOD”, (WHO
ALONE IS ETERNAL
LIFE), “AND Jesus
Christ, whom thou hast
sent”, (in whom this
Eternal Life is fully
invested, being God
incarnate)! That is precisely
why it is also written in the
Book of 1 John Chapter 5,
verses 11-12, clearly and
categorically: “And this is
the record”, (the infallible
and immutable record),
“that GOD hath given to
us ETERNAL LIFE”,
(WHICH IS GOD'S OWN
LIFE, God being the Only
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Eternal Spirit there is in the
Universe), “AND THIS
LIFE IS IN HIS SON”
( J E S U S C H R I S T.
Therefore): “He that hath
the Son hath Life”
(Eternal); “and he that
hath not the Son of God
hath not Life” (Eternal).
Period! It is just that simple!
That is the reason Apostle
Paul stated, in Hebrews
Chapter 9, verses 13-14:
“For if the blood of bulls
and of goats, and the
ashes of an heifer
sprinkling the unclean,
sanctifieth to the
purifying of the flesh:
How much more shall the
blood of Christ, who
THROUGH”, (or BY THE
DIVINE ENABLEMENT
OF) “THE ETERNAL
SPIRIT” (IN HIM), “offered
himself without spot to
God, purge your
conscience from dead
works to serve the living
God?” Brothers and
sisters, this absolute,
undeniable, infallible,
unchangeable, and
irrefutable truth, that
Jehovah God, Elohim, is
the Only Eternal Spirit in the
Universe, lays out a
paramount, fundamental,
and overriding fact, and
that is precisely this: FOR
ANYONE, OR FOR ANY
S P I R I T, T O L I V E
ETERNALLY, HE MUST
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POSSESS THE SPIRIT OF
GOD, WHO ALONE IS
ETERNAL LIFE!
OTHERWISE, IT IS
UTTERLY IMPOSSIBLE
FOR ANY BEING TO LIVE
ETERNALLY! Now chew
on that! It simply means in
absolute essence that: NO
SPIRIT OF GOD, NO
ETERNAL LIFE! PERIOD!
Hence, Apostle John
concluded by the
inspiration of the Holy
Spirit, in 1 John Chapter 5,
plainly declaring in verse
20: “And we know that
the SON of GOD is come,
and hath given us an
understanding, that we
may know Him” (GOD)
“that is True, and we are
IN Him” (GOD) “that is
True, even IN his SON
Jesus Christ”, (IN WHOM
G O D I S F U L LY
INVESTED; IN WHOM
GOD DWELLS; IN WHOM
GOD IS INCARNATE, AND
BY WHOM WE CAN
RECEIVE GOD, WHO IS
TRUE). “THIS IS THE
TRUE GOD, AND
ETERNAL LIFE.”
Absolutely! FOR THERE IS
ONLY ONE ETERNAL
SPIRIT, AND THAT IS
GOD, AND THIS
ETERNAL LIFE, “IS IN HIS
SON”! FULL STOP!

(repeat), these passages of
the Holy Scriptures, set
forth an absolute,
immutable, and
incontestable truth, and
that is this: THERE IS
ONLY ONE ETERNAL
LIFE, AND THAT IS GOD,
WHO “IS A SPIRIT”, THE
ETERNAL SPIRIT; WHO
HAS NO BEGINNING AND
NO END, THE SUPREME
C R E AT O R A N D
SUSTAINER OF ALL LIFE.
This truth is scripturally
settled, except you are an
unbeliever, who just cannot
be made to see the truth.
And I say that, only
because Saint Paul
remarked, just as it is
written: “… ALL men have
not faith.” (2 Thess.3:2). In
other words: “NOT ALL
M E N H A V E FA I T H ” ;
because we live in a world
of chronic unbelief; a
religious world where
people only profess to
believe, but are nothing but
a pack of raw unbelievers
of the True Word of God!
That is precisely why they
c o n t e s t , d e n y, a n d
outrightly reject every true
revelation of God, being
nothing but opposers of the
revealed Word, and yet,
they still profess to believe
the Word! It is this sad stark
reality, that made Apostle
Church, as we must Paul covet the prayers of
c o n t i n u e t o r e i t e r a t e the saints, requesting in 2
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Thessalonians Chapter 3,
verses 1-2: “Finally,
brethren, PRAY FOR US,
that the Word of the Lord
may have FREE
C O U R S E ” , ( B E
UNHINDERED), “and be
glorified, even as it is
with you: And that we
may be delivered from
UNREASONABLE and
WICKED MEN”, (VICIOUS
OPPOSERS OF THE
WORD OF LIFE): “FOR
ALL MEN HAVE NOT
FAITH.” And that is a fact,
the Gospel Truth!
Continuing with the
scriptural point that we just
made, that there is only
One Eternal Life, A Life that
has No Beginning and No
End, which is that of God,
the Eternal Spirit God, it is
very obvious, that the
religious world do not see,
and neither do they
consider, the great
implication of this crucial
and absolute truth of
the Holy Scriptures,
particularly as it bears
directly upon the Doctrine
that we are now
considering, which is No
Eternal Hell, and No
Eternal Lake of Fire. Now
please turn with me to the
Holy Bible, because we first
want to lay out the
Scriptures that the religious
people carnally hold to, in
rejecting the truth of No
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Eternal Hell, and No
Eternal Lake of Fire. I say
that they hold carnally to
these Scriptures, because
it is without any ounce of
divine revelation, and as
such, they erroneously
think that these Scriptures
give them an Eternal
burning in the Lake of Fire,
and hence, they
erroneously preach and
teach that the Lake of Fire
is Eternal. We will consider
two main prophetic
Scriptures in this regard, for
two is a witness, and
sufficient to scripturally
establish a truth. (Matt.
18:16; 2 Cor. 13:1). The
Book of Revelation
Chapter 14, verses 9-11,
records: “And the third
angel” (carrying the
Everlasting Gospel in the
Last Half of the 70th Week
of Daniel), “followed
them” (who are the first
two angels), “saying with
a loud voice, If any man
worship the beast”, (the
Antichrist; that man of sin),
“and his image, and
receive his mark in his
forehead, or in his hand,
The same shall drink of
the wine of the wrath of
God, which is poured out
without mixture into the
cup of His indignation;
and he shall be
TORMENTED with FIRE
and BRIMSTONE in the

presence of the holy
angels, and in the
presence of the Lamb:
AND THE SMOKE OF
THEIR TORMENT
ASCENDETH UP FOR
EVER AND EVER: AND
THEY HAVE NO REST
DAY NOR NIGHT, who
worship the beast and his
image, and whosoever
receiveth the mark of his
name.” I know, the
opposition will readily tell
me: This passage of
Scripture is very plain, and
it needs no explanation,
and it clearly states that
these damned spirits will
burn “for ever and ever”,
and that they will have “No
rest day nor night.” Again,
in Revelation Chapter 20,
the Holy Bible gives us the
very same thought
projection, declaring in
verse 10: “And the devil
that deceived them was
cast into the Lake of Fire
and brimstone, where the
beast and the false
prophet are, and SHALL
BE TORMENTED DAY
AND NIGHT FOR EVER
AND EVER.” Again, the
religious world again
quickly jump on this
passage of Scripture,
contending that it is also
very plain, and needs no
explanation, and that it
clearly states that these
damned spirits, will be
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“tormented DAY and
NIGHT FOR EVER and
EVER.” Church, I do not
doubt that that is precisely
how it reads, and it is the
thought that it seemingly
projects, for we can ALL
read the letter of these
passages of Scripture. It is
also true, for it is a fact, that
certain passages of the
Holy Bible are very plain,
for the very words used,
convey the particular
meaning of what is stated,
and consequently, such
Scriptures do not need any
explanation. We know this
for a fact! However, the
truth of the subject matter
we are dealing with, is this:
We are now dealing with
the ending part of
Redemption, for
Redemption ends with the
occupation of the Lake of
Fire by ALL damned spirits,
both Angels and Men, as
well as by Death and Hell,
and hence, it is a very
serious issue, conveyed in
the deepest and most
complex prophetic Book of
the Entire Bible! For just as
the Seed Chapter of the
Holy Bible, which is the
Book of Genesis, holds in
Chapters 1-3, truths which
the religious world are still
seriously divided upon
today, as to what they truly
mean, so does the End
Chapter of the Holy Bible,
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which is the Book of
Revelation! And IF the Fall
of Man is still shrouded in a
great mystery, and hence, it
is still being highly
contested in Christendom
as we speak, as relating to
the Days of Creation; the
Original Sin; and the True
Identity of the Serpent, the
main culprit of that Fall, the
End of Redemption cannot
be as plain as people think
it is, for God does not
change in His Ways, for He
is “The Alpha and Omega,
the Beginning and the
End”! Moreover, we also
know scripturally, that “No
Word of prophecy is of any
private interpretation”,
however plain a prophetic
verse of Scripture may
seem to be! Hence, the
Book of 2 Peter Chapter 1,
verses 20-21, declares
plainly and emphatically:
“Knowing this FIRST,
THAT NO PROPHECY OF
THE SCRIPTURE IS OF
A N Y P R I V A T E
INTERPRETATION.” (And
why not?) “FOR THE
PROPHECY CAME NOT
IN OLD TIME BY THE
WILL OF MAN: BUT HOLY
MEN OF GOD SPAKE AS
THEY WERE MOVED BY
THE HOLY GHOST.” In
other words, IT WILL ALSO
TA K E T H E S A M E
INSPIRATION OF THE
HOLY GHOST, WORKING

THROUGH GOD'S
ANOINTED VESSELS OF
TRUTH, GOD'S HOLY
MEN, TO CONVEY THE
PERFECT DIVINE
INTERPRETATION, OF
THE PROPHETIC
PASSAGES OF THE HOLY
SCRIPTURES! Which
simply means, that
someone has to have the
True and Perfect
Interpretation on this
prophetic subject,
somewhere in the earth!
Yes, someone somewhere,
has to have the absolute
truth of God relating to this
Doctrine, particularly in
these final hours of gross
babel, an era of total
revelatory confusion, mass
confusion! Nevertheless,
the fact also remains,
brothers and sisters, that
we are at complete liberty,
to believe whomsoever we
choose to believe, for that
is entirely up to us, whether
they are right or wrong!
However, the truth of the
matter is that, because we
have a clear mind, and a
God given intellect, IF our
heart is really right, we can
try whatever anyone
teaches, to know exactly
whether what is taught
makes absolute scriptural
sense or not; particularly
because in this Ending
Move of God for the Elect
Bride of Christ, here in this
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Laodicean Church Age,
TRUTH HAS A CRYSTAL
CLEAR VOICE, AND A
MOST DISTINCT TONE! It
is written in Job Chapter 34,
verse 3, but beginning from
verse 2, where God pleads:
“Hear my words, O YE
WISE MEN; and give ear
unto me, ye that have
knowledge. FOR THE
EAR TRIETH WORDS, AS
THE MOUTH TASTETH
M E AT. ” E x a c t l y !
Therefore, as the Bride of
Jesus Christ, you can judge
what is presented, to
determine whether it is true
or not! You most definitely
can! Coming back to the
prophetic words used in
Revelation 14:10-11, and in
Revelation 20:10, words or
terms which the religious
world stumble on, and
hence use, to convey their
carnal and erroneous
teaching of an Eternal Lake
of Fire, all for sheer lack of
revelational understanding
of the truth, we will now
consider these very words.
The first term or word which
both prophetic passages of
Scripture gives us, is
“FOREVER”, for they both
use “For Ever and Ever.”
Therefore, the material
question is this: What is the
meaning of “FOREVER”?
How do we interpret it?
That is the issue! Brothers
and sisters, the word
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“FOREVER”, does not
necessarily mean that
something is UNENDING;
it does not mean
ENDLESS, or Eternal,
even though it is
sometimes used in some
passages of Scripture to
mean just that.
Nevertheless, it is also
sometimes used to mean
an INDEFINITE, or an
INDETERMINABLE period
of time. Let us delve
straight into the Holy
Scriptures.
Brothers and sisters, let us
look at the declaration of
Prophet Jonah, when God
sent a great fish that He
had prepared to swallow
him up. In the Book of
Jonah Chapter 2,
beginning from verse 1, the
Holy Bible records: “Then
Jonah prayed unto the
Lord his God out of the
fish's belly, And said, I
cried by reason of mine
AFFLICTION unto the
Lord, and He heard me;
out of the belly OF
HELL”, (for that was
exactly how Jonah felt
inside the tangled up, and
marshy belly of that great
fish! Hence, he called it his
“affliction”, for it was not an
enjoyable experience, but it
was very scary and
traumatic! It made Jonah
very desperate!

Consequently, he said):
“out of the belly OF HELL
cried I, and Thou
heardest my voice. For
thou hadst cast me into
the deep, in the midst of
the seas; and the floods
compassed me about: all
thy billows and thy waves
passed over me. Then I
said, I am cast out of thy
sight; yet I will look again
toward thy holy temple.
The waters compassed
me about, even to the
soul: the depth closed
me round about, the
weeds were wrapped
about my head.” (Now pay
attention to verse 6, for
Jonah claimed): “I went
down to the bottoms of
the mountains; the earth
with her bars was about
me FOR EVER…” Now we
see the use of the same
word “FOR EVER”, by
Prophet Jonah, uttered in a
desperate and terrifying
state! So, I ask: Was Jonah
in the belly of this great fish
“forever”, as in an
unending period of time,
endlessly?! Of course not!
Yet, he claimed to have
been in the belly of the fish
“Forever”! And to think
that he was in there for only
three days, typing the
death, burial, and
resurrection of Jesus
Christ! Jonah made this
claim, because his
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experience was very scary
and desperate, and in the
face of the traumatic
experience, it looked as
though he was in the belly
of that fish for a long period
of time; because in such
troubling and tormenting
situations, time just seems
to stop moving, or it moves
so slowly! Therefore, we
must understand from this
passage of the Holy Bible,
that the word “Forever”
can be used to signify A
PERIOD OF TIME! It is not
a term that necessarily
means UNENDING, or
ETERNAL, but of AN
I N D E T E R M I N AT E
PERIOD. You would have
to look at the particular
context in which this word is
used, in any passage of
Scripture, in order to
determine its true
application. We have seen
the use of the word,
“Forever”, in the Book of
Jonah, to mean an
indefinite period. Church, in
total contrast, when we
consider the Gospel of
Saint John Chapter 6, just
look at what Jesus said in
verse 51: “I am the living
bread which came down
from heaven: if any man
eat of this bread, he shall
LIVE FOR EVER…” Then
in verse 58, he reiterated
this truth, declaring: “This
is that bread which came
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down from heaven: not
as your fathers did eat
manna, and are dead: he
that eateth of this bread
shall LIVE FOR EVER.”
Saints, in the two verses of
Scripture, Jesus Christ
used the word “Forever”,
to actually mean “Eternal
Life”, just as he also did in
Revelation Chapter 22,
verse 5. The fundamental
question now, is this?
Which of the two
interpretations applies to
the Scriptures relating to
the Lake of Fire? That is the
issue! Which interpretation
of “Forever” applies to
Revelation 14:10-11, and
Revelation 20:10?! We
have to ask, because both
interpretations definitely
cannot apply! Both cannot
a p p l y, b e c a u s e o n e
interpretation of
“Forever”, the one used
by Prophet Jonah, speaks
of A FRAME OF TIME, AN
UNSPECIFIED OR AN
I N D E T E R M I N AT E
PERIOD OF TIME, WHICH
COULD BE LONG or
SHORT; whilst the other
interpretation of
“Forever”, as used by
Jesus Christ in Saint John's
Gospel, speaks of AN
ETERNAL PERIOD!
Consequently, the two
different uses of
“Forever”, cannot both
apply, because it cannot

mean an indeterminate
period of time, and also
means eternal, at the same
time! So, we come back to
the original question:
Which interpretation of
“forever”, applies to the
Lake of Fire? That is the
fundamental question!
Brothers and sisters, the
answer to this crucial and
most decisive question,
lies in an absolute,
fundamental, and
immutable truth of God, an
overriding truth, which we
will soon set forth.
However, before we apply
this divine infallible
yardstick of interpretation,
in our consideration of
whether the Lake of Fire is
Eternal, or that it is only
Indefinite, we first want to
consider another pertinent
term that is also used in
relation to the Lake of Fire,
in order to settle this
Doctrine once and for all,
scripturally, doing justice to
truth, and that is the term,
“Everlasting.” In John
Chapter 3, Jesus Christ
proclaimed in verse 16,
saying: “For God so loved
the world, that He gave
His only begotten Son,
that whosoever believeth
in him should not
p e r i s h , B U T H AV E
EVERLASTING LIFE.”
Again, in Matthew
Chapter 19, verse 29, the
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Lord similarly declared:
“And every one that hath
forsaken houses, or
brethren, or sisters, or
father, or mother, or wife,
or children, or lands, for
my name's sake, shall
receive an hundredfold,
and shall inherit
EVERLASTING LIFE.”
Brothers and sisters,
“Everlasting Life” as
used in both passages of
Scripture, gives us nothing
but Life Eternal, Eternal
Life. That is the sense in
which the word
“Everlasting” was used in
both the Gospels of Saint
John and Saint Matthew.
Now come with me to
Psalm 24, and we will take
verses 7-9, which records:
“Lift up your heads, O ye
gates; and be ye lift up,
YE EVERLASTING
DOORS” (OF HELL); “and
the King of glory”, (the
Lord Jesus Christ), “shall
come in. Who is this King
of glory? The LORD
strong and mighty, the
LORD mighty in battle.
Lift up your heads, O ye
gates; even lift them up,
YE EVERLASTING
DOORS; and the King of
glory shall come in.” The
material question now is
this: What is the
interpretation of
“Everlasting”, as used in
this Book of Psalm? The
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term “Everlasting”, in this
very passage of Scripture,
as used in relation to the
doors of Hell, the gates of
Hell, gives us gates or
doors that have been shut
for only God knows when!
Therefore, the word
“Everlasting” here,
stands for A LONG
I N D E T E R M I N AT E
PERIOD OF TIME, giving
us the same context in
which the word “Forever”
was used in the Book of
Jonah! The pertinent
question now is this, and
we ask it again: Which
interpretation applies to the
Lake of Fire, when we
consider the word,
“Everlasting”? Saints of
God, it is either we apply
both terms of FOREVER
and EVERLASTING, to
mean that The Lake of Fire
Is ETERNAL, or that The
Lake of Fire Is NOT
ETERNAL, which means
that IT IS FOR AN
I N D E T E R M I N AT E
PERIOD OF TIME! It has to
be EITHER of the two
interpretations, for it cannot
be NONE; and it also
cannot be BOTH, simply
because the Lake of Fire
cannot be Eternal, and at
the same time be for only
an Indeterminate Period!
This is the main issue, the
very crux of this subject
matter! This lies at the very

heart of this Doctrine of No
Eternal Hell, and No
Eternal Lake of Fire, for it is
what determines whether
indeed, the Lake of Fire is
Eternal or Not! Now we are
in the deep waters of a very
complex prophetic Word,
which is not of any private
interpretation! Again, for
the correct divine answer,
for the perfect answer, we
will have to apply a
fundamental, and an
infallible yardstick of divine
interpretation, because the
answer lies in an absolute,
most fundamental, and
immutable truth of God,
which Christendom is not
even averting their minds to
at all, when they are
considering the Lake of
Fire! In other words,
whether we consider the
term “Forever”, or the
term “Everlasting”, as
used in relation to the Lake
of Fire, there is a divine
infallible yardstick, that lets
us know undoubtedly,
whether those two terms
give us an Eternal Lake of
Fire, or that the Lake of Fire
is not Eternal, but is just for
an Indeterminate Period
known only to God,
however long it may be!
The bottom-line, therefore,
is this: Either the Lake of
Fire is Eternal, or it is not
Eternal! So, we ask for the
umpteenth time: Which
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version is divine, and
hence, constitutes God's
T r u t h ? ! W h i c h
interpretation is True, and
which is False, Erroneous?
C o n s e q u e n t l y, w h i c h
Doctrine is spiritual
(revelated), and which is
carnal (sensual): Eternal
Lake of Fire, or No Eternal
Lake of Fire? That is the
question!
Church, please pay close
attention, for this is what
settles this matter once and
for all. As I have been
emphasising, and as you
must ALL understand as
Elect Bride saints, the
Eagles of God, the people
bearing an unparalleled
scriptural revelation
knowledge of God, and of
His Divine Nature, there is
No True Doctrine that
anyone can hold, that will
offend the Nature of God,
who God is! WE CANNOT
ESTABLISH A DOCTRINE,
A TRUE DOCTRINE,
RELATING TO THE LAKE
OF FIRE, WITHOUT
HAVING DUE RECOURE
TO WHO GOD IS!
Therefore, the Gospel truth
of the contested duration of
the Lake of Fire, hangs
upon one absolute, one
fundamental, and one
immutable fact of God. It
constitutes a divine and
infallible yardstick, by
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which we can perfectly
determine this issue, and
that is this: THE
INCONTESTABLE AND
I M M U T A B L E
SCRIPTURAL FACT, THAT
ONLY GOD IS ETERNAL,
FOR HE IS THE ONLY
ETERNAL LIFE IN THE
WHOLE UNIVERSE,
ETERNAL MEANING
T H AT H E H A S N O
BEGINNING AND NO
E N D , I N F A L L I B LY
PROVES THAT NO ONE
CAN LIVE IN HELL
E T E R N A L LY ! F O R
ANYONE TO LIVE
ETERNALLY IN HELL, HE
WOULD HAVE TO HAVE
THE ETERNAL LIFE OF
GOD IN HIM, WHICH IS
TOTALLY IMPOSSIBLE! I
repeat: FOR ANY BEING,
WHETHER A MORTAL OR
A SPIRIT, TO BURN
ETERNALLY IN THE LAKE
OF FIRE, HE WOULD
H AV E T O P O S S E S S
ETERNAL LIFE, WHICH IS
GOD'S OWN LIFE, AND
T H A T I S T O TA L L Y
IMPOSSIBLE! This divine
rule or standard, an
absolute and paramount
(overriding) scriptural fact
of God, is what determines
the true interpretation to be
employed, in considering
the two terms used in
relation to the duration of
the Lake of Fire:
“Forever”, and

“Everlasting”, knowing
that the two terms are
subject to only two
interpretations. It is either
that the Lake of Fire IS
ETERNAL, or that IT IS
NOT ETERNAL, for it
cannot be both!
Consequently, the absolute
and infallible plumb-line;
the incontestable divine
standard for deciding this
scriptural matter; for
determining the duration of
the burning in the Lake of
Fire, whether it Is Eternal,
or Not Eternal, is the
scriptural fact, that ONLY
GOD IS ETERNAL, AND
HENCE, NO ONE CAN
L I V E E T E R N A L L Y,
WITHOUT POSSESSING
THE ETERNAL SPIRIT
OF GOD! For as we
must continue to
reiterate (repeat), so that
the truth may sink in,
saints of God, IF,
although it is firmly and
totally denied; but IF,
Revelation 14:10-11, and
Revelation 20:10, truly
mean that spirits will burn
Eternally in the Lake of
Fire; IF that is really what
these passages of
prophetic Scriptures give to
us or mean, then, ALL the
spirits burning in the Lake
of Fire, will ALL have to
have the Eternal Life of
God in them, for this to
happen! Wake up! As we
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get closer to the Return of
Jesus Christ, for the
Rapture of his Bride, we
must drop ALL these handme-down traditional ways
of looking at the Lake of
Fire; we must drop ALL the
traditional ways of looking
at God's prophetic truth, so
that we may be adorned in
our souls, with nothing but
the pure divine revelation of
the Word of God! WE
CANNOT AFFORD TO
CARRY THE LETTER OF
THE WORD, BECAUSE
THE LETTER KILLS!
Brothers and sisters, in this
Third and Final Move of
God for the Royal Bride,
ALL traditional ways of
looking at the inspired
Word of God, has to go!
Furthermore, as we all
know, or should know,
EVERYTHING THAT HAS
A BEGINNING, MUST
H AV E A N E N D ,
HOWEVER LONG THAT
END MAY BE; BUT IT HAS
TO HAVE AN END! We
must get that straight, as
“the children of Light”!
The Only Being without a
beginning, and without an
end, is God Almighty,
w h o s e n a m e i s
“Jehovah”, the SelfExisting One; “the Ancient
of days”; the Great “I AM
THAT I AM”; the Supreme
being over the Whole
Universe, being the
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Creator and Sustainer of
Life, ALL Life; “THE
ETERNAL SPIRIT”! (Heb.
9:14; John 4:24; John 17:3;
1 John 5:11). We all
know, on the full and
unquestionable authority
of Matthew Chapter 25,
verse 41, that the Lake of
Fire was “PREPARED for
the devil and his angels”,
thereby having a definite
beginning, for there was a
time when there was No
Lake of Fire! Consequently,
the Lake of Fire must also
have an end, and it will
have an end, however
long that end may take to
come, because it has a
beginning, a definite
beginning! IT WAS
UNIQUELY (SPECIALLY)
“PREPARED” TO SERVE
A SPECIFIC DIVINE
PURPOSE, FOLLOWING
WHICH IT WILL COME TO
ITS END! Brothers and
sisters, even salvation had
a beginning, a definite
beginning IN REALITY,
and it also has an end!
Salvation began in
Genesis, with the sacrifice
that God Himself made for
Adam and Eve in the
garden of Eden, spilling the
blood of animals, as a
temporary means of
atonement (redemption),
looking forward to the
perfect sacrifice of Calvary.
God also removed the fig

leaves with which Adam
and Eve had covered
themselves, and clothed
them with animal skin,
showing that God is our
righteousness! Right there
and then, the process of
salvation began! And
salvation has an end, when
in Revelation, the White
Throne Judgment is
instituted, and ALL evil
presence are cast into the
Lake of Fire, which is the
Second Death, allowing
Jesus Christ to then hand
over the kingdom back to
God, that through ALL
Eternity, God may be ALL
IN ALL! In other words, the
Last Act of Redemption, is
the casting of ALL evil
spirits into the Lake of Fire,
including Death and Hell!
The handing over to God, is
just the last official
ceremony that Jesus Christ
will undertake or perform, in
his role as the Redeemer!
The Gospel truth is this:
ALL the spirits that have
been thrown into the Lake
of Fire, will burn for only
God knows how long,
suffering the penalty for
t h e i r i n i q u i t y, t h e i r
wickedness, and they will
eventually be burnt out of
existence, completely
annihilated, eternally
separated from God; and
with this accomplished, the
Lake of Fire will come to an
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end, having served its
divine purpose! THIS
GIVES US, NOT AN
ETERNAL LAKE OF FIRE,
BUT AN ETERNAL
S E PA R AT I O N F R O M
GOD, FOR EVIL CANNOT
H AV E A N E T E R N A L
EXISTENCE! WAKE UP! I
REPEAT: EVIL CANNOT
H AV E A N E T E R N A L
E X I S T E N C E !
CONSEQUENTLY, AND IN
TRUE DIVINE ESSENCE,
W H AT W E H AV E
S C R I P T U R A L LY
S P E A K I N G ,
D O C T R I N A L L Y, I S
ETERNAL SEPARATION
FROM GOD, NOT AN
ETERNAL LAKE OF FIRE,
FOR THERE IS NO
ETERNAL LAKE OF FIRE,
and we must understand
this great difference.
Having made this scriptural
declaration, we will now
proceed to give a
breakdown of the Two
Primary Scriptures, the
Focal Prophetic Scriptures
on this subject, all in the
light of the divine revelation
of the Spirit of God;
although by now, with what
has been shared so far, we
should all be able to see
with absolute clarity, the
perfect interpretation and
application of these
prophetic passages of
Scripture, as we now lay
them out in their true light,
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c o n s i d e r i n g o t h e r EVER AND EVER”,
Scriptures as well, for we (MEANING: THAT THEIR
are on holy ground.
TORMENT IN THE LAKE
OF FIRE IS UNABATED,
Please turn with me to FOR HOWEVER LONG IT
Revelation Chapter 14, L A S T S , B E I N G A N
verses 10-11, and it states I N D E T E R M I N A T E
from verse 9: “And the PERIOD, BEFORE THEY
third angel followed A R E C O M P L E T E L Y
them, saying with a loud ANNIHILATED): “and they
voice, If any man worship have No Rest DAY NOR
the beast and his image, N I G H T ” ( I N T H E
and receive his mark in I N D E T E R M I N A T E
his forehead, or in his D U R AT I O N O F T H I S
hand”, (in the second Half B U R N I N G ) , “ w h o
of the 70th Week of Daniel), worship the beast and his
“The same shall drink of image, and whosoever
the wine of the WRATH of receiveth the mark of his
God, which is poured out name.” Going to the next
without mixture”, (poured major prophecy on this
out raw), “into the cup of issue, Revelation Chapter
His indignation”, (His 20, verse 10, also declares:
angry fiery judgment; for “And the devil that
“the cup” speaks of God's deceived them was cast
fearsome judgment in the into the Lake of Fire and
Lake of Fire); “and he Brimstone, where the
shall be tormented with beast and the false
FIRE and BRIMSTONE” prophet are, and shall be
( S U L P H U R ) , “ i n t h e t o r m e n t e d D AY a n d
presence of the holy NIGHT FOR EVER AND
angels”, (who shall be eye E V E R ” , ( A L S O
witnesses, when they are P R O P H E T I C A L L Y
cast alive into the Lake of M E A N I N G, A L O N G
Fire), “and in the I N D E T E R M I N A T E
presence of the Lamb”, PERIOD, KNOWN ONLY
(who casts them into the TO GOD ALMIGHTY).
Lake of Fire, at the Great Saints of God, it may take
White Throne Judgment. millions of years, the fact
Now listen to this): “And remains, however, that as
t h e s m o k e o f t h e i r long as they do not have
torment” (in the Lake of the Eternal Spirit of God
F i r e a n d S u l p h u r ) , invested in them, they will
“ a s c e n d e t h u p F O R eventually be burnt out of
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existence, which gives us
Eternal Separation from
God, and Not an Eternal
Lake of Fire. Let us now
take a look at other
prophecies, conveying
another term which the
Holy Spirit God used in His
Word, in relation to the
Lake of Fire, a word that we
considered much earlier,
which is “Everlasting.” It
is a word that was also
used in prophecy, to
convey the destruction of
the earth, on the Day of the
Lord, and we will first
consider this prophecy,
before we take the
prophecy which speaks of
the Lake of Fire. In 2
Thessalonians Chapter 1,
verses 6-9, Apostle Paul
records by the inspiration of
God, saying: “Seeing it is
a righteous thing with
God to recompense
tribulation to them that
trouble you; And to you
who are troubled rest
with us, WHEN the Lord
Jesus shall be revealed
from heaven with his
mighty angels”, (on the
Day of the Lord), “In
flaming fire taking
vengeance on them that
know not God, and that
obey not the Gospel of
our Lord Jesus Christ:
Who shall be punished”
(on that terrible Day
of the Lord), “WITH
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E V E R L A S T I N G
DESTRUCTION from the
presence of the Lord, and
from the glory of his
power”, (on that woeful
Day of the Lord). Now we
see two words used
together: “Everlasting”
and “Destruction”. The
issue is: What does this
mean? Church, the word
Everlasting, is used to
qualify the kind of
Destruction that will take
place on that horrible Day
of the Lord, meaning, that it
will be An Enduring
Destruction, the effect of
which is irreversible, being
PERMANENT, TOTAL,
COMPLETE! Therefore, it
is not that they will be
punished Eternally, as in a
destruction that does not
stop, or as a punishment
that does not end! No, that
is not what the Lord means
in this particular passage of
Scripture, by the use of the
word “Everlasting”! Yet,
the wicked humanity we
see today, have been
promised to be
“PUNISHED WITH
E V E R L A S T I N G
Destruction”, meaning,
total destruction, complete
destruction, one that
leaves nothing left, having
a permanent effect! Think
about it, and quit your
unbelief! You have to stop
looking at the terms,

“ F o r e v e r ” a n d
“Everlasting”, in Bible
prophecy, as necessarily
meaning ETERNAL,
because they do not
always convey that thought
in the Holy Bible, which is
why many people are
carrying a warped doctrine,
erroneously teaching that
the Lake of Fire will burn
throughout Eternity, which
is gross untruth! The
religious world simply
assumes, and it is a most
carnal assumption; but
they assume, and hence,
falsely believe and teach,
that ETERNAL is what God
means by the word
“Everlasting”, speaking
with regards to Hell, and or
with regards to the Lake of
Fire; but that is most
untrue! Now coming to
consider a material
prophecy relating directly
to the Lake of Fire, where
the term “Everlasting”
was used, just look at
Matthew Chapter 25, verse
41, which records: “Then
shall he” (the Lord Jesus
Christ), “say also unto
them on the left hand”,
(the goat people of the
Nations), “Depart from
me, ye cursed, into
EVERLASTING FIRE,
prepared for the devil and
his angels.” The religious
world carnally takes this
verse to mean Eternal
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“Fire”, but it is absolutely
not so, as we shall soon
see. Then in verse 46, the
Lord Jesus re-affirmed this
judgment, similarly
declaring: “And these”
(goat people of the
Nations), “shall GO away
into EVERLASTING
PUNISHMENT: but the
righteous into LIFE
ETERNAL.” Brothers and
sisters, please note, that in
the two verses, verses 41
and 46, the word
“Everlasting”, was used
in both instances, to qualify
the type of judgment that
these cursed people will
receive: “Everlasting
FIRE”, and “Everlasting
PUNISHMENT”, ALL in
relation to the Lake of Fire.
Consequently, brothers
and sisters, you have to
see, that the word
“Everlasting” was used
by Jesus Christ, in the very
same way that Saint Paul
also later used it,
concerning the Day of the
Lord, when he spoke of
“ E v e r l a s t i n g
DESTRUCTION”, in 2
Thessalonians 1:9, and
hence, its meaning is the
same; the interpretation of
“Everlasting” in both
prophecies, is One.
Because Jesus Christ's
use of the term
“Everlasting”, also
qualifies the “FIRE” and
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the “PUNISHMENT”, just
as Saint Paul did in his
prophecy! As a result, when
Jesus Christ spoke of
“Everlasting FIRE”, and
“ E v e r l a s t i n g
PUNISHMENT”, in
Matthew Chapter 25,
verses 41 and 46, he
simply meant an Enduring
“Fire”, and an Enduring
“Punishment”, ONE
T H A T I S T O TA L ,
COMPLETE, EFFECTED
TO THE VERY ENDING
POINT! IN OTHER
WORDS, IT IS A FIRE AND
A PUNISHMENT THAT
W I L L E V E N T U A L LY
BRING ABOUT TOTAL
ANNIHILATION,
C O M P L E T E
DESTRUCTION, HAVING
AN ETERNAL EFFECT.
BECAUSE IT IS THE
E F F E C T T H AT I S
ETERNAL, AND NOT
THAT THE LAKE OF FIRE
IS ETERNAL, FOR IT IS
NOT ETERNAL! That was
precisely why in 1960, in
his message titled, The
Seven Church Ages, under
The Smyrnaean Church
Age, and speaking
specifically on the
prophetic term,
“Everlasting”, Brother
Branham declared: “We all
know that the Second
Death is the Lake of Fire.
Revelation 20:14, “And
death and hell were cast

into the Lake of Fire. This
is the Second Death.” Of
course, that means all
those who were therein,
were cast into the Lake of
Fire. Now then, I want to
bring out something here
for you. It no doubt will
cause people to
comment on MY
STRANGE DOCTRINE.”
(Brother Branham said
that, because that is
exactly how the religious
world take his scriptural
teachings, and particularly,
that that is how they would
take his teaching on this
very subject! Nevertheless,
he warned): “BUT I STAND
H E R E O N T H E
AUTHORITY OF THE
WORD OF GOD, AND
D E N Y T H AT T H E
UNBELIEVER GOES TO
AN ETERNAL HELL, AND
B U R N S T H E R E
ETERNALLY. In the first
place, HELL, or THE
LAKE OF FIRE, or
whatever you want to call
it, IS NOT ETERNAL.
HOW CAN IT BE, IF IT
HAD A BEGINNING?”
(Exactly!) “In Matthew
25:41, it says that
“Everlasting Fire was
prepared for the devil and
his angels.” Now if it was
prepared, then it wasn't
without a beginning. IF IT
HAD A BEGINNING, THEN
IT CAN'T BE ETERNAL.”
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(Listen to what Brother
Branham now says): “Of
course, you might
stumble over the
idea of the word
“EVERLASTING.” But
that word means “From
the AGES to the AGES”,
and has different
meanings attached to it”,
(depending on its usage in
any particular passage of
prophetic Scripture). “…
Now you can see that
“EVERLASTING” does
not compare with what is
“ETERNAL,” or that
which Had No Beginning
or End”, (which Eternal
means). “Here in this
case, THE WORD
EVERLASTING MEANS
“TO THE VANISHING
POINT.” (Skipping a little,
the Prophet added): “Look
a t t h e w o r d ,
“destruction” over in 2
Thessalonians 1:9, “Who
shall be punished with
E V E R L A S T I N G
Destruction.” In the
Greek, “DESTRUCTION”
positively means
ANNIHILATION”, (Total
Destruction). “And the
word, “DestrucTION,”
(being singular), “does
NOT mean DestroyING”
(in continuity). “Now
“Destroying” means
something going on and
on in decay”, (for it is
continuous). “So what can
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E V E R L A S T I N G
AnnihilaTION mean? It
doesn't mean to keep on
A n n i h i l a T I N G ”
(continuously), “or that
would make the word
“DestroyING,” instead of
“DestrucTION.” IT
MEANS TO DESTROY TO
THE ENDING POINT. END
IT.” Period! There it is! ALL
the wicked spirits that are
cast into the Lake of Fire,
will suffer and burn
continuously in that Lake of
Fire and Brimstone, until
they are eventually
annihilated, burnt out of
existence! For when we are
considering “Everlasting
FIRE”, and “Everlasting
PUNISHMENT”, we are
looking strictly at the
PERMANENT and
ENDURING EFFECT of it,
because it is to the very
ending point! And as we
must continue to reiterate,
this gives us Eternal
Separation from God, and
not that the Lake of Fire is
Eternal, for it is definitely
not Eternal. Because
eventually, and however
long this may take, the
spirits in the Lake of Fire will
ALL be burnt out of
existence, giving us an
ending point! And exactly
why is this so? Why will
there have to be an ending
point, a terminating point?
It is simply because,

NOTHING LIVES
ETERNALLY, WITHOUT
POSSESSING THE
ETERNAL SPIRIT OF
GOD! SURELY YOU CAN
UNDERSTAND THAT, IF
YOU TRULY APPRECIATE
WHO GOD IS, AND WHAT
ETERNAL LIFE TRULY IS!
F O R O N LY G O D I S
ETERNAL, HAVING NO
BEGINNING AND NO
E N D . I N T O TA L
CONTRAST, THE LAKE
OF FIRE HAS A DEFINITE
B E G I N N I N G, A N D
HENCE, IT WILL ALSO
H AV E A D E F I N I T E
ENDING POINT! As Bride
saints, you should be able
to understand that, and not
carry the mere letter of
God's prophetic Word!
After all, and as it is written:
“YE ARE ALL THE
CHILDREN OF LIGHT”!
(1 Thess. 5:5).
Brothers and sisters, this
fact; the fact of their
eventual complete
destruction out of
existence, should let us
realise, that it takes more
than Natural Fire to burn
these spirits. Therefore, we
have to see that the Lake of
Fire burns with much more
than just Natural Fire and
Sulphur. It burns with a
fearsome (dreadful) Holy
Fire, one that will
eventually annihilate (burn
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out of existence), ALL the
wicked spirits that are cast
into it, which includes, not
just the spirits of ALL the
evil and wicked humanity,
but also that of Lucifer,
called Satan, with ALL the
other fallen angels, who
are spirit beings!
Consequently, this gives us
nothing but an Eternal
Separation from God, Not
Eternal burning in the Lake
of Fire, and neither does it
give us an Eternal Lake of
Fire; because the Lake of
Fire is not Eternal. It had a
beginning, and as such, it
also has an end. For once
ALL the wicked souls, and
ALL the wicked spirits are
eventually ALL burnt out of
existence, however long
that may be, the Lake of
Fire will cease to burn, just
as Hell has its own end!
This is not to give any
comfort to any soul who
ends up in the Lake of Fire,
because no one can really
afford to be in it for even
one minute, let alone be in it
for one day! You do not
want to end up there,
because this burning
inferno may continue for
millions of years. After all,
the evil spirit of the Roman
Beast Empire, (which is
that of the European
Union), and that of the
False Prophet, (who is the
Antichrist, Lucifer’s Super
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Prince), will ALL be in the
Lake of Fire, from just
before the Millennium
starts, right through to
when the White Throne
Judgment is set up, one
thousand years later! (Rev.
19:20; Rev. 20:10). Think
about it! This lets us know,
that only God knows just
how long the Lake of Fire
will burn for, although it is
most certainly going to burn
for a very long time, before
they are eventually
annihilated! Moreover, and
as we have stated earlier,
Evil cannot have an
Eternal Existence in
God's Creation, FOR IT IS
C O N T R A R Y TO T H E
VERY NATURE OF GOD!
Furthermore, and let us
think seriously about this:
Just how can a righteous
and most merciful God,
leave spirits burning
Eternally in the Lake of
Fire?! Think about it! No,
we are not teaching
sentiments, but we are
asking you to consider a
serious divine fact, THE
FACT OF GOD'S NATURE!
Therefore, let every Elect
Bride Seed understand,
that THERE IS NO
ETERNAL HELL, and that
THERE IS ALSO NO
ETERNAL LAKE OF FIRE,
and as a result, there is No
Eternal Burning in the Lake
of Fire. It is the effect of the

burning in the Lake of Fire
that is Eternal, because
they will eventually be
completely burnt out, and
will cease to exist in any
form or shape, ALL through
Eternity, giving us in reality,
THE SECOND DEATH in
Lake of Fire, WHICH IS
THE DEATH OF THE
SPIRITS! That is precisely
why Jesus Christ seriously
warned us, not to sin
against the Holy Ghost,
saying in Mark Chapter 3,
verses 28-30: “Verily I say
unto you, ALL sins shall
be forgiven unto the sons
of men, and blasphemies
wherewith soever they
shall blaspheme: But he
that shall blaspheme
against the Holy Ghost
hath never forgiveness,
but is in DANGER OF
ETERNAL DAMNATION”,
CONFIRMING THE
ABSOLUTE TRUTH,
THAT IT IS THE EFFECT
OF THE BURNING
IN THE LAKE OF FIRE
T H AT I S E T E R N A L ,
GIVING US “ETERNAL
DAMNATION”, WHICH IS
ETERNAL SEPARATION
FROM GOD! Jesus Christ
gave this serious warning:
“Because they said, He
hath an unclean spirit”,
(attributing to the devil,
what only God can do).
Again, in Hebrews
Chapter 6, verse 2, Apostle
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Paul referred to it as
“Eternal Judgment”,
because the Judgment
delivered at the Great
White Throne Judgment,
has Eternal consequences,
bringing Eternal
Separation from God,
following their burning in
the Lake of Fire! It is in this
very same vein, that Saint
Jude wrote in the Book of
Jude Chapter 1, a passage
we saw earlier, declaring in
verses 6-7: “And the
angels which kept not
their first estate, but left
their own habitation, He”
(God) “hath reserved in
E V E R L A S T I N G
CHAINS”, (giving us an
Indeterminate Period of the
application of this chain of
divine restraint), “under
darkness” (in the pit of
Hell), “unto the Judgment
of the Great Day”, (the
White Throne Judgment).
“Even as Sodom and
Gomorrha, and the cities
about them in like
manner, giving
themselves over to
fornication, and going
after strange flesh, are
set forth for an example,
suffering the vengeance
of ETERNAL FIRE”,
( M E A N I N G ,
EVERLASTING FIRE;
F I R E T H AT H A S A N
ETERNAL EFFECT, AND
NOT THAT IT BURNS
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ETERNALLY. BECAUSE
THIS FIRE BROUGHT
T H E
T O T A L
A N N I H I L AT I O N O F
S O D O M
A N D
GOMORRAH)! And once
the Lake of Fire has served
God's divine purpose, the
Lake of Fire which is
located on another planet,
probably on Planet Venus,
or even on another Galaxy,
for it is definitely completely
removed from Planet
Earth, brothers and sisters,
that location will then be
transformed by God, to
serve a positive divine
purpose in Eternity, for as
we must continue to
emphasize, Evil cannot
have an Eternal Existence!
Consequently, however
long the burning in the Lake
of Fire and Brimstone
(Sulphur), will be, brothers
and sisters, it is most
certainly not a good thing,
but it is the most horrible
thing that can happen to
anyone. We most definitely
do not want to end up there!
U n f o r t u n a t e l y, t o d a y,
unbelievers make jest and
laugh at this very truth; they
laugh about the Lake of
Fire, and blaspheme the
Name of the Lord. The day
will come, however, when
they would wish that they
had listened, and believed
Jesus Christ! It is this
opportunity of salvation

which they have today, but
which they wilfully and
stoutly spurn, a golden
opportunity that they spurn
with great impudence, that
will be the “worm”, that will
gnaw at them in Hell, and
also gnaw at them in the
Lake of Fire. This is the
figurative “fire” that never
burns out, for it is never
quenched; it will keep
burning their insides
throughout their stay in
Hell, and in the lake of Fire,
knowing that they blew
their golden opportunity for
salvation! However, it is
only in the Lake of Fire that
they will literally burn!
Speaking about this
horrible reality to come, the
Lord Jesus declared in
Matthew Chapter 13, verse
42, but beginning from
verse 40, saying: “As
therefore the TARES are
gathered AND BURNED
IN THE FIRE”, (IN THE
LAKE OF FIRE, Not in Hell,
but in the Lake of Fire; a
verse which therefore,
gives us a suspended
sentence, till after the
White Throne Judgement);
“so shall it be in the end
of this world. The Son of
man shall send forth his
angels, and they shall
gather out of his kingdom
ALL things that offend,
and them which do
iniquity”, (in the Great
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Separation that we have in
this Last Church Age, a
prophecy that is hanging
right over the Bride Church
as we speak); “AND
SHALL CAST THEM INTO
A FURNACE OF FIRE:
THERE SHALL BE
W A I L I N G A N D
GNASHING OF TEETH.”
No one needs to end up
here, in this fiery furnace,
where “there shall be
Wailing and Gnashing of
teeth”! Consequently, if
you are yet to make your
peace with God, through
our Saviour Jesus Christ,
or you are one of those who
are still playing around with
the truth, playing politics
with the Word of Life,
coasting on, now is your
golden opportunity to get
serious, because this is
about our Eternal Destiny. I
implore you, therefore, to
please make hay while the
sun shines, whilst you still
have opportunity; because
you do not know what day
God can call for your soul in
death, for this mortal life is
very frail and vain. The
door of Eternal Life is still
open, and Jesus Christ is
beckoning you to come in.
With the Doctrine of No
Eternal Hell, and No
Eternal Lake of Fire, having
been solidly and
unshakably established,
scripturally, we will now
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take the Last Doctrine that
goes into the Original Seed
of the Word of God, a
Fundamental and Most
Major Foundation Stone of
the Early Church, which is
the Doctrine of The Eternal
Age. This Doctrine has also
been laid out on our chart,
right here, (Brother Amos
points to the chart), on the
right side of the Wheat
Sheaf. And as its title
suggests, the Doctrine of
The Eternal Age, is a
Paramount truth, which
forms One of the
Foundation Stones, a most
precious jewel of revealed
truth, that carries the
Universal Bride of Jesus
Christ, and the end
objective of true salvation,
which is Eternal Life.
Seeing its utmost
importance, therefore, all
we can say, is that may the
Lord help us to do justice to
this very crucial, most
beautiful, and most heart
gladdening Doctrine, for
the edification of the
Universal Body of Jesus
Christ. Amen.
15]. THE DOCTRINE OF
THE ETERNAL AGE: The
Doctrine of the Eternal Age,
brothers and sisters, being
what it relates to, which is
our destiny in the Eternal
Age, is not only a very
Major Doctrine of the Early

Church, an extremely
important truth that goes
into the Original Pure Seed
of the Word of God, and a
Most Precious Foundation
Stone, but it is a truth that
we most certainly want to
be established on.
However, because we are
still going to produce a
Scribe message that deals
specifically with this subject
matter, in detail, on account
of its great importance,
therefore, saints of God, in
setting forth this Doctrine,
we will only do so in a
measure sufficient enough
to solidly establish the truth
of the Eternal Age, all in the
Light of the inspired written
Word of God. I repeat: We
will only project this
Doctrine in this message, in
a measure to sufficiently
establish it as a true,
infallible, and immutable
Doctrine of the True Church
of Jesus Christ. Period!
Brothers and sisters, the
Doctrine of the Eternal Age,
is firmly and solidly based
on the infallible and
immutable promise of God
A l m i g h t y, w h i c h o u r
Saviour Jesus Christ gave,
even as it is written in the
Gospel of Saint John
Chapter 3, verse 16: “For
God so loved the world,
that He gave His only
begotten Son” (Jesus
Christ), “that whosoever
believeth in him should
not perish, but have
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EVERLASTING LIFE”,
(MEANING, ETERNAL
LIFE, ENDLESS LIFE).
Verse 15 confirms this
perfect interpretation,
where Jesus declared from
verse 14: “And as Moses
lifted up the serpent in
the wilderness, even so
must the Son of man be
lifted up” (on the cross at
C a l v a r y ) : T h a t
WHOSOEVER believeth
in him should not perish,
but have ETERNAL
LIFE”, (ONE THAT HAS
NO END, AGELESS,
T I M E L E S S , B Y
POSSESSING THE VERY
LIFE OF GOD, WHO
ALONE IS LIFE ETERNAL,
A LIFE INVESTED IN
JESUS CHRIST OUR
SAVIOUR). In the Book of
Romans Chapter 6, verse
23, Apostle Paul also
records: “For the wages
of sin is death; but THE
GIFT of God IS ETERNAL
LIFE through Jesus
Christ our Lord.” Again, in
1 John Chapter 2, verse 25,
Apostle John equally
stated: “And this is the
promise that He” (God)
“hath promised us, even
ETERNAL LIFE.” That is
the reason Saint Paul
admonished us in 2
Corinthians Chapter
4,
verses 17-18, saying: “For
our light affliction, which
is but for a moment,
worketh for us a far more
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E X C E E D I N G ”
( G R E AT E R ) “ a n d
ETERNAL weight of
glory; While we look not
at the things which are
seen”, (physical things;
material, carnal, earthly
things), “but at the things
which are not seen”
(physically, for they are
spiritual things; things that
are divine): “for the things
which are seen are
TEMPORAL”, (Transient,
and therefore, Vain); “but
the things which are not
seen ARE ETERNAL”,
(giving us an Eternal
Hope). This divine promise,
brothers and sisters, which
salvation gives us, is
precisely what gives us the
scriptural expectation of an
Eternal Age, an Age when
we shall live Eternally,
nevermore to die, or even
age, for we will never grow
old; an Age where there is
no sickness, no sorrow or
pain, no disappointment,
no death, and where no evil
abides, in any shape or
form. We look forward to A
TIMELESS ERA, which is
ETERNITY, which the Holy
Bible refers to in typology,
as THE EIGHTH DAY, A
N E W B E G I N N I N G,
ENDLESS, AGELESS,
TIMELESS, A WORLD
WITHOUT END. It is an Era
or Age that goes beyond
the Millennium, which is a
Thousand Years, which still

gives us time, because in
Eternity, we are no longer in
time, and hence, we are not
constrained by time. This
Eternal Life, brothers and
sisters, is the main purpose
of the redemption that we
have of God, in Jesus
Christ, just as Saint Paul
revealed in Hebrews
Chapter 5, verse 9, which
provides about Jesus
Christ: “And being made
perfect” (by suffering), he
became the author of
ETERNAL SALVATION
unto ALL them that obey
him.” Therefore, to begin
our consideration of this
extremely great and most
precious Doctrine, an
extremely beautiful and
highly enthusing jewel of
truth, one that goes to the
very root of our salvation,
being the end objective of
our redemption, we will go
straight to the Old
Testament, to the Prophets,
beginning with the Book of
Prophet Isaiah. He was one
of the Major Prophets, and
his inspired writings
covered virtually ALL Ages
and ALL Dispensations of
time, from the Testing and
Fall of Satan, to the hour of
the Promised Messiah, our
Lord Jesus Christ, straight
to the Millennium, ending
with the Eternal Age! What
a great prophetic light that
man was used of God to
project; what an insight he
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bore! There are Sixty-Six
Books in the Entire Bible,
and there are also Sixty-Six
Chapters in the Book of
Isaiah! Please come with
me to the Book of Isaiah,
where we will start this
message.
In Isaiah Chapter 65, verse
17, the Holy Bible records:
“FOR, BEHOLD, I” (GOD)
“ C R E AT E N E W
HEAVENS AND A NEW
EARTH: and the former
shall not be remembered,
nor come into mind.” Is
that not wonderful?! Yes, it
is most wonderful! What an
Age that would be!
However, it is very
important to point out,
saints of God, that this
prophetic Word of promise,
does not give us an entirely
New Heaven, and an
entirely New Earth; but it
gives us a Heaven and
Earth that has been
completely transformed,
regenerated, having a
completely New Order, A
DIVINE ORDER, the Old
Order of Fallen Man, an
Evil Order, Cosmos, having
been completely
overturned! Speaking
about the Day of the Lord,
in the Book of 2 Peter
Chapter 3, Apostle Peter
stated in verses 5-7: “For
this they” (who are
scoffers) “willingly are
ignorant of, that by the
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Word of God The
Heavens were OF OLD,
and The Earth standing
out of the water and in the
water: Whereby THE
WORLD THAT THEN
WAS, being overflowed
with water, PERISHED”,
(BY GOD'S OVERTHROW
WITH WATER, AND NOT
THAT GOD LITERALLY
DESTROYED THE
EARTH, AND THEN
CREATED A BRAND NEW
EARTH): “But the
H E AV E N S a n d t h e
EARTH, which ARE
NOW”, (which is the same
Heaven, and the same
Planet Earth that Noah
lived in), “by the same
word are kept in store,
reserved unto fire
against the day of
judgment and perdition
of ungodly men.”
Consequently, when God
judges it on that Day of the
Lord, He will also not totally
destroy the Heaven and the
Earth, and then literally
create a New Heaven and a
New Earth; it is the works of
man, that will be totally
destroyed, as God also
transforms the face of the
Earth, giving us a New
Order, by which this Earth
will be regenerated, totally
transformed, made anew!
Heaven will also be
cleansed of ALL evil
presence, for ALL the fallen
angels, demons, who are

currently operating from
the clouds, from the
atmosphere directly over
and above Planet Earth,
led by Satan, “the prince
of the power of the air”,
(the prince of the
controlling spirits of the
sky), will be thrown down to
Earth, in the Middle of the
Last Week of Daniel,
nevermore to contaminate
the Heavens with their evil
presence. (Eph. 2:2; Rev.
12:7-12). We will take
Isaiah Chapter 65 again,
where verse 17 declares:
“FOR, BEHOLD, I” (GOD)
“ C R E AT E N E W
HEAVENS AND A NEW
EARTH: and the former
shall not be remembered,
nor come into mind.”
Brothers and sisters, this
lone verse, tucked inside
this Chapter of the Book of
Isaiah, relates specifically
and exclusively to the
Eternal Age, and we must
all understand this fact.
Which is precisely why it
states that “THE
FORMER” (CREATION)
“ s h a l l n o t b e
remembered, nor come
to mind.” Therefore, we
cannot apply this passage
of Scripture to the
Millennium, even though
the verses that follow it, its
successive verses, verses
18-25, certainly and clearly
speak of the Millennium,
where we will still have
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death, according to verse
20; whereas in the Eternal
Age, there will be no death
o r s o r r o w . Ve r s e 2 0
provides: “There shall be
no more thence an infant
of days, nor an old man
that hath not filled his
days: for the CHILD
SHALL DIE an hundred
years old; but the sinner
being an hundred years
old shall be accursed.”
This was stated, because
death will be the only
punishment for any unruly
mortal subject in the
Millennium, and as such,
he will not be allowed to live
more than a hundred years,
before he faces the death
penalty, which will be
inflicted by the power of the
spoken Word of the Lord.
Moreover, in the
Millennium, we will
definitely remember this
present world, which the
Lord is coming to overthrow
most violently, on the Day
of the Lord! So, right here in
verse 17, brothers and
sisters, we have a promise,
a divine promise of the
Eternal Age, where ALL
things are made new, with
an Eternal Attribute, an
Eternal End. God says:
“For, behold, I create New
Heavens and a New
Earth: and the former
s h a l l N O T B E
REMEMBERED, nor
COME INTO MIND.” And
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exactly why would it not
come to mind?! Why would
we remember it, in the most
beautiful, most marvellous,
highly exhilarating, and
overwhelming Eternal Joy,
Divine Peace and
Prosperity that we will
e n j o y, A L L t h r o u g h
Eternity?! We will forget the
past! Most certainly! It is
just like today: When we
have suffered a lot, and for
many years, may be in
poverty, and God just
opens a door, and lifts that
burden, turning things
around in a wonderful way,
changing our economic
status, before long, we
even forget how life once
was! Because we get used
to the goodness of life that
God has given us, and it
seems as if that is how it
has always been! It takes
situations developing
sometimes, to make us
think back, and remember,
that it has not always been
like this, and it was not like
this, for many years prior!
Now, transpose this great
feeling to the Perfect
Eternal Age, the Perfect
Day, when, as Revelation
Chapter 21, verse 4,
records: “… God shall
wipe away ALL tears from
their eyes” (our eyes);
“and there shall be no
more death, neither
sorrow, nor crying,
neither shall there be any

more pain: FOR THE
FORMER THINGS ARE
PASSED AWAY.” Come
on! This is the Eternal Age,
which gives us A Perfect
State of things, in the
Perfect Age, an Era that
goes beyond the
Millennium. Therefore, we
must understand, that
Isaiah Chapter 65, verse
17, is giving us a Perfect
State of things, making
every bad memory vanish!
It is not that the knowledge
of the past is completely
removed, as when a
person has a total mind
block, which people with
amnesia have. This
figurative interpretation is
infallibly so, because to
interpret it otherwise, that
is, literally, will be forming a
revelatory block against the
inspired provisions of
Isaiah Chapter 66, verse
24! Moving straight to
Isaiah Chapter 66, still
relating to the Eternal Age,
the Book of Isaiah further
provides in verses 22-24,
the Lord speaking to the
children of Israel, saying:
“For as the New Heavens
and the New Earth, which
I will make, shall remain
before me, saith the Lord,
so shall your seed and
your name remain. And it
shall come to pass, that
from one new moon to
another, and from one
sabbath to another, shall
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ALL flesh come to
worship before me, saith
the Lord.” (Now watch
verse 24): “And they shall
go forth, and look upon
the carcases of the men
that have transgressed
against me”, (before they
a r e c o m p l e t e l y
annihilated): “for their
worm shall not die,
neither shall their fire be
quenched; and they shall
be an abhorring unto ALL
flesh.” May I warn, that in
the Eternal Age, because
we will be superhuman
beings, just like angels, the
judgment of these evil
souls, will not affect our joy
and peace in any way, but it
will only evoke eternal
gratitude and love for God,
our Creator, and for Jesus
Christ His Son, our Saviour,
for the eternal salvation
that we have.
Church, we must not forget
that in that day, in the
Eternal Age, we are
immortals, because we
would have already
received our body change,
clothed with our eternal
homes, our eternal bodies,
glorified bodies, on the day
of Rapture, at the Mystical
Return of Jesus Christ for
his Bride, as this is the body
we need for the Eternal
Age. In the Gospel of Saint
John Chapter 14,
beginning from verse 1,
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Jesus clearly promised:
“Let not your heart be
troubled: ye believe in
God, believe also in me.
In my Father's house” (or
domain; in my Father's
kingdom), “are many
mansions”, (many
temples; many tabernacles
for the spirit man): “if it
were not so, I would have
told you. I go to prepare a
place for you. And if I go
and prepare a place for
you, I will come again,
and receive you unto
myself; that where I am,
there ye may be also.”
Here came Apostle Paul in
60 AD., he picked this
very promise of Jesus
Christ, and gave it its
perfect divine meaning and
application, saying in
2 Corinthians Chapter 5,
verses 1-4: “For we know
that if our earthly
h o u s e o f t h i s
tabernacle”, (this physical
body that we presently
possess), “were
dissolved” (in death,
when it corrupts), “we have
a building” (a tabernacle)
“of God, an house not
made with hands” (of
men), “ETERNAL”
(BODY) “IN THE
H E AV E N S ” , ( W H I C H
JESUS CHRIST WENT TO
PREPARE FOR US, IN
ORDER THAT WE MIGHT
HAVE ACCESS TO IT).
“For in this” (present

physical body) “we
groan”, (because it is very
weak and mortal, subject to
all sorts of sicknesses and
diseases, sorrow and
pain, and even to death,
for which reason we
groan), “EARNESTLY
DESIRING TO BE
CLOTHED UPON WITH
OUR HOUSE”, (OUR
NEW BODY, A DIVINE
BODY, THE SPIRITUAL
HOUSE FOR OUR SPIRIT
MAN), “WHICH IS FROM
H E AV E N ” , ( T H AT
MORTALITY MAY BE
SWALLOWED UP BY
IMMORTALITY): “If so be
that being clothed
we shall not be found
naked. For we that
are in this tabernacle
do groan, being
burdened: not for that we
would be unclothed,
BUT CLOTHED UPON,
THAT MORTALITY MIGHT
BE SWALLOWED UP OF
LIFE” (ETERNAL). AMEN
and AMEN! The Book of 1
Corinthians Chapter 15,
ties right in with this great
and marvellous truth, of the
new tabernacle designed
by God for our spirit man,
which Jesus Christ will give
us access to on that
glorious resurrection
morning, that glorious day
of rapture, declaring from
verse 35: “But some man
will say, How are the dead
raised up? and with what
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body do they come?
Thou fool, that which
thou sowest is not
quickened, except it die:
And that which thou
sowest, thou sowest not
that body that shall be,
but bare grain, it
may chance of wheat,
or of some other grain:
But God giveth it a body
as it hath pleased
Him, and to every seed
his own body. All
flesh is not the same
flesh: but there is one
kind of flesh of men,
another flesh of beasts,
another of fishes, and
another of birds. There
are also celestial
bodies”, (heavenly
bodies), and bodies
terrestrial”, (earthly
bodies): “but the glory of
the celestial” (body) “is
one, and the glory of the
terrestrial” (body) “is
another. There is one
glory of the sun, and
another glory of the
moon, and another glory
of the stars: for one star
differeth from another
star in glory. So also is
the resurrection of the
dead. It is sown in
corruption” (in death); “IT
I S R A I S E D I N
INCORRUPTION: It is
sown in dishonour” (in
death); “IT IS RAISED IN
GLORY: it is sown in
weakness” (in death); “IT
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IS RAISED IN POWER: It
is sown a natural body”
(in death); “IT IS RAISED A
SPIRITUAL BODY.” (Now
listen to this): “There is A
Natural Body, and there
is A Spiritual Body”,
(which the Lord has gone to
prepare for us). “And so it
is written, The first man
ADAM was made a Living
Soul; the LAST ADAM”
(JESUS THE CHRIST),
“was made” (by God,
through the incarnation),
“A QUICKENING
S P I R I T ” , ( T H E
QUICKENER). “Howbeit
that was not first which is
Spiritual, but that which
is Natural; and afterward
that which is Spiritual.
The first man” (Adam) “is
of the earth, earthy”
(carnal): “the second
man” (Jesus Christ) “is
the Lord from heaven”,
(by incarnation at the River
Jordan). “As is the
earthy” (Adam), “such
are they also that are
earthy”, (referring to us, on
account of the present
weak state of our bodies):
“and as is the heavenly”,
(Jesus the Christ), “such
are they also that are
heavenly. And as we have
borne the image of the
earthy” (Adam), “we shall
also bear the image of the
heavenly” (Adam, Jesus
Christ). “Now this I say,
brethren, that FLESH and

BLOOD cannot inherit
the kingdom of God” (at
this moment, because the
kingdom that we have
today, in this Grace Age, is
strictly a spiritual kingdom,
one that we possess strictly
by the infilling of the Holy
Ghost; for which reason our
physical bodies have not
yet been redeemed,
although Jesus Christ has
already paid the price for its
redemption. Nevertheless,
it is our soul that is being
redeemed today, not our
physical body; and it is with
our soul that we possess
the kingdom, which is the
Church of God that we
are born into, by the
Baptism of the Holy Ghost.
Consequently, flesh and
blood cannot currently
inherit the kingdom of God);
“neither doth corruption
inherit incorruption.”
(Now pay close attention,
for here comes precisely
how and when we will get
this glorified spiritual body,
for Apostle Paul proclaimed
to the saints): “Behold, I
shew you a mystery; We
shall not ALL sleep” (in
death), “BUT WE SHALL
ALL BE CHANGED”
(INTO GLORIFIED
BODIES. Exactly when?)
“In a moment, in the
twinkling of an eye, AT
THE LAST TRUMP”, (a
truth which links us to the
prophetic revelation,
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r e c o r d e d i n 1
Thessalonians Chapter 4,
verses 13-18, concerning
this Trump): “for the
Trumpet shall sound” (in
the corridors of heaven,
to the sleeping
saints),”AND THE DEAD
SHALL BE RAISED
INCORRUPTIBLE”
(FIRST), “AND WE”
(LIVING SAINTS) “SHALL
BE CHANGED. For this
corruptible”, (referring to
dead saints), “must put on
INCORRUPTION, and
this mortal”, (referring to
living saints), “must put on
IMMORTALITY. So when
this corruptible”, (dead
saints), “shall have put on
INCORRUPTION, and
this mortal”, (living
saints), “shall have put on
IMMORTALITY”, (on that
glorious resurrection
morning; on that day of
rapture), “then shall be
brought to pass the
saying that is written,
DEATH IS SWALLOWED
UP IN VICTORY. O death,
where is thy sting? O
grave, where is thy
victory? The sting of
death is sin; and the
strength of sin is the law.
But thanks be to God,
which giveth us the
victory through our Lord
Jesus Christ. Therefore,
my beloved brethren, be
ye stedfast, unmoveable,
always abounding in the
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work of the Lord,
forasmuch as ye know
that your labour is not in
vain in the Lord.” Glory be
to God! Amen! Saints of
God, this is the new body, a
glorified body, a spiritual
body, that we will have on
that glorious resurrection
morning. And once we put it
on, we will become
immortals, superhumans;
we will be just like angels.
Brothers and sisters, we
have gone into these
Scriptures, not to lay out
the order of the
resurrection, and neither is
it to set forth the three steps
into the rapture, for these
issues, though important,
are outside the ambit of this
Doctrine; but we have gone
into these Scriptures, only
to show what kind of body
we will have in the Eternal
Age. Period! BECAUSE
THE ETERNAL AGE
DEMANDS AN ETERNAL
PHYSICAL BODY FOR
THE SOUL, AN ETERNAL
BUILDING FOR OUR
SPIRIT MAN! That is
precisely why Saint Paul
was used by the Spirit of the
Lord, who is the Spirit of
Truth, to give us a divine
breakdown of the promise
that Jesus Christ had made
in John 14:1-3, letting us
know without any iota of
doubt, that “we have a
building of God” (for our

spirit man), “an house not
made with hands”, (but is
strictly divine), “ETERNAL
I N T H E H E AV E N S ” ,
waiting for us on the day of
our translation to heaven.
And it is with this
supernatural body that we
will come down for the
Millennium, on the Day of
the Lord, following which
we will move into the Eighth
day, which is the Eternal
Age, Eternity, right after the
White Throne Judgment,
where we will live
Eternally with God,
together with ALL the
redeemed of the Lord, ALL
the human family of God,
with ALL the angels of God,
facts which we shall later
set forth by the Holy
Scriptures. This new body
will be exactly like the
glorified body of the
Immortal Christ, who could
enter into the upper room
that had been completely
locked down, without
opening a door! In that
glorified resurrection body,
he could eat bread and fish
with the saints, and he
could also appear and
disappear at will, taking off
to heaven, going up in the
clouds in the sight of men,
because it is a spiritual
body, a supernatural body,
one that has been glorified
by the power of the Eternal
God. Look at the record of
Luke Chapter 24, verses
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30-43, which provides:
“And it came to pass, as
he”, (the risen Christ), “sat
at meat with them”, (the
two disciples who were on
their way to Emmaus),
“he” (Jesus) “took bread,
and blessed it, and brake,
and gave to them. And
their eyes were opened,
and they knew him; AND
HE VANISHED OUT OF
THEIR SIGHT. And they
said one to another, Did
not our heart burn within
us, while he talked with
us by the way, and while
he opened to us the
Scriptures? And they
rose up the same hour,
and returned to
Jerusalem, and found the
eleven gathered
together, and them that
were with them, Saying,
The Lord is risen indeed,
and hath appeared to
Simon. And they told
what things were done in
the way, and how he was
known of them in
breaking of bread. And as
they thus spake, JESUS
HIMSELF STOOD IN THE
MIDST OF THEM, and
saith unto them, Peace
be unto you. BUT THEY
WERE TERRIFIED AND
AFFRIGHTED, AND
SUPPOSED THAT THEY
HAD SEEN A SPIRIT. And
he” (Jesus) “said unto
them, Why are ye
troubled? and why do
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thoughts arise in your
hearts? BEHOLD MY”
(PHYSICAL) “HANDS
AND MY FEET, THAT IT IS
I MYSELF: HANDLE ME,
AND SEE; FOR A SPIRIT
HATH NOT FLESH AND
BONES, AS YE SEE ME
HAVE.” (The Lord Jesus
was now in a glorified,
supernatural, physical
body, an immortal body).
“And when he had
thus spoken, he
shewed them his hands
and his feet. And while
they yet believed not for
joy, and wondered, he
said unto them, Have ye
here any meat? And they
gave him a piece of a
broiled fish, and of an
honeycomb. AND HE
TOOK IT, AND DID EAT
BEFORE THEM”, (IN
HIS GLORIFIED BODY).
Again, in Acts Chapter 1,
the Holy Bible records in
verses 9-11: “And when
he” (the resurrected
Christ) “had spoken these
things” (to his disciples),
“while they beheld, HE
WAS TAKEN UP; AND A
CLOUD RECEIVED HIM
OUT OF THEIR SIGHT.
And while THEY LOOKED
STEDFASTLY TOWARD
HEAVEN AS HE WENT
UP” (NICE AND EASY),
“behold, two men”,
(angels of God), “stood by
them in white apparel;
Which also said, Ye men

of Galilee, why stand ye
gazing up into heaven?
this same Jesus, which is
taken up from you into
heaven, shall so come IN
LIKE MANNER as ye have
seen him go into
heaven.” Brothers and
sisters, in this divine
body, Planet Neptune is
just like a thought away,
and we are there! In this
glorified body, standing on
Planet Mars, we can see
exactly what is happening
on Planet Saturn, as if we
were right there, because
of the divine vision, the
supernatural sight, that we
will have in that body,
just like angels! Glory
be to God! Brothers and
sisters, I cannot
compromise this great
divine promise of God for
anything in the whole
world! No, not this glorious
Eternal Destiny of the Bride
of Christ! Saints, it is in this
Eternal body, that we can
explore and appreciate the
majesty and incredible
beauty of God's great and
mind-boggling creation,
this stunning great
Universe! These
supernatural bodies, are
the figurative buildings, the
“mansions”, the temples
or tabernacles, that Jesus
Christ has gone to prepare
for us, in order to give us
access to it by his
intercessory ministry,
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which is going on today in
heaven. May God help us
to walk humbly and
faithfully in the true light of
the Word of Christ, which is
the Holy Bible, because a
glorious Eternity awaits
ALL those who live faithfully
to God and His Word! May
we obtain this glorified
Eternal Body for our Spirit
man. Amen!
Saints, the material
question that follows, is
this: Where are we going to
live in the Eternal Age?
Where exactly are we
going to spend Eternity?
We have to ask this
pertinent question,
because a lot of religious
people out there,
erroneously believe and
teach that we are going to
spend our Eternity in
heaven, which is a
complete lie; it is nothing
but a load of spiritual
nonsense! This will lead us
to Genesis Chapter 1,
verse 1, which provides:
“In the beginning”, (a
timeless expression, which
takes in, not only the
Prehistoric Era, but also
billions of years, however
long the scientists can truly
prove that the Universe has
existed), “GOD” (Almighty,
Elohim), “created THE
HEAVEN”, (meaning, THE
UNIVERSE), “and THE
EARTH”, (God singling out
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Planet Earth for specific
mention, in the Entire
Universe that He had
made). Why was this so?
Coming to the Book of
Isaiah Chapter 45,
speaking by the inspiration
of the Holy Ghost, Prophet
Isaiah declared plainly and
categorically in verse 18:
“For thus saith the
LORD” (GOD)
“that
created THE HEAVENS”,
(the UNIVERSE); “GOD
HIMSELF that formed
THE EARTH”, (singling it
out again for specific
mention), “and made it;
He hath established it, He
created it not in vain, HE
FORMED IT TO BE
INHABITED: I am the
LORD; and there is none
else.” Did you hear that?
THE LORD GOD
C R E AT E D P L A N E T
EARTH NOT IN VAIN, BUT
T H AT I T M I G H T B E
INHABITED, THUS
BECOMING THE
BEGINNING PLANET
F O R
T H E
INTRODUCTION OF
LIFE; THE ONLY PLANET
WHERE LIFE EXISTS!
This is a truth we brought
out in our Scribe message,
titled, Genesis: The
Creation Of The Universe.
However, when God
created the Earth, and He
also later formed man on it,
brothers and sisters, it is
very important that we

understand, that God
created everything on a
temporal basis, so that
Eternal Life can be
obtainable only by hope,
which redemption gives, a
redemption that He alone
provides, only so that we
might also know GOD as
THE REDEEMER! That is
precisely why in Romans
Chapter 8, Saint Paul
declared in verse 20: “For
the creature was MADE
SUBJECT TO VANITY, not
willingly, but by reason of
Him” (God) “who hath
subjected the same in
hope”, (which we have in
Jesus Christ the Messiah of
the world, that Eternal Life
can only be obtainable
through Faith, which gives
us the promise of an
Eternal Age). God making
creatures subject to vanity,
allowing the fall of man,
creates the necessary
opportunity for God to
manifest His attribute as
our Saviour, our
Redeemer, and not just as
our Creator; because
without the fall, there can
be no redemption. In
verses 24-25, of Romans
Chapter 8, the Holy Bible
added: “For we are saved
by hope: but hope that is
seen is not hope: for what
a man seeth, why doth he
yet hope for? But if we
hope for that we see not,
then do we with patience
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wait for it.” Exactly! Once
we see this great and
glorious truth by the eye of
Faith, the eye of revealed
Faith, of the eternal
salvation that we are
promised in Jesus Christ,
we wait patiently for it, and
we never give up, knowing
the faithfulness of God and
His infallible Word! Apostle
Paul bears a divine witness
to this truth in Titus Chapter
1, declaring in plain terms
in verses 1-3: “Paul, a
servant of God, and an
Apostle of Jesus Christ,
according to the faith of
God's elect, and the
acknowledging of the
truth which is after
godliness; IN HOPE OF
ETERNAL LIFE, WHICH
GOD, THAT CANNOT LIE,
PROMISED BEFORE THE
WORLD BEGAN; BUT
HATH IN DUE TIMES
MANIFESTED HIS WORD
THROUGH PREACHING,
which is committed unto
me according to the
commandment of GOD
our SAVIOUR.” With this
thought of God scripturally
established, that God
made Eternal Life subject
to hope, when He created
the Earth, and placed man
on it, let us return to Isaiah
Chapter 45, which states in
verse 18: “For thus saith
the Lord that created the
heavens; GOD HIMSELF
T H AT F O R M E D T H E
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EARTH AND MADE IT; He
hath established it, HE
CREATED IT NOT IN
VAIN, HE FORMED IT TO
BE INHABITED...”
ETERNALLY, AS OUR
EARTHLY HOME, THE
PLANET FOR OUR
ETERNAL HABITATION,
BUT ONLY THROUGH
THE PROCESS OF
REDEMPTION! Brothers
and sisters, that is precisely
why, when redemption is
complete, fully executed,
fully realised, with the Final
Judgment executed at the
Great White Throne
Judgment, with ALL the
wicked souls and ALL the
fallen angels, thrown into
the Lake of Fire, along with
Death and Hell, and Jesus
turns over the Redeemed
Kingdom back to God,
THEN ETERNITY WILL
BREAK! What then
happens? What do we find
has taken place? Please
come straight with me to
the Apocalypse, for it lays
out, and also seals the
issue of our Eternal Place
of Abode, settling it once
and for all. Do not forget
that after the Millennium is
over on Earth, we will go up
to heaven for the institution
of the White Throne
Judgement, when ALL the
wicked spirits will be cast
into the Lake of Fire and
Brimstone. What follows
immediately after this

heavenly event? The Book
of Revelation Chapter 21,
which relates strictly to the
Eternal Age, gives it to us,
beginning from verse 1,
where it is infallibly and
immutably written: “And I
saw a New Heaven and a
New Earth: for the First
Heaven and the First
Earth were passed away;
and there was NO MORE
SEA” (on Earth, giving
God's Human Family
enough space on Earth in
the Eternal Age.
Remember that two-thirds
of the Earth's land mass, is
currently under water. Now
listen to this, for it settles
where we will live in
Eternity, for it is definitely
not in heaven, but it is on
Earth. In verse 2, Saint
John records): “And I
John saw the Holy City,
New Jerusalem, COMING
DOWN” (TO EARTH)
“from God OUT OF
HEAVEN, prepared as a
bride adorned for her
husband. And I heard a
great voice out of heaven
saying, BEHOLD, THE
TABERNACLE OF GOD
IS WITH MEN” (ON
EARTH), “AND HE WILL
DWELL WITH THEM” (ON
EARTH), “AND THEY
SHALL BE HIS PEOPLE,
AND GOD HIMSELF
SHALL BE WITH THEM,
AND BE THEIR GOD.”
This settles the question of
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where we will live in
Eternity, for it is definitely
not in heaven, but it is
exclusively on the Earth!
Because as Prophet Isaiah
wrote by the inspiration of
the Holy Ghost, God made
the Earth for habitation, as
the place of our Eternal
habitation, even though He
first subjected this life to
vanity, that Eternal Life
might be obtainable
only by Faith, which is
by redemption!
Consequently, we must
ALL know as Bride saints,
that we will not be living
Eternally in heaven, as is
falsely and erroneously
taught out there, but we will
live Eternally on Planet
Earth, which God has
ordained and designed for
our Eternal habitation,
“rightly dividing the
Word of Truth”! Hence,
Revelation Chapter 21,
verse 3, declares plainly
and categorically: “And I
heard a great voice out of
heaven saying, BEHOLD,
THE TABERNACLE OF
GOD IS WITH MEN, and
He will dwell with them,
and they shall be His
people, and God Himself
shall BE WITH THEM”
(ON EARTH), “and be
their God.” Why is this so?
It is just as Apostle Luke
revealed whilst standing on
Mar's hill, in Athens,
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Greece, as recorded in the
Book of Acts Chapter 17,
where in verses 22-26, the
Holy Bible states: “Then
Paul stood in the midst of
Mars' hill, and said, Ye
men of Athens, I perceive
that in all things ye are
too superstitious. For as I
passed by, and beheld
your devotions, I found
an altar with this
inscription, TO THE
UNKNOWN GOD. Whom
therefore ye ignorantly
worship, Him declare I
unto you. God that made
the world and ALL things
therein, seeing that He is
Lord of Heaven and
Earth, DWELLETH NOT
IN TEMPLES MADE WITH
HANDS”, (TEMPLES
MADE OF BRICKS AND
STONES, THE WORK OF
MEN'S HANDS); “Neither
is worshipped with men's
hands, as though He
needed any thing, seeing
He giveth to ALL life, and
breath, and ALL things;
And hath made of ONE
BLOOD” (OF NOAH),
“ALL NATIONS OF MEN
FOR TO DWELL ON ALL
THE FACE OF THE
EARTH” (TODAY, AND
ALSO ETERNALLY, ONCE
REDEMPTION IS FULLY
ACCOMPLISHED), “and
hath determined the
times before appointed,
and the bounds of their
habitation”, (the bounds

of their National
habitation). Amen! I hope
you caught that! Verse 24
declares: “God that made
the world and ALL things
therein, seeing that He is
Lord” (God) “of Heaven
and Earth, dwelleth not in
temples made with
hands.” What kind of
temples does God dwell in?
What kind of temples does
He want? The Book of 1
Corinthians Chapter 6,
verses 19-20, records:
“What? KNOW YE NOT
THAT YOUR BODY IS
THE TEMPLE OF THE
HOLY GHOST WHICH IS
IN YOU, which ye have of
God, and ye are not your
own? For ye are bought
with a price”, (the offering
of the Son of God, Jesus
Christ, on the cross at
Calvary): “therefore
glorify God in your
BODY, and in your
SPIRIT, which are
God's.” This proves that
our physical body, is the
temple or the habitation of
God. Again, in 2
Corinthians Chapter 6,
verses16-18, it is equally
written: “And what
agreement hath the
temple of God with idols?
FOR YE” (SAINTS) “ARE
THE TEMPLE OF THE
LIVING GOD; AS GOD
H AT H S A I D , I W I L L
DWELL IN THEM, AND
WALK IN THEM; AND I
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WILL BE THEIR GOD,
AND THEY SHALL BE MY
PEOPLE. Wherefore
COME OUT from among
them”; (Come out from
ALL unbelief of the Pure
Seed of the Word of God;
Come out from ALL
unbelievers of the revealed
Truth of the Holy
Scriptures; Come out of
ALL man-made religious
systems), “AND BE YE
S E PA R AT E ” ( U N T O
GOD, BY THE PURE
WHOLESOME TRUTH OF
THE WORD), “saith the
Lord, and touch not the
unclean thing; and I will
receive you, And will be a
Father unto you, and ye
shall be my sons and
daughters, saith the Lord
Almighty.” These
passages of Scripture,
brothers and sisters,
clearly confirm the absolute
fact, that WE ARE THE
TEMPLE OF GOD, for He
wants to dwell in us, and be
our God! What does this
truth convey; what does it
show, for it shows
something? The Book of
Ephesians Chapter 2,
beginning from verse 19,
declares: “Now therefore
ye” (Gentiles) “are no
more strangers and
foreigners, but
fellowcitizens with the
saints”, (the Jewish
saints), “and of the
household of God; And
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are built upon the
foundation of the
apostles and prophets,
Jesus Christ himself
being the chief corner
stone.” (Now listen to this
truth): “In whom” (Jesus
Christ, the Chief Corner
Stone of the True Church of
God), “ALL the building
fitly framed together
groweth unto AN HOLY
TEMPLE”, (A SINGULAR
TEMPLE; ONE HOLY
TEMPLE) “in the Lord: In
whom ye also ARE
BUILDED TOGETHER
FOR AN HABITATION OF
GOD through the Spirit”,
( O N E S I N G L E
HABITATION; ONE HOLY
UNIVERSAL TEMPLE).
BROTHERS AND
SISTERS, THIS MAKES
OUR INDIVIDUAL
B O D I E S , O U R
INDIVIDUAL TEMPLES,
T H R O U G H T H E
INFILLING OF THE HOLY
GHOST, THE BUILDING
BLOCKS FOR THE
SPIRITUAL TEMPLE OF
G O D , G O D ' S H O LY
TEMPLE, A UNIVERSAL
TEMPLE, WHICH IS THE
ETERNAL HABITATION
OF GOD! Did you catch
that? I said, scripturally
speaking, we are the
building blocks for God's
Singular Temple, A Temple
which takes in ALL our
individual bodies, by the
infilling of the Holy Ghost,

which together make up
God's Universal Temple,
the Eternal habitation of
God! The Lord having
accomplished this great
divine objective of having a
Universal Bride Temple, a
divine objective, which
presently is at the very
centre of God's great plan,
being His top priority, His
utmost desire, is precisely
why in the Book of
Revelation Chapter 21,
Apostle John proclaimed
by the Spirit of the Lord,
concerning the Eternal
Age, stating prophetically
from verse 1: “And I saw a
New Heaven and a New
Earth: for the First
Heaven and the First
Earth were passed away;
and there was no more
sea. And I John saw the
Holy City, New
Jerusalem, coming down
from God out of heaven,
prepared as a bride
adorned for her husband.
And I heard a great voice
out of heaven saying,
B e h o l d ,
T H E
TABERNACLE OF GOD
IS WITH MEN, AND HE
WILL DWELL WITH
THEM”, (BEING HIS HOLY
TEMPLE), “AND THEY
SHALL BE HIS PEOPLE,
AND GOD HIMSELF
SHALL BE WITH THEM,
AND BE THEIR GOD.”
(Watch this): “And God
shall wipe away ALL
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TEARS from their eyes;
and there shall be no
more DEATH, neither
SORROW, nor CRYING,
neither shall there be any
more PAIN: for the former
things are passed away.”
FOR THIS IS NOW THE
P E R F E C T D AY , T H E
E I G H T H D AY, A
F I G U R AT I V E D AY
STANDING FOR
E T E R N I T Y, T H E
PERFECT AGE; THE
ETERNAL AGE. Amen!
Halleluiah! Amen! Hence,
the Spirit of God declared in
verse 5: “And He that sat
upon the throne said,
BEHOLD, I MAKE ALL
THINGS NEW” (FOR THE
ETERNAL AGE). “And He
said unto me, Write: for
these Words are True and
Faithful. And He said
unto me, It is done. I am
Alpha and Omega, the
Beginning and the End. I
will give unto him that is
athirst of the fountain of
the water of life freely. He
that overcometh shall
inherit ALL things; and I
will be his God, and he
shall be my son. But the
FEARFUL”, (who, as such,
will never venture into the
deep things of the Spirit of
God, thereby nullifying the
great, very serious, and
most precious prophetic
Book of Revelation), “and
UNBELIEVING, and THE
ABOMINABLE”, (moral
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perverts, and degenerate
characters of ALL evil sorts,
vile creatures), and
MURDERERS, and
WHOREMONGERS, and
SORCERERS, and
IDOLATERS, and ALL
LIARS”, (ALL Preachers
and Teachers of untruth;
Preachers of unscriptural
things, Antichrist
doctrines), “shall have
their part in the Lake
which burneth with Fire
and Brimstone: which is
the Second Death.” This
is where their end lies, right
here in the Lake of Fire, into
which they will ALL be
thrown, at the Great White
Throne Judgment,
eternally separated from
God. However, brothers
and sisters, before we read
verse 9, the material
question is this: What is the
New Jerusalem? Is it a
Physical City, or a Spiritual
City? We have to ask this
pertinent question,
because verse 2 provides:
“And I John saw the Holy
City, NEW JERUSALEM,
coming down from God
out of heaven, prepared
as a Bride adorned for
her Husband.” So, we ask
again: Exactly what does
his deep prophetic picture
or imagery convey to us?
What is this City in its true
prophetic application? Now
turn back with me to take
verse 9, because we are

given the perfect divine
answer to this very
question, in the passage
that follows, and it just
settles this question. Verse
9: “And there came unto
me” (Saint John), “one of
the seven angels which
had the Seven Vials full of
the seven last plagues,
and talked with me,
saying, Come hither”,
(and please watch), “I
WILL SHEW thee THE
BRIDE, the LAMB'S
WIFE”, (which is THE
TRUE CHURCH. For this
specific purpose, Apostle
John records): “And he
carried me away in the
spirit to a great and high
mountain”, (a great and
high spiritual mountain, a
great revelatory mountain.
And exactly what did he
show John in the spirit, as
representing the Bride of
Jesus Christ, which is the
Church, the True Church,
the Mystical Body of
Christ?) “AND SHEWED
ME THAT GREAT CITY,
THE HOLY JERUSALEM,
DESCENDING OUT OF
HEAVEN FROM GOD”,
(LETTING US KNOW
UNDOUBTEDLY, THAT
THE NEW JERUSALEM IS
THE BRIDE OF JESUS
CHRIST, IN DEEP AND
COMPLEX PROPHETIC
REPRESENTATION)! And
to let you know that this is
not a strange prophetic
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code of God, please come
with me to Revelation
Chapter 17, where we see
another city, but a city
which represents the False
and Apostate Church,
which is the Roman
Catholic Church, equally or
similarly conveyed in deep
p r o p h e t i c i m a g e r y, a
complex prophetic
representation.
In Revelation Chapter 17,
beginning from verse 1, the
Holy Bible records: “And
there came one of the
seven angels which had
the Seven Vials”, (the
same angel who showed
John the New Jerusalem),
“and talked with me”
(John), “saying unto me,
Come hither”, (and watch,
for the introductory
language is even the same
with what we just read in
Revelation 21. The angel
said): “I will shew unto
thee” (exactly what?) “The
Judgment of THE GREAT
WHORE that sitteth
UPON MANY WATERS”,
(waters representing many
peoples or races, and
multitudes, and nations,
and tongues or tribes,
according to verse 15; the
Great Whore that sitteth
upon many waters): “With
whom the kings of the
earth have committed
fornication”, (spiritual
fornication), “and the
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inhabitants of the earth
have been made drunk
with the wine of her
fornication.” (The wine of
her fornication gives us her
false and idolatrous
doctrines; her unscriptural
and pagan teachings; her
creeds, dogma, and pagan
superstitions). “So he
carried me away in the
spirit into the wilderness:
and I saw a woman sit
upon a scarlet coloured
beast, full of names of
blasphemy, having
seven heads and ten
horns. And the woman
was arrayed in purple
and scarlet colour”,
(which are colours of
royalty), “and decked with
gold and precious stones
and pearls, having a
golden cup in her hand
full of abominations and
filthiness of her
fornication: And upon
her forehead was a name
written, Mystery, Babylon
the Great, the Mother of
h a r l o t s
a n d
abominations of the
earth. And I saw the
woman drunken with the
blood of the saints, and
with the blood of the
martyrs of Jesus: and
when I saw her, I
wondered with great
admiration.” (Now listen):
“And the angel said unto
me, Wherefore didst thou
marvel? I will tell thee the

mystery of THE WOMAN,
and of the beast that
carrieth her, which hath
the seven heads and ten
horns.” (Skipping directly
to verse 18, the Holy Bible
states): “And the
woman”, (the Great
Harlot), “which thou
sawest IS THAT GREAT
CITY”, (THE VATICAN
CITY IN ROME, A CITY
WITHIN A CITY; THE SEAT
OF THE POPES; THE
HEADQUATERS OF THE
R O M A N C AT H O L I C
CHURCH), “which
reigneth over the kings of
the earth”, (and they ALL
go to the Vatican to take a
bow before the Pope, and
to kiss his ring, which is in
itself gross idolatry)! So,
saints, we see another
Church right here in
p r o p h e c y, t h e F a l s e
Church, the Roman
Catholic Church,
characterised as A Woman,
“The Great Whore”, on
account of her great
unfaithfulness to the Lord
Jesus whom she professes
to believe, where she is
said in this very prophecy,
to be “That Great City”,
the Vatican City in Rome.
Therefore, we have Two
different and distinct Cities
in Bible prophecy: “The
New Jerusalem”, which is
of God, and which gives us
the True Church of Jesus
Christ, “The Lamb's wife”,
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AND “That Great City”,
the Vatican City in Rome, a
completely antichrist and
wholly apostate Church,
which gives us “The Great
Whore”, the False Church.
Coming back to Revelation
Chapter 21, and taking it
again from verse 9, the
Holy Bible reads: “And
there came unto me one
of the seven angels
which had the seven vials
full of the seven last
plagues, and talked with
me, saying, Come hither,
I will shew thee THE
BRIDE, THE LAMB'S
WIFE. And he carried me
away in the spirit to a
great and high mountain,
and shewed me THAT
GREAT CITY, THE HOLY
J E R U S A L E M ,
DESCENDING OUT OF
HEAVEN FROM GOD,
HAVING THE GLORY OF
GOD”, (FILLED WITH THE
FULLNESS OF GOD,
JUST AS VERSE 3 ALSO
STATES, FOR GOD IS
TABERNACLED IN HER,
INHABITING HIS TEMPLE
IN THE FULLNESS OF HIS
DIVINE ATTRIBUTES,
D I V I N E AT T R I B U T E S
THAT WERE INVESTED
IN JESUS CHRIST): “and
Her Light was like unto a
stone most precious,
even like a jasper stone,
clear as crystal”,
(showing us the rareness of
her revelation, and also
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speaking of the glory of
God with which she is
clothed. Because it is as
“clear as crystal”, you can
clearly see through it,
giving us the absolute
purity and perfectness of
the revelation of the Bride).
Remember that this is now
the Perfect Day, when we
bear Perfect knowledge,
unlike now, when our
knowledge is limited, for we
know only in part. Please
pay close attention to the
prophetic picture that now
follows. Still talking about
the New Jerusalem, verse
12 records: “And” (the
New Jerusalem) “had A
WALL great and high”, (a
wall of unbreachable divine
security; the wall of Secure
Eternal Salvation), “and”
(the New Jerusalem) “had
Twelve Gates, and at the
gates Twelve Angels,
AND NAMES WRITTEN
THEREON, WHICH ARE
THE NAMES OF THE
TWELVE TRIBES OF THE
CHILDREN OF ISRAEL:
On the East three gates;
on the North three gates;
on the South three gates;
and on the West three
gates”, (making Twelve
Gates in total, bearing the
Names of the Twelve Tribes
of Israel). Brethren, let us
hold it there for a while,
because we just struck a
serious and deep prophetic
stone, a very precious

jewel of truth, which God
used Brother Raymond
Jackson, the Paul of this
end-time, the chief apostle,
to unravel for us. However,
before we deal with it, let us
first take verse 14, because
it has a great bearing on
this spiritual city, and it
states: “And the wall of
the city had Twelve
Foundations”, (whereas
ALL buildings have only
One Foundation. In total
contrast, this Holy City has
Twelve Foundations), “and
IN THEM THE NAMES OF
THE TWELVE APOSTLES
OF THE LAMB.” This
gives us the Original
Twelve Apostles to the
Jews, a number that is
representative of the
Twelve Tribes of Israel, and
a number which includes
Saint Matthias, who took
the place of Judas Iscariot,
Twelve Apostles, which
certainly excludes Apostle
Paul, who was not an
apostle to the children of
Israel, but was strictly
“THE APOSTLE to the
Gentiles.” (Romans
11:13). This had to be so,
because the Gospel
started with the Jews,
before the time came for
Gentiles to receive the
Gospel, and God then
raised up Apostle Paul, to
carry the Blueprint of
Gentile redemption,
fulfilling the promise of God
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to Abraham in Genesis
12:3, of Universal
salvation. Therefore,
because the Church was
born on the Day of
Pentecost, and it began
with the Jewish saints, who
formed the beginning
nucleus of the Early
Church, under the
leadership of the Twelve
Jewish Apostles, the
Foundation that carried this
Church from its very
inception (beginning), had
been laid, before the hour
of the Gentiles later came.
It gives us the place and the
input of the Original Twelve
Jewish Apostles, to the
True Church, which was
born only on the Day of
Pentecost, when the Spirit
of Life came. However, our
focus in this message, that
is, in setting forth the
Doctrine of The Eternal
Age, is not on the apostles,
but on the place and the
input of the Twelve Tribes of
Israel, which verse 12 gives
us. Coming back to verse
12, it is written: “And” (the
New Jerusalem) “had a
wall great and high, and
had Twelve Gates, and at
the Gates Twelve Angels,
and Names written
thereon, which ARE THE
NAMES OF THE TWELVE
TRIBES of the children of
Israel.” Why is this so,
when, according to verses
9-10, the New Jerusalem,
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the Holy Jerusalem, is “the
Bride, the Lamb's wife”?
Brothers and sisters, the
fact that the gates of the
New Jerusalem are twelve,
speaking of the Twelve
Tribes of Israel, just as the
Twelve Jewish Apostles
are representative of the
Twelve Tribes of Israel; and
furthermore, the very fact
that these gates bear the
Names of the Twelve Tribes
of Israel, clearly shows that
under the Old Testament,
the entrance or the way into
this City, which is the
Kingdom of God, the
Church of the living God,
had been set in the types
and shadows of the Torah,
thereby incorporating the
Old Testament saints into
this City, as part and parcel
of the New Jerusalem!
Church, I repeat: The
absolute and irrefutable
fact, that the Twelve Gates
or the Twelve Entrances
into the New Jerusalem,
bear the names of the
Twelve Tribes of Israel,
prophetically tells us that
the way into this Holy City,
was already established
under the law of Moses, in
Types and Shadows,
showing us prophetically,
that the Old Testament
saints have ALL been
incorporated into this City,
even though the
preeminent saints that

make up this Holy City, is
the Bride of Jesus Christ,
“the Lamb's wife”, who
occupy the highest level of
sainthood there is in God's
entire redeemed family. It is
this very City that Abraham
saw, according to Hebrew
11:10, “a City which hath
Foundations” (Plural),
“whose Builder and
Maker is God.” Moreover,
the very fact that the New
Jerusalem has Three
Gates on every side, East,
North, South, and West,
clearly shows that salvation
is receivable from ALL
directions of the earth, and
from ALL directions of this
earth, salvation has indeed
been wrought, for people
have been brought into this
City, as citizens of the New
Jerusalem, salvation being
universal. This is just as
God had promised
Abraham in Genesis
Chapter 12, the Lord
declaring in verse 3: “And I
will bless them that bless
thee, and curse him that
curseth thee: and in thee
shall ALL families”, (ALL
Nations), “of the earth be
blessed”, (salvationwise). This universal
picture, therefore, is
precisely what the New
Jerusalem gives us, and
the Book of Hebrews gives
us a second witness of the
Holy Scriptures, sealing
this truth. Speaking
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specifically of the New
Jerusalem in Hebrews
Chapter 12, Apostle Paul
declared in verses 18-24:
“For ye are not come
unto the mount that
might be touched”
(physically), “and that
burned with fire” (as that
of Mount Sinai, the one in
the wilderness, in the days
of Moses), “nor unto
blackness, and
darkness, and tempest,
And the sound of a
trumpet, and the voice of
words; which voice they
that heard intreated that
the word should not be
spoken to them any
more: (For they could not
endure that which was
commanded, And if so
much as a beast touch
the mountain, it shall be
stoned, or thrust through
with a dart: And so
terrible was the sight,
that Moses said, I
exceedingly fear and
quake:)” (Watch verse 22):
“But ye are come unto
M O U N T S I O N ”
(SPIRITUAL), “and unto
THE CITY of the Living
God, THE HEAVENLY
JERUSALEM”, (WHICH
COMES DOWN IN
REVELATION CHAPTER
21), “and to an
innumerable company of
angels, TO THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
AND CHURCH OF THE
The Pure Seed Doctrines - Part 8
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FIRSTBORN” (JESUS
CHRIST), “which are
written in heaven, and to
God the Judge of ALL,
and to the spirits of just
men made perfect, And to
Jesus the Mediator of the
New Covenant, and to the
blood of sprinkling, that
speaketh better things
than that of Abel.” This is
the New Jerusalem, sealed
with the New Covenant
blood of Jesus the Christ,
for the New Jerusalem is
Spiritual Mount Zion,
because Mount Zion in the
Natural, in Palestine,
speaks of Spiritual Mount
Zion, for it sets a perfect
type of it! (Psalm 48:1-2).
And what exactly are we
told in this passage of
Hebrews, about Mount
Zion? We are told that it is
“the City of the living
God, THE HEAVENLY
JERUSALEM”, (which we
just saw in Revelation
Chapter 21), “AND to an
innumerable company of
angels, TO The
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
AND CHURCH OF THE
FIRSTBORN, which are
written in heaven”,
(before the foundation of
the world)! Now I ask: What
does the prophetic picture
of this “General Assembly
and Church of the
Firstborn” convey? It
conveys the picture of the
Universal Bride of Jesus

Christ, which is the
preeminent class of people
in God's redeemed family,
for that is precisely why it is
called by her name, the
“Church of THE
FIRSTBORN” in the New
Creation; not the Firstborn
in the Old Creation of which
Adam was its head; but the
Firstborn in the New
Creation, of which Jesus
Christ is the head!
Nevertheless, we must
know, brothers and sisters,
that this Celestial City
incorporates the saints of
ALL Ages, even though the
preeminent class of saints
that make up this City, are
the people occupying the
highest class of sainthood
in God's entire human
family, and this gives us the
Bride of Jesus Christ. That
is precisely why, when we
come back to Revelation
Chapter 21, and we see the
New Jerusalem, it is called,
“THE BRIDE, the Lamb's
wife”, which still gives us
the Church of Jesus Christ,
the citizens of the New
Jerusalem, “the Holy
City.” However, as we
must continue to
emphasise, we must see
that ALL the other classes
of saints, have been
incorporated into this City,
for we must not forget, that
the City even has angels,
“an innumerable
company of angels”,
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incorporated as part of this
Celestial City, which gives
us in the Eternal Age, The
Three-Tier Family of God:
GOD, ANGELS, and MAN,
ALL together in A Perfect
and Indivisible Eternal
Union! That is the very
reason Revelation Chapter
21, speaking about the
New Jerusalem, which is
Spiritual Mount Zion,
declares in deep prophecy
in verse 12: “… had a Wall
great and high, and had
Twelve Gates, and At the
G a t e s T W E L V E
ANGELS”, (FOR THE
H O LY A N G E L S O F
GOD ARE ALSO
INCORPORATED INTO
THE CITY, AS THE GATE
WATCHERS, THE GATE
KEEPERS), “and Names
written thereon” (on the
Twelve Gates), “which are
the Names of the Twelve
Tribes of the children of
Israel.” Verse 21, added:
“And the Twelve Gates
were Twelve PEARLS;
every several gate was of
ONE PEARL”, (speaking
of the Nature and the
Character of the each of the
Twelve Tribes of Israel,
formed out of enemy
pressure): “and the Street
of the city was PURE
GOLD”, (speaking of the
pure revealed Faith of
Jesus Christ, in which the
Bride of Christ walks, a faith
that is tested, true, and
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glorious), “as it were
transparent glass”, (for it
is just that pure and
extremely clear). So, I ask:
IF the Twelve Gates of
Pearls THAT LEAD INTO
the “New Jerusalem”,
which the Book of Hebrews
also refers to as the
“Heavenly Jerusalem”,
bear the stamp, the identity,
and the Names of the
Twelve Tribes of the
children of Israel, what
does that mean in relation
to the saints of the Old
Testament?! You have to
see, therefore, that they
form an integral part and
parcel of this Holy City, as
even the angels of God are
part, because Jesus Christ
is the sole means, the
exclusive means of ALL
redemption, the
redemption of ALL saints,
PAST, PRESENT, and
FUTURE! ALL redemption
is through Jesus Christ the
Promised Messiah! The
Old Testament looked
forward to him, pointed to
him, and spoke of him; and
the New Testament reveals
him, speaks of him, and
points back to him, for
redemption covers ALL
Ages, as well as the various
Periods of human time,
TAKING IN ALL THE
REDEEMED FAMILY OF
GOD. However, THE
PREEMINENT CLASS OF
SAINTS THAT MAKE UP

THIS CITY, IS “THE
BRIDE, THE LAMB'S
WIFE.” Do not forget,
saints of God, that we are
considering The Pure Seed
Doctrines, and we are now
setting forth the Doctrine of
The Eternal Age. Speaking
prophetically and
specifically about the
Eternal Age, the Holy Bible
records in the Book of
Revelation Chapter 21,
verse 3: “… THE
TABERNACLE OF GOD
IS” (NOW) “WITH MEN,
AND HE WILL DWELL
WITH THEM, AND THEY
SHALL BE HIS PEOPLE,
AND GOD HIMSELF
SHALL BE WITH THEM,
AND BE THEIR GOD.”
Because we are His
Eternal Temple, and hence,
we are the Building Blocks
of this Celestial City, A
Figurative City, called the
New Jerusalem! Saints of
God, this lets us see, that
what began in a humble
way in Genesis, in Eden, as
“the Garden”, which is
Paradise, a little heaven
on earth, has now grown
exceedingly, that it has now
become a City, “That
Great City, THE HOLY
JERUSALEM”, the Eternal
Habitation of God, coming
down from heaven! Glory to
God! And that is precisely
why, when we consider this
Holy City, Revelation
Chapter 21, verse 22, Saint
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John declared: “And I saw
NO TEMPLE THEREIN”,
(No physical temple like the
one we had in Natural
Jerusalem, in the Middle
East, in the days of
Solomon, and in the days of
King Herod): “for the Lord
God Almighty and the
Lamb are the temple of
it”, (God being at the
centre of humanity).
Brothers and sisters, this is
the picture of the Eternal
Age. And verse 27 assures
us, reaffirming God's
absolute truth: “And there
shall in no wise enter into
it any thing that defileth,
neither whatsoever
worketh abomination, or
maketh a lie: but they
which are written in the
Lamb's Book of Life.”
Period! In other words:
Nothing that is evil or
contrary to God; Nothing
that is perverted; Nothing
that is not of God, will ever
make it through into the
Eternal Age. There will be
no Atheists, and neither will
there be any Agnostics and
Liberal minded people
(socialists), for ALL these
Serpent Seeds will not be
there, as their portion is the
Lake of Fire! Atheists,
Agnostics, and the Liberal
minded, will come and go,
but the God of ALL creation
remains the same! Full
stop! Only the elect seeds
of God throughout ALL
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Ages, and in ALL
Dispensations of human
time, will make it through to
the Eternal Age; for they
make up God's Redeemed
Human Family!
We will now Finish off the
prophetic picture of the
Eternal Age, which the
Apocalypse gives to us,
with a measured
consideration of Revelation
Chapter 22. Verse 1
records: “And he shewed
me A PURE RIVER of
WATER OF LIFE, clear as
crystal, proceeding out
of the throne of God and
of the Lamb.” This lets us
see that in the Eternal Age,
the Life of God is what flows
throughout the Entire
Earth, in His people, and in
ALL creation, endlessly,
ALL through Eternity. And
what a glorious Eternal Day
lies ahead of us! That is
p r e c i s e l y w h y, i n
Revelation Chapter 21,
verses 4-5, it is clearly
written: “And God shall
wipe away ALL tears from
their eyes; and there
shall be no more death,
neither sorrow, nor
crying, neither shall there
be any more pain: for the
former things are
p a s s e d a w a y .
And he that sat upon the
throne said, Behold, I
MAKE ALL THINGS NEW.
And he said unto me,

Write: for these words are
true and faithful.”
Halleluiah! What a day that
will be! Hence, in
Revelation Chapter 22,
verses 6-7, the Spirit of the
Lord admonishes us: “And
he said unto me, These
sayings are faithful and
true: and the Lord God of
the holy prophets sent
His angel to shew unto
His servants the things
which must shortly be
done. Behold, I come
quickly: blessed is he
that keepeth the sayings
of the prophecy of this
book” (of Revelation).
Amen. May I add, that it is
utterly impossible to keep
the prophetic revelation of
the things you do not
understand, for this is the
terrain of the Bride of Jesus
Christ. I have to thank God
for both Brother Branham
and Brother Jackson, two
major consecutive vessels
of truth, the Elijah-Star
Messenger to this Age, and
the Chief Apostle to this
Age, respectively, who
were used to open up the
Book of Revelation for the
Universal Bride of Christ, in
this Seventh and Final Age,
this Laodicean Church
Age! What gifts they were
to this Age! It is a scriptural
fact, that God used the
Book of Revelation to set
the Bride of Christ
completely apart, from the
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Entire Christendom, for it
lays out the prophetic
realities of this end-time, in
absolute, and meticulous,
but intricate and complex
details, which only the Elect
Bride can understand, to
the full measure of its
incredible complexity and
depth, because this
“hidden wisdom”, is
ordained exclusively for
her glory! (Matt. 13:11;
Dan. 12:10; 1 Cor. 2:7).
There is a lot we can still
say on this subject, for
there is a lot we deliberately
left out, but they are not
necessary to establish this
Doctrine. The Scribe
dealing specifically with the
Eternal Age, titled, The
Eternal Age: Our Eternal
Home, will do justice to this
truth, and that Scribe will
soon be produced, once we
have finished with this
message series, the Lord
helping us. We feel that the
truth of the Doctrine of the
Eternal Age has been
solidly, sufficiently, and
scripturally established, for
the children of God to see
the crucial place, and the
absolute preciousness of
this Doctrine, which forms A
Major Foundation Stone for
the Early Church of Christ.
It is a Doctrine that goes
into the very essence of our
salvation, because the
salvation that we have of
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God is an “Eternal
Salvation”, necessitating
an Eternal Age, right here
on Planet Earth, which God
formed to be inhabited on
an Eternal basis, once
redemption is complete,
and for which reason the
Planet itself will be
redeemed in the
Millennium, the Age of
Regeneration. Brothers
and sisters, this Doctrine
concludes this message
series, titled, The Pure
Seed Doctrines. May I
warn, just as we have
constantly reiterated:
There is not One
Foundation Stone; Not One
Doctrine of the revealed
Faith of the Holy Bible,
which the Early Church
Apostles set in place, and
which the Early Church
was founded upon, that
anyone can remove, and
still make it as Bride. All
who do so, are holding to
nothing but a perverted
gospel, because once any
of the Original Doctrines
are removed, the seed
becomes cankered,
leavened, impure, hybrid,
thus becoming a cursed
gospel. And to think that
multitudes upon multitudes
of Church going people, the
gamut of Christians socalled, are worshipping
God under a cursed
gospel! Apostle Paul
declared by the inspiration

of the Holy Ghost, in
Galatians Chapter 1,
verses 6-9, even as it is
written: “I marvel that ye
are so soon removed
from Him” (God) “that
called you into the grace
of Christ unto another
gospel: Which is not”
(really) “another” (gospel.
So, what is the problem?)
“but there be some that
trouble you, and WOULD
PERVERT”, (TWIST IN
ANY MEASURE), “THE
GOSPEL OF CHRIST”,
(THE TRUE and
ORIGINAL GOSPEL
MESSAGE OF CHRIST,
THEREBY MAKING IT A
PERVERTED GOSPEL.
Now listen to this): “But
though we, or an angel
from heaven, preach any
other Gospel unto you
than that which we” (the
Original Apostles) “have
preached unto you, LET
HIM BE ACCURSED. As
we said before, so say I
now again, IF ANY MAN
PREACH ANY OTHER
GOSPEL UNTO YOU
THAN THAT YE HAVE
RECEIVED”, (FROM THE
EARLY CHURCH
APOSTOLIC MINISTRY),
“ L E T H I M B E
ACCURSED.” Amen!
Therefore, we must stay
with The Pure Seed
Doctrines of the Holy Bible,
Fundamental Doctrines
which Apostle Paul was
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used of God to lay down for
the salvation of us Gentiles.
The Doctrinal Foundation
that Saint Paul laid for the
Gentile Bride, is So True,
So Perfect, So Infallible,
So Immutable, and
A B S O L U T E LY L I F E
GIVING, so much so, that
regardless of what
anyone builds on it, IF HE
BUILDS ON IT, AND NOT
ON A PERVERTED
FOUNDATION, HE WILL
HAVE ETERNAL LIFE,
A LT H O U G H H E M AY
LOSE HIS REWARD! 1
Corinthians Chapter 3,
verses 10-15, infallibly
records: “According to
the grace of God which is
given unto me, as a wise
masterbuilder, I have laid
THE FOUNDATION” (of
the true revealed Faith of
Jesus Christ, for the
salvation for the Gentiles),
“and another” (man in the
ministry), “buildeth
thereon. But let every
man take heed how he
buildeth thereupon. FOR
OTHER FOUNDATION
CAN NO MAN LAY THAN
THAT IS LAID, WHICH IS
JESUS CHRIST” (IN HIS
DIVINE SCRIPTURAL
REVELATION). “Now if
any man BUILD UPON
THIS FOUNDATION gold,
silver, precious stones,
wood, hay, stubble;
Every man's work shall
be made manifest: for the
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day” (of our reward, at the
Judgment Seat of Christ),
“shall declare it, because
it shall be revealed by
fire”, (the fire of the
infallible and perfect divine
judgment light of Jesus
Christ, up there at the
Judgement Seat of Christ);
“and the fire shall try
every man's work of what
sort it is. If any man's
work abide which he hath
built thereupon, he shall
receive a reward” (in the
Millennium. Now listen to
this): “If any man's work
shall be BURNED, he
shall suffer loss” (of
having any reward in the
Millennium): “BUT HE
HIMSELF SHALL BE
SAVED; yet so as by fire”
(of Christ's infallible and
perfect judgment of works,
on that great day). Saints of
God, this scripturally
proves, that there is
awesome Divine Power, in
the Pure Revealed Word of
Jesus Christ; for there is
most certainly Life-giving
Power, in the Pure Seed of
the Word of Christ, which
the Early Church Apostles
bore for the Early Church!
You must know, therefore,
that the True Bride of Jesus
Christ, A Royal Bride,
cannot be clothed with
nothing, but only with the
Pure Revelation of the Holy
Bible, which is her garment
of righteousness. As the

Royal Bride of Jesus
Christ, the Royal
Bridegroom, she is solidly
established upon, and is
standing firmly and
uncompromisingly for, the
Pure Seed Doctrines of the
Original Pure Seed
Church, the Early Church
that was born on the Day of
Pentecost. That Original
Early Church, A Pure Seed
Church, set the Absolute
Standard, which this
Laodicean Bride Church
must and will measure up
to, for that is precisely what
our Royal Bridegroom is
solely coming back for.
Therefore, let every eagle
of God fall in line, and stay
f i r m l y, f a i t h f u l l y, a n d
uncompromisingly, with
The Pure Seed Doctrines,
of the Original Pure Seed
Church of Jesus Christ,
ALL of which have been
laid out before you in this
message series, all by the
grace of God, for it is our
Life-line. It is what alone
can reproduce, and it is
what alone will reproduce,
the Original Pure Seed
Bride, THE WORD BRIDE,
right here at this harvest
time, for they form the
infallible, immutable, and
Life-giving Foundation of
our Faith, the Foundation of
the salvation that we have
in Jesus Christ, as
Gentiles! For once the
Foundation is Faulty, the
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whole building of our Faith
must come down; for it
must collapse, and it will
collapse! But once the
Foundation is Absolutely
Pure and Complete,
Scripturally Solid and
Entire, putting up the Main
Building will take No time at
all; for God will simply
ground His Elect Men, who
are to make up the Original
Ephesian Fivefold Ministry,
solidly in the Continuing
Light of Christ, anoint them
mightily, like never before,
and turn them loose over
the Bride! “The Latter
Rain” will break out!
(James 5:7). And as it is
written: IT WILL BE A
QUICK, SHORT,
GLORIOUS WORK OF
PERFECTION, OF THE
WORD BRIDE, THAT
THEY WILL DO! They will
bring the Royal Bride of
Jesus Christ, into a full
state of spiritual readiness
for the Rapture, at the
Mystical Return of Christ!
(Rom. 9:28). This great
divine move of God for the
Bride, the Bride's Great
Revival, is just ahead of us.
Speaking in 1960, about
the Reproduction of the
Original Pure Seed Bride,
THE WORD BRIDE, in his
message titled, The Seven
Church Ages, under the
subtitle, The Pergamean
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Church Age, William
Branham stated on pages
171 - 176, beginning from
paragraph 1: “One night
as I was seeking the Lord,
the Holy Spirit told me to
pick up my pen and write.
As I grasped the pen to
write, His Spirit gave me a
message for the Church. I
want to bring it to you... It
has to do with THE
WORD and THE BRIDE.
“Here is what I am trying
to say to you. The law of
reproduction is that each
specie brings forth after
its own kind, even
according to Genesis
1:11, “And God said, Let
the earth bring forth
grass, and the herb
yielding seed, and the
fruit tree yielding fruit
after his kind, whose
seed is in itself, upon the
earth: and it was so.”
WHATEVER LIFE WAS IN
THE SEED CAME FORTH
INTO A PLANT AND
THENCE INTO FRUIT.
The very same law
applies to the Church
today. WHATEVER SEED
STARTED THE CHURCH
WILL COME FORTH AND
BE LIKE THE ORIGINAL
SEED BECAUSE IT IS
THE SAME SEED. In
these last days, the True
Bride Church (Christ's
seed), will come to the

Headstone”, (Jesus
Christ, the Coming King).
“AND SHE WILL BE THE
SUPER CHURCH, A
SUPER RACE, AS SHE
NEARS HIM. THEY IN
THE BRIDE WILL BE SO
MUCH LIKE HIM, THAT
THEY WILL EVEN BE IN
HIS VERY IMAGE. This is
in order to be united with
Him. They will be One.
THEY WILL BE THE VERY
MANIFESTATION OF THE
WORD OF THE LIVING
GOD.” (FOR SHE IS THE
WORD BRIDE). “…
THEREFORE, NOTHING
CAN HARM HER, NOT
EVEN DEATH. FOR IF
T H E S E E D B E
PLANTED”, (IF IT BE
SOWN), “THE WATER
WILL RAISE IT UP
AGAIN.” FOR SHE IS
ORDAINED FOR
E T E R N A L G L O R Y.
Therefore, let us be clothed
(adorned) in our souls, with
Nothing but the Pure
and Unadulterated
(Wholesome) Revelation of
Jesus Christ of the Holy
Bible, for that is the Divine
Royal Garment of the True
Bride of Jesus Christ, as
Nothing else will work,
FOR THE SEED IS
W H AT M A K E S T H E
DIFFERENCE.
The Lord bless you.
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And he said, So is the kingdom of God, as if a
man should cast seed into the ground; And
should sleep, and rise night and day, and the
seed should spring and grow up, he knoweth
not how. For the earth bringeth forth fruit of
herself; first the blade, then the ear, after that
the full corn in the ear. But when the fruit is
brought forth, immediately he putteth in
the sickle, because the harvest is come.

Mark 4 : 26 - 29
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The Walking Voice, Parts 1 & 2 (October 2007).
The Man That Was Caught Up, Parts 1 & 2 (December 2007).
Genesis: The Creation Of The Universe (January 2008).
Genesis: The Eden Of Angels (February 2008).
Genesis: The Eden Of Man (March 2008).
Genesis: Cain And Abel (April 2008).
Genesis: The Mark Of Cain (June 2008).
Genesis: The Mixing Of Seeds (July 2008).
Genesis: The Travails Of Ham (August 2008).
Why Continuity?, Parts 1 - 5 (September 2008 - February 2009).
The Promise Of John - Parts 1 & 2 (March - April 2009).
The Spirit Of John - (June 2009).
John: The Angel's Feet Placing (July 2009).
John: The Eating Of The Scroll (August 2009).
John: Completing The Voice Of The Seventh Angel (September 2009).
John: The Foundation And The Plumbline (October 2009).
John: They Confessed And Denied Not (December 2009).
The Unseen Headship Of Jesus Christ (January 2010).
The Beautiful Bride - Part 1 (February 2010)
John, Angels, And Prophecy; Special Edition (March 2010).
The Beautiful Bride - Parts 2 & 3 (June 2010)
The Beautiful Bride - Parts 4 & 5 (August 2010)
The Beautiful Bride - Part 6 (September 2010)
Demonology: The New Face Of The Contender; Special Edition (October 2010).
The Beautiful Bride - Parts 7 - 9 (December 2010 - February 2011).
Latter Rain (March 2011).
Joel’s Army (April 2011).
An Unholy And Profane Sign (June 2011)
A Religion On Its Last Trail - Part 1 - 4 (July - October 2011).
He Preached To Spirits In Prison: Who Are They? Part 1 & 2 ( Dec. 2011 - Jan. 2012)
After Two Days (February 2012)
Who Are The Foolish Virgins? (March 2012)
Ham Is In The Covenant (April 2012)
The Hour Of Gold - Part 1 - 2 (June - July 2012)
Rapturing Faith (August 2012)
The Revelation Of God Is One (September 2012)
The Angel Of Time: Who Is He? (October 2012)
The Restoration Of The Serpent? (December 2012)
The White Throne Judgment (January 2013)
The Seventh Seal (February 2013)
The Threefold Mystery of The Seventh Seal (March 2013)
Sin Lieth At The Door (April 2013)
The Present Day Identity Of The Serpent (June 2013)
Doors In Door (July 2013)
Ezekiel 38 And 39 Battle - A Revisit (August 2013)
The Apostolic Ministry: Timothy And Titus. (September 2013)
The Application of Types And Shadows (Principles Of Types And Shadows) - Parts 1 & 2 (Oct. - Dec. 2013)
The Application of Types And Shadows (The Wilderness Experience) - Part 3 (January 2014)
The Application of Types And Shadows (Who Is This Melchizedek?) - Parts 4 & 5 (Feb. - Mar. 2014)
The Seven Spirits Before The Throne (April 2014)
God In The Laodicean Age: The Year 2005 - Parts 1 & 2 (June 2014)
The Input Of Ham (July 2014)

The Pure Seed Doctrines - Part 8
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Our Convention dates for 2020 are as follows:
November Convention: 12th - 15th, 2020.

NOTE: Our email address has changed.
All are welcome to the meetings. If you need more information, or if you
have any questions or any comments, please feel free to contact us. All
correspondence should be addressed to:
pastorbft@yahoo.com
For those who prefer to write, our postal address is at the bottom of this
page. We look forward to hearing from you.
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The Foundation Of The Five Fold Ministry, Parts 1&2 (January 2007).
The Foundation Of The Five Fold Ministry, Part 3: The Uniqueness Of The Ministry (January 2007).
The Foundation Of The Five Fold Ministry, Parts 4&5: Testing For Faithfulness (January 2007).
Locating God: The Visitation Of God, Parts 1&2 (February 2007).
Affinity With Evil (February 2007).
Where Are We? (February 2007).
The Way Forward (February 2007).
The Plot, Parts 1 - 4 (March 2007).
The Seven Thunders In Relation To The Five Fold Ministry, Parts 1&2 (March 2007).
The Jewish Connection, Parts 1& 2 (April 2007).
The Third Pull (June 2007).
The Third Pull, And The Three Steps Into The Rapture (June 2007).
The Angel Of The Seventh Seal (June 2007).
They Came To Present Themselves, Parts 1&2 (July 2007).
The Invitation (July 2007).
The Promise To The Overcomer, Parts 1-3 (July 2007).
The Manifestation Of The Sons Of God (July 2007).
A Woman Rises In America (July 2007).
The Prophetic Ministry Of William Branham, Parts 1-4 (August 2007).
The Three Scribes (September 2007).
Ministerial Irresponsibility (September 2007).

Directory contd. in the inner cover.

Mobile.: +234-7060406157, 09082709737.

